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Abstract 
Cook, S. and A. Urquhart, Functional interpretations of feasibly constructive arithmetic, 
Annals of Pure and Applied Logic 63 (1993) 103-200. 
A notion of feasible function of finite type based on the typed lambda calculus is introduced 
which generalizes the familiar type 1 polynomial-time functions. An intuitionistic theory IPV’” 
is presented for reasoning about these functions. Interpretations for ZPV’” are developed both 
in the style of Kreisel’s modified realizability and Godel’s Dialectica interpretation. Applica- 
tions include alternative proofs for Buss’s results concerning the classical first-order system Si 
and its intuitionistic counterpart IS:, as well as proofs of some of Buss’s conjectures concerning 
ISi, and a proof that ISi cannot prove that extended Frege systems are not polynomially 
bounded. 
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0. Introduction 
0.1. Setting 
In 1975 Cook [ll] introduced an equational system PV (‘polynomially 
verifiable’) of number theory, patterned after Skolem’s equational theory of 
primitive recursive arithmetic. Whereas Skolem’s system has a function symbol 
for each primitive recursive function, PV has one for each polynomial-time 
computable function. The system PV was supposed to capture an intuitive notion 
of ‘feasibly constructive proof’, a form of highly constructive proof satisfying the 
equation: constructive proof is to algorithm as feasibly constructive proof is to 
polynomial-time algorithm. 
A major purpose of the PV paper was to relate propositional calculus proof 
lengths to feasibly constructive proofs. For example, every true equation in PV 
gives rise to a family of propositional tautologies which assert the equation, and if 
the equation is a theorem of PV then each tautology in the family has an 
extended Frege proof whose length is bounded by a polynomial in the length of 
the tautology. It was shown that if the soundness of a propositional proof system 
was provable in PV, then an extended Frege system polynomially simulates the 
proof system. (See [16] for terminology.) This allowed Martin Dowd [19] to later 
prove the surprising result that extended Frege systems polynomially simulate 
Frege systems with substitution. 
In 1985 Buss [2] introduced a system S: of arithmetic based on classical 
first-order predicate calculus and proved that the definable functions in his system 
are precisely the polynomial-time computable functions. Buss developed S: 
without knowing about PV, but later incorporated a proof in [2] that Si(PV), 
that is S: augmented by the notation and theorems of PV, is a conservative 
extension of PV. In a later paper [4] Buss developed an intuitionistic version LS: 
of S: and used a complicated polynomial-time variant of Kleene realizability to 
prove that for every theorem of the form Vx 3y B(x, y) there is a polynomial- 
time computable function f such that B(n, f(n)) holds for all n. 
It seemed to the present authors that ZS; was a good candidate for formalizing 
the notion of feasibly constructive proof for propositions expressed in first-order 
arithmetic. This impression has been reinforced by our experience with the 
system and serves as motivation for the present paper. In particular we give a 
more natural set of axioms for ZS: and give a more direct proof of Buss’s theorem 
about the system. Buss takes as axioms for ZS: all theorems of the classical system 
Si of a certain form (ZZXf+ Hz:), and his realizability proof relies heavily on the 
main result of [2] (which is proved by a cut-elimination argument). In contrast, 
we formulate ZS: directly (in the style of Buss’s Si), axiomatizing it with a list of 
open formulas and an induction axiom scheme. We then prove Buss’s result for 
ZS: directly, using a variant of Kreisel’s modified realizibility, and avoid use of cut 
elimination. We proceed to establish a conjecture in [4] by showing that the 
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formula B(n, f(n)) mentioned above is not only true, but provable in ZS: 
extended by a definition forf. The last argument does use cut elimination. 
Finally we adapt Godel’s Dialectica interpretation [20] for Heyting arithmetic 
to ZS:. As applications, we reprove Buss’s result that S:(PV) is a conservative 
extension of PV, and we prove that the theorems of S: which Buss chose as 
axioms for ZS: are also theorems in our formulation of ZS:, and hence the two 
formulations are equivalent. A further application shows that, in a natural sense, 
ZS: cannot prove that extended Frege systems are not polynomially bounded. 
For our versions of both modified realizability and the Dialectica interpretation 
we introduce a system of feasible functions of finite type based on the typed 
lambda calculus, which is of independent interest in complexity theory. 
0.2. Feasibly constructive proofs 
One way to explain the notion of feasibly constructive proof (which we 
abbreviate as ‘feasible proof’) is to adapt a standard explanation of constructive 
proof by injecting the word ‘feasible’ wherever appropriate. Thus the logical 
connectives A, v ,l, and 3 are explained as follows. A feasible proof of A A B is a 
feasible proof of A together with a feasible proof of B. A feasible proof of A v B 
is a feasible proof of A or a feasible proof of B (it must be clear which), 1A is 
A+ 0 = 1. A feasible proof of &A(x) is an object n together with a feasible 
proof of A(n). 
A feasible proof of vx A(x) must give rise to a feasible algorithm for 
transforming n to a feasible proof of A(n), and the proof must make it plain that 
the algorithm is correct. This is discussed further below. 
Finally, a feasible proof of A-B gives rise to a feasible algorithm which 
transforms a feasible proof of A into a feasible proof of B, together with a 
feasible proof of correctness for the algorithm. 
This kind of explanation of A +- B is not universally accepted by constructivists. 
For example, Bishop [l] argues that Godel’s Dialectica interpretation provides a 
more satisfactory explanation of implication. Fortunately the standard system for 
constructive first-order arithmetic HA (Heyting Arithmetic) admits both the 
Diufecticu interpretation and the standard explanation, as evidenced by Kleene 
realizability. Fortunately for us, the system ZSi, admits both a feasible Dialectica 
interpretation (Section 9) and a feasible form of modified realizability (Section 8). 
It is not clear whether ZS: admits a feasible form of Kleene realizability. Buss [4] 
manages to avoid interpreting ---, in his polynomial-time version of Kleene 
realizability. 
Returning to the universal quantifier, consider the case Vxl. . - Vx, 
A(x,, . . . , x,) (Vx A(x) for short) in which A(x) manifestly defines a polynomial- 
time predicate. Here the major requirement of a proof to make it feasible is that 
no infeasible concept occurs. For example, consider the instance n = 4 of 
Fermat’s Last Theorem: if xyz # 0 then x4 + y4 # z4. The standard proof involves 
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a lemma such as x2 1 y2 +x 1 y. The obvious proof of the lemma uses the unique 
factorization theorem for Z. Since there is no known polynomial-time algorithm 
for factoring integers, this proof is not feasible. On the other hand a little thought 
provides a feasible proof of the lemma based on the extended Euclidean 
algorithm (this is a good exercise for the reader). Thus the case n = 4 does indeed 
have a feasible proof. Pitassi [29] has worked out a feasible proof for the more 
difficult case n = 3. 
Assertions of the form tlxA(s), with A(x) a polynomial-time predicate, 
comprise the subject matter of the equational system PV [ll]. Here a proof boils 
down to a proof of an identity of the form f(x) = 0, where f is a polynomial-time 
computable function. According to [ll], a feasible proof in this case is 
p-verifiable, in the sense that it provides a polynomial Q(n) and a uniform 
method of verifying within Q( Ixr1, . . . , (x, I) steps that f(xl, . . . , x,) evaluates to 
0. (Of course one must be able to see that the verification always succeeds.) In 
general, the verification time Q exceeds the evaluation time for f, since the proof 
of the identity involves introduction of new polynomial-time concepts. For 
example, in the proof of Fermat’s Theorem for II = 4, the extended Euclidean 
algorithm is used. All theorems of PV are p-verifiable in this sense, and the 
converse was conjectured. This leads in [ll] to the 
0.2.1. Verifiability Thesis. A formula of PV is provable in PV iff it is p- 
verifiable. 
Many theorems of graph theory and combinatorics require quantifiers to 
formulate and are not naturally expressed in PV. Some of these, for example 
Kuratowski’s theorem, Menger’s theorem, and Hall’s theorem, have feasibly 
constructive proofs. Others, such as the pigeon hole principle (suitably stated), 
appear not to. Hence we need a suitable first-order theory which extends PV. The 
system ZPV of Section 4 is a conservative extension of both PV and ZS: 
(Theorems 10.1 and 4.12). This and other considerations lead us to formulate the 
0.2.2. Feasible Proof Thesis. A statement of first-order number theory of the 
form VX 3yA(x, y), where A@, y) is a polynomial-time decidable predicate, is a 
theorem of ZPV iff it has a feasibly constructive proof. 
As evidence in the forward direction, that ZPV theorems have feasible proofs, 
we point out that theorems of ZPV can be realized by feasible functions (of finite 
type) both in the sense of modified realizability (Section 8) and the Dialectica 
interpretation (Section 9). 
The evidence for the converse, that ZPV is adequate to formalize feasibly 
constructive proofs for V3 theorems, comes partly from the robustness of the 
system. For example, ZPV is a conservative extension of Zs$ although the two 
systems are formulated quite differently. Also Buss’s formulation of IS: is 
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formally much more powerful than our formulation, but turns out to be 
equivalent (10.6). Furthermore, ZPV is conservative over PV, and the system 
ZPV”, the analog of ZPV for feasible functions of finite type, is conservative over 
ZPV. 
In the preliminary version [9] of this paper we formulated 0.2.2 more generally 
for all statements of first-order number theory, rather than just for El 
statements. While we still have no difficulty with the forward direction of this 
more general statement (that ZPV theorems have feasible proofs), we now have 
reservations about the converse for propositions with a complicated quantifier 
structure. An example is the induction axiom scheme PZND (see Section 1). As 
presently formulated for the systems ZS: and ZPV, the induction formula A(x) 
must explicitly represent an NP predicate. However Buss [5] has formulated an 
extension ZPV+ of ZPV in which the formula has the more general form 
A(x) v B, where A(x) is as above and B is an arbitrary formula not containing X. 
It is difficult philosophically to argue that the more general induction scheme is 
not feasible, and in fact Buss finds a pleasing model-theoretic characterization of 
ZPV+. It is an open question whether ZPV+ is a proper extension of ZPV. 
Another apparently innocuous extension of the NP PZND scheme is to 
allow lea as an induction formula, where A(x) is an NP formula. We do not 
know whether this extension is proper. In fact, if we allowed this more general 
scheme in the formulation of ZPV, then results of Leivant [27] could be used in 
place of the Dialectica interpretation to prove Theorem 10.4 and Corollary 10.6. 
Although these different formulations of PZND are not obviously equivalent, it 
turns out that only quantifier-free PZND is needed to prove the El theorems of 
ZPV. Furthermore, even using classical logic in place of intuitionistic logic does 
not increase the El theorems of ZPV (see Corollary 10.5 and the ensuing 
discussion). Hence we have confidence in the present formulation of 0.2.2. This 
also suggests we could strengthen 0.2.2 to state that a El formula B can be 
proved using polynomial-time reasoning (whether constructive or not) iff B is a 
theorem of ZPV. 
Ultimately our confidence in the adequacy of ZPV comes from using it to 
formalize proofs. In addition to the work in Sections 3 and 4, examples of 
formalizing proofs occur in Godel’s second incompleteness theorem for PV [ll] 
and S: [2]. 
An example which we expect is not provable in ZPV is sat(x) v is&(n), where 
sat(x) is ‘X codes a satisfiable propositional formula’. If this is provable in ZPV, 
then P = NP (see 8.15 and succeeding discussion). This motivates trying to show 
that sat(x) v -uat(x) is unprovable, since such a result would rule out a feasible 
proof that P = NP, for example by reducing an NP complete problem to linear 
programming. 
A second example which we expect is unprovable in ZPV is Fermat’s ‘Little 
Theorem’ (see after 8.6). If this were provable, it would seem to provide a 
surprising practical method for factoring large integers. 
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0.3. Other complexity classes 
The system ZPV defines precisely the polynomial-time computable functions. 
Other systems of arithmetic define other complexity classes. (See [7] for a 
discussion.) The realizing methods of this paper can be adapted to other 
complexity classes as well; some indication of how to do this occurs in the course 
notes [14]. In the present paper, we confine our attention to polynomial-time 
computability. 
0.4. Outline 
In Section 1 we introduce Buss’s S: (slightly reformulated), our version of the 
system IS:, and compare it with Buss’s original IS: (here called Z,C$#). 
In Section 2 we prove that all polynomial-time computable functions are 
definable in (our) ZS:. 
In Section 3 and the Appendix we give a detailed treatment of the equational 
system PV. The formulation here is based on binary notation, in contrast to the 
original formulation in [ll], which uses dyadic notation. 
In Section 4 we introduce the system ZPV, which has the notation of ZS: 
augmented by all function symbols in PV. The axioms for ZPV are more ‘rational’ 
than for ISi, consisting essentially of recursive defining equations for each 
function symbol, and an induction scheme which is simpler than the one for ISi. 
We show that ZPV is a conservative extension of ISi. The system ZPV is not only 
arguably a more pleasing formulation of feasibly constructive arithmetic, it is also 
technically useful in proving the realizability results in later sections. 
In Section 5 we present a standard formulation of the typed lambda calculus. 
In Section 6 we introduce the system PV”, which is an equational system 
extending PV to include the terms of the typed lambda calculus. The system 
includes a recursor for introducing higher type functions by a kind of limited 
recursion on notation. We prove that PV” is a conservative extension of PV. 
In Section 7 we introduce the system ZPV”, which is a common extension of 
ZPV and PV”. We prove (using cut elimination) that the extension is conservative 
over ZPV. (The proof that ZPV” is conservative over PV” must await Section 
10.) 
In Section 8 we present our version of modified realizability, and prove that 
every theorem of ZPV” is provably realizable in ZPV”. As a corollary we get 
Buss’s result mentioned earlier that proofs of existence in IS: and ZPV give rise to 
polynomial-time algorithms for finding the numbers claimed to exist. We then 
apply the conservative extension result of Section 7 to establish that ZPV proves 
that these polynomial-time algorithms work. Some of Buss’s conjectures for ZS: 
follow. 
In Sections 9 and 10 we present our version of Godel’s Dialectica 
interpretation, for ZPV”. We prove that ZPV w is a conservative extension of 
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IPV” 
r.5: PV 
Fig. 1. All extensions are conservative. 
PI/“, that ZPV is a conservative extension of PV, that IS: is equivalent to ISlB, 
and other applications. 
In Section 11 we present results inspired by the preliminary version [9] of this 
paper. 
Fig. 1 shows how the various systems stand with respect to the relation ‘is a 
conservative extension of’. 
0.5. Notation 
= is syntactic identity. 
g is definitional equality. 
S[t/x] is the result of substituting t for free occurrences of x in S, after changing 
bound variables in S to avoid clashes. (S can be a term or formula.) 
1. Systems of feasible arithmetic 
We begin by defining the logical basis and some of the notation for the systems 
considered in this paper. In particular, we describe the intuitionistic systems ISi 
and ZS:B and the classical system S:. 
The logical vocabulary for all systems of predicate logic considered consists of 
the propositional connectives A, v ,+, the quantifiers V, 3, and the equality 
predicate =. The connectives f, and 1 are introduced by definition below. 
The non-logical constants of the systems ISi, ISiB and Si are the following: an 
individual constant 0, one-place functions Sx, 1x1 and L&X], two-place functions 
x + y, x . y and x # y, and the two-place predicate x < y. 
The intended interpretation of 1x( is [log,,(x + l)] (the length of the binary 
notation for x), and that of x # y is 2 ‘X’.‘y’. Note that for x > 1, ]$x] is x with its 
rightmost bit deleted. 
Definitions. 
l&SO, AoBg(A+B) A (B-A), 
2 g sso, ~Ag(A+(0=1)). 
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For all intuitionistic systems, including IS: and ISiB, we employ the following 
set of axioms and rules for intuitionistic predicate logic, which are due to Godel 
WI. 
Axiom schemes 
1. A+(AAA) 
3. (AAB)+B 
5. (A A B)- (B A A) 
7. VxA+A[tlx] 
9. (0=1)-A 
2. (A vA)+A 
4. B+(AvB) 
6. (A v B)-+(B VA) 
8. A[t/x]+3xA 
Rules of inference 
10. 
A,A-+B 
11. 
A-+B, B+C 
B A-C 
12 G4~Bl-c 
. A+(B+C) 
A+B 
14. 
CvA+CvB 
15. 
A+B 
A-VxB 
13 A+-(B+C) 
’ (AAB)+C 
16. 
B-+A 
3x B-A 
In axiom schemes 7 and 8, A[t/x] stands for the result of substituting the term t 
for all free occurrences of x in A; t must not contain an occurrence of a free 
variable which becomes bound in A[t/x]. In rules 15 and 16, x must not occur free 
in A. 
For identity, we add the axiom schemes: 
17. x =x, 18. x =y+ (A -A[y/x]). 
We shall write r IA if A is derivable from the set of formulas r, using the 
axiom schemes and rules of inference just given. In such a derivation, 
applications of rules 15 and 16 must satisfy the restriction that the premiss of the 
application does not depend on any formula in r which contains x free. 
We shall use dots instead of brackets occasionally, in accordance with the 
conventions of Church [6]. 
For the classical systems S{, CPV, and CPV” we add to the logical basis the 
axiom scheme of excluded middle: 
19. A v 1A. 
We define bounded quantifiers as follows: 
(~xG~)A~~x(xs~AA), 
(Vx~t)AgVx(St~x VA), 
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where t is a term not containing x. Sharply bounded quantifiers are bounded 
quantifiers of the form: (5 G ItI), (Vx c ItI). 
Following Buss [2, pp. 29-301, we define a hierarchy of bounded formulas. 
(1) II; = _Zg is the set of formulas all of whose quantifiers are sharply bounded, 
(2) z+1 is defined inductively by: 
(a) fl”, 5 -%+i; 
(b) if A is in 2 %+i so are (3x G t) A and (Vx c Itl)A; 
(c) if A, B are in zli+i, soareA~BandAvB; 
(d) if A is in Zi+i and B in 17E+i, then 1B and B-A are in Ei+i. 
(3) US+1 is defined inductively by: 
(a) 2; c fli+i; 
(b) if A is in rrfi+i then so are (VX d t) A and (3x G Itl) A; 
(c) if A, B are in fli+i, so are A A B and A v B; 
(d) if A is in L$+i and B in Zi+i, then 1B and B-A are in II7fE+i; 
(4) Ek+i and @+i are the smallest sets which satisfy (l)-(3). 
A formula is positive if it contains no occurrence of * (recall that 1A is by 
definition (A+ (0 = 1)). A formula A is HE: (hereditarily 25 if all subformulas 
of A are 2;. A formula is $‘+ if it is both .Xf and positive. All 2:’ formulas are 
H$, but not conversely. 
It follows from results of Meyer, Stockmeyer and Wrathall that, for k > 0, an 
n-place numerical predicate Q(X) is in the kth level _Z$ (IL&) of the 
Meyer/Stockmeyer polynomial hierarchy if and only if it is defined by a 2: (II:) 
formula of S:; for a proof see Buss [2, pp. 16-211. (This also follows easily from 
2.7 below.) In particular, the NP sets are exactly those defined by ,VZt formulas. 
Non-logical axioms for ZS: and S: 
First, we have the following twenty-one BASIC axioms. 
(1) x=sX-+o=l 
(2) osx 
(3) nGy+(x=yvSx~y) 
(4) (x~yAyGz)--+xGz 
(5) (x~yr\y~x)-+x=y 
(6) xGyvy==x 
(7) 101 = 0 
(8) SO~X+(~.X(=S((X() 
(9) Ifv *XII = wd) 
(10) xcY+ I4 ss IYI 
(11) Ix #Yl =Wxl * IYl> 
(12) 1#1=2 
(13) x#y=y#x 
(14) (xJ=lul +JVJ+x#y=(U#y)*(V#y) 
(15) x+0=x 
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(16) x + Sy = S(x + y) 
(17) (X + y) + 2 =x + (y + 2) 
(18) x+y<x+z+-+y~z 
(19) x.1=x 
(20) X * (y + 2) = (x . y) + (x * z) 
(21) X = ([4X] + L&K]) VX =S( L&J + ]ixJ) 
Second, we have the axiom scheme of _ZT+-PIND: 
[A(O) A Vx (A( ~~x~)+A(x))]-+VzA(z) 
where A is a $‘+-formula. The scheme of induction on binary notation 
formalized here is natural in the context of feasible mathematics, where we think 
of numbers as presented to us as binary strings. It may be considered as a more 
efficient form of induction than the usual form involving the normal successor 
function. Given a fixed number n, to prove that n has a certain property by the 
usual form of induction requires a number of steps proportional to n, whereas the 
number of steps using induction on notation is proportional to log, n. 
This completes the description of ISi and Si, which differ only in their logical 
basis. The present formulation of S: differs from Buss’s S: in having 21 BASIC 
axioms, where Buss’s formulation has 32, but it is not difficult, though somewhat 
tedious, to show the two formulations equivalent. 
The reader should be warned, however, that the derivation of Buss’s BASIC 
axiom set from the present 21 axioms requires the use of the PZND scheme for 
open formulas. In weak systems not containing this scheme, a stronger set of 
BASIC axioms is required. In [3], Buss gives a detailed discussion of the 
relationship between the two definitions of the BASIC axioms and IS:. 
Buss’s version of intuitionistic bounded arithmetic [4], ISiB, differs from IS: in 
two respects. First, Buss postulates a more general form of the induction scheme; 
in the statement of Zf-PZND he allows A(x) to be any HZ; formula. Although 
this scheme is more convenient in proving theorems, it is not well behaved with 
respect to definitional extensions, which is why we adopt the more restricted 
scheme. Theorem 1.10 below shows that the more general scheme is derivable 
from the restricted one. Second, Buss replaces the BASIC axioms by the 
following rule: if (A + B) is a theorem of Si and A, B are HE: formulas then 
(A+ B) is an axiom of ISiB. 
We shall not use the system ISiB in what follows, but after we have developed 
functional interpretations for ZS: we shall prove the two systems equivalent 
(10.6). 
We associate with each formula A of ZS: two positive formulas POS(A) and 
NEG(A), the positive and negative transforms of A. 
Definition. (1) For A atomic: 
POS(A) = A, NEG(x=y)=(Sx~y vSy<x), 
NEG(x < y) = (Sy s x). 
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(2) POS(A+ B) = NEG(A) v PUS(B), 
NEG(A + B) = POS(A) A NEG(B). 
(3) POS(A A B) = POS(A) A POS(B), 
NEG(A A B) = NEG(A) v NEG(B). 
(4) POS(Vx A) = VX RX(A), 
NEG(Vx A) = 3x NEG(A). 
(5) POS(A v B) = POS(A) v POS(B), 
NEG(A v B) = NEG(A) A NEG(B). 
(6) POS(3x A) = 3x POS(A), 
NEG(3x A) = Vx NEG(A). 
1.1. Lemma. BASIC k (POS(A)+A) A (NEG(A)+lA). 
Proof. For atomic A, we need to prove SX <y += (x = y + (0 = 1)) and Sy c x + 
(X s y + (0 = l)), which f o 11 ow easily from the BASIC axioms 1, 2, 4, 5, 15, 16, 
18, via the theorem x s x + y and its corollary x s Sx. 
The remainder of the proof is a straightforward induction on the complexity of 
A in which only intuitionistic predicate logic is required. 0 
1.2. Lemma. BASIC t-x = y v 1x = y. 
Proof. By BASIC axioms 3 and 6, IS: tx = y v NEG(x = y). The result follows 
by Lemma 1.1. 0 
1.3. Lemma. ZS$ k 2 . x = x + x. 
Proof. By _Xf+-PZZVD. The basis requires BASIC axioms 2, 5, 15, 18, 19, and 20. 
The induction step is based on axiom 21 and requires the theorem 1 +x = Sx, 
which again uses _Xf+-PZND based on axiom 21. 0 
1.4. Lemma. ZS: tx = 0 v 1x1 = S(lL+xJ I). 
Proof. By Lemma 1.2, L&K] = 0 or 1 L&X] = 0. In the first case, the result follows 
from axiom 21, using axioms 7 and 9 and the theorem 2 * 0 = 0 (from Lemma 
1.3). In the second case, the result follows from axiom 21 and Lemma 1.3, using 
axioms 2, 3, 8, and 9. El 
Definition. The 2!+-LZND schema has the form: 
[NO) A Vx(A(x)-,A(Sx))]~VxA(lxl), 
where A(x) is a _Xf+ formula. 
1.5. Lemma. The scheme of .Xf+-LIND is provable in IS:. 
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Proof. Let B(x) be the formula A(lxl). Then B(0) follows from A(0) by BASIC 
(7). Furthermore, from Vx (A(x) +A(&)) we can derive Vx (B( L&X])+ B(X)) 
by using Lemma 1.4. Since B(x) is a Ef+ formula, the conclusion Vx A(lxl) 
follows by 2;+-PZND. Cl 
1.6. Lemma. If A is 2: then ZS: t POS(A) v NEG(A). 
Proof. By induction on the complexity of A. The induction step for sharply 
bounded quantifiers employs ,I$+-LZND. •i 
1.7. Corollary. If A is 2; then ZS: I-A v 1A. 
1.8. Corollary. If A is $‘, then IS: t (A t-, POS(A)) A (1A t, NEG(A)). 
Proof. By 1.1, kNEG(A) --+lA, hence by 1.6, tA+POS(A). Again by 1.1, 
tPOS(A)-,A so tlA-+NEG(A) by 1.6. 0 
1.9. Lemma. If A is H2; then ZS: t A ++ POS(A). 
Proof. This is a straightforward induction on the complexity of A. The only case 
worthy of remark is where A is of the form B-, C. In that case, B must be zi, 
so: 
tPOS(B+ C) * NEG(B) v POS(C) t, 1B v C * B-C. 
The last step follows because t B v 1B by Corollary 1.7. Cl 
1.10 Theorem. The H$-PZND scheme is derivable in ZS;. 0 
Theorem 1.10 does not necessarily hold for definitional extensions of Z$, such 
as we consider in the following section. This may be seen from the fact that 
Lemma 1.9 depends on the decidability of 24; formulas. This condition fails (for 
example) in an extension of IS: containing a non-recursive predicate introduced 
by definition. 
2. Bootstrapping IS: 
Definition. Let T be an extension of ZS:. Let A be a Et’ formula of T and let t 
be a term of T such that 
TkVx(3y<t)A(x,y), 
T~VxVyVz[A(x,y)~A(x,z)-+y=z]. 
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Then we say that T can E?+-define the function f such that VxA(x, f(x)). The 
defining axiom for f is: 
f(x) =Y f, A@, Y) 
where f is a new n-ary function symbol. The defining formula for f is A and the 
bounding term for f is t. 
2.1. Theorem. Let T and f be as in the above definition, and assume that all 
$‘+-PIND axioms in the language of T are theorems of T. Let T(f) be the 
extension of T obtained by adding f as a new function symbol, together with its 
defining axiom, and also all 2:’ -PIND axioms in the language of T( f ). Then 
T(f) is a conservative extension of T. 
Proof. The theory obtained by adjoining only the defining axiom is well known 
to be a conservative extension of T; see Kleene [24, 0741 or Nelson [28, Ch. 271 
for a proof. Hence it suffices to prove that the $+-PZND scheme is derivable in 
this theory. Let A be a Ei+ formula in the expanded language containing a term 
f(t1 * * et,), where t, . . . t,, are terms of T. Let the term f (tl . . . t,) occur in an 
atomic subformula B of A. We can eliminate the occurrences off (tl . . . t,) in B 
by replacing B by the formula: 
(3x s t)[B[x/f (t, . . . t,Jl A C(6 x)1 
where x is a variable not occurring in B, C is the defining formula for f and t is the 
bounding term. The formula which results from A by replacing B in this way is 
still _Zi+ (since A has no negative subformulas) and is equivalent to A in the 
theory. Proceeding in this way, we can find a .Z:4“ formula A* which is equivalent 
to A in the theory, but contains no occurrence of f. Hence, the Et+-PZND 
scheme for T(f) can be derived from the _I$‘+-PZND scheme for T. 0 
The above theorem also extends to predicate symbols introduced by ,YF+ 
definitions. However, it should be noted that Lemma 1.6 only extends to the new 
theory provided that the new predicate P is decidable in the resulting theory, i.e., 
I- P(x) v iP(x). If, for example, P is a formalization of an NP-complete 
predicate, then it is extremely implausible that it is decidable in Z,S: (in fact, 
Proposition 8.15 below shows that its decidability would imply P = NP). 
2.2. Definition. Let T be a theory of arithmetic containing a function 1x1 which is 
a binary length function (i.e., 1x1 = [log& + l)]). Then we say that T contains a 
set of eficient coding functions provided that T contains a one-place predicate 
Seq, a one-place function Len, two-place functions *, /3 and Bound, for which 
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the following are theorems of T: 
(A) Seq(0) A Len(O) = 0; 
(B) Seq(s)+ Seq(s *u); 
(C) Seq(s)+ Len(s *u) = Len(s) + 1; 
(D) Seq(s)-+ Len(s) c Isj; 
(E) Seq(s)+. i < Len(s)+ p(i, s *u) = p(i, s); 
(F) Seq(s)+ p(Len(s), s * u) = u; 
((3 (Seq(s) A Seq(t)) +-. [ ~~l~~~~n4;i’a)C:, s) = p(i, tJ -+ s = *; 
(H) Seq(s) A Len(s) c lb1 + 1 A (Vi < Len(s))(P(i, S) S a)*s s Bound(a, b). 
The predicate letters and function symbols in Definition 2.2 can be explained 
informally as follows. Seq(s) is true just in case s encodes a sequence of numbers 
SO, . . . , Sk; in that case, Len(s) = k + 1, the length of the sequence. The null 
sequence is encoded by zero. If s encodes a sequence, then for any number 
U, s *U encodes the sequence obtained by adding u as the last member. If s 
encodes a sequence so, . . . , Sk7 then /3(i, s) = si. The function Bound(a, b) 
bounds the size of a number encoding a sequence in terms of the largest entry in 
the sequence and the length of the sequence. 
2.3. Definition. Let T be an extension of IS;. We say that T is sujjiciently strong 
if it satisfies the conditions: 
(1) T contains a 2-place function Lmin for which the theorem 
Lmin(x, y) = 2 * (Ixl~lYl”z=x)“(l(Ixl~lYl)A==Y) 
is provable in T; 
(2) T contains a set of efficient coding functions; 
(3) T contains the .Zf+-PZND scheme for all formulas in the language of T; 
(4) T contains a 2-place function Trunc for which the theorems: 
i G I [ia] I + Trunc( [tu], i) = Trunc(u, i), 
Trunc(u, Ial) = a 
are provable in T. 
The intention is that Trunc(u, i) is the first i bits of a. 
2.4. Lemma. There is an extension IS:* of ISi by Zf+ definitions which is 
sufficiently strong. 
Proof. For the details of the definitional sequence required see Buss [2, pp. 
37-501. Buss’s proof of the corresponding lemma for 5: uses classical rather than 
intuitionistic logic; however, it is not hard (though very tedious) to check that the 
proof is constructive, so that it also goes through in the context of intuitionistic 
logic. 0 
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2.5. Lemma. Let T be a suficiently strong extension of IS:, and k(a, b) an 
n + l-place function symbol of T. Then there is an extension T’ of T by a 
A’;+-definition of a function m so that: 
T’ t k(a, b) s m(a, b), 
T’ t m( ]ta], b) s m(a, b). 
Proof. It is straightforward to prove in T by Zt+-PIND on a that: 
Vu (3 s ]a])(Vj s ]a])[k(Trunc(a, j), b) s k(Trunc(a, i), b)]. 
We can thus define: 
m(a, 6) = c * (3 s ]a])[k(Trunc(a, i), b) = c 
A (Vj s ]a]) k(Trunc(a, j), b) s c]. 
The uniqueness condition for m is immediate. The first inequality follows from 
the definition of m, and the second from the equation Trunc(a, I [ia] 1) = 
]+a]. 0 
2.6. Theorem. Let T be a sufficiently strong extension of ISi and g, h, k n-place, 
n + 2-place and n + l-place function symbols of T. Then there is an extension T* 
of T by Zt+-definitions so that 
T* If (0, b) = g(b), 
T* I- a = 0 v f (a, b) = Lmin[h(a, b, f (]+a], b)), k(a, b)]. 
Proof. First, we extend T by adding a 2:’ definition of a function m(a, b) for 
which the theorems 
k(a, b) + g(a) + 1 s m(a, b), 
m( L&l, b) c m(a, b) 
are provable. Lemma 2.5 guarantees the existence of such a definition. 
Now let B(w, a) be the following formula: 
{Seq(w) A Len(w) = ]a] + 1 A /3(0, w) = g(b) A (Vi < ]a]) 
[p(i + 1, w) = Lmin[h(Trunc(a, i + l), b, p(i, w)), k(Trunc(a, i + l), b)]]}. 
The defining axiom for f is 
f (a, b) = c t, (3~ c Bound(m(a, b), a))[B(w, a) A f3(]a], w) = c]. 
To justify this definition, we need to prove the existence and uniqueness 
conditions. 
Existence. We prove (3~ s Bound(m(a, b), a))B(w, a) by ,Yt+-PIND on a. 
Case 1: a =O. We wish to prove (3w GBound(m(0, b), 0)) B(w, 0). By 
2.2(A), Seq(0) A Len(O) = 0. Let w be O*g(b). By 2.2(B), seq(w) and by 2.2(C), 
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Len(w) = 1. By 2.2(F), /?(O, w) = p(Len(O), w) = g(b). Finally, w < Bound 
(m(O, b), 0) by 2.2(H), completing the basis of the induction. 
Case 2: induction step. Assume w, 6 Bound(m( L&l, b), L&l>, B(w, l&l> 
and a > 0. Define u as: 
Lmin{h(a, b, P(I L&l I, wr)), k(a) b)) 
and let w, be wr *CL We need to prove B(w~, a) and w, < Bound(m(a, b), a). 
First, seq(w,) follows from 2.2(B). Second, 
Len(wJ = Len(w, *u) 
= Len(w,) + 1 (by 2.2(C)) 
= (I ltaj 1 + 1) + 1 since B(w,, [+a]) 
= Ial + 1. 
Third, 
P(0, %) = P(0, w1* u) by definition of w, 
= P(0, %) by 2.2(E) 
= g(b) since B(w,, Ital). 
Finally, we need to show that for all i < lal, 
/3(i + 1, w2) = Lmin[h(7’runc(a, i + l), b, p(i, w)), k(Trunc(a, i + l), b)]. 
Firstly, if i < I Lta] I then 
/3(i + 1, WJ = /3(i + 1, w1 * u) = p(i + 1, wr) by 2.2(E) 
= Lmin{h(Trunc( [2a], i + l), 6, /3(i, w,), k(7’runc( [+a], i + l), b)} 
= Lmin{h(Trunc(a, i + l), b, p(i, w2)), k(Trunc(a, i + l), b)} 
by 2.3(4), 2.2(E). 
Secondly, if i = I [ia] I then 
p(i + 1, w2) = p(I [ia] 1 + 1, w2) = /?(Len(w,), w1 *u) = u by 2.2(F) 
= Lmin{h(a, b, P(I l&J I, w)), k(a, b)) by definition of u 
= Lmin{h(Trunc(a, [al), b, p(i, wl)), k(Trunc(a, [al), b)} by 2.3(4) 
= Lmin{h(Trunc(a, i + l), b, p(i, We)), k(Trunc(a, i + l), b)} by 2.2(E). 
This completes the proof that B(w*, a). We need to show, finally, that 
w, c Bound(m(a, b), a). By definition, for i < Len(wJ, 
p(i, WJ s k(Trunc(a, i), b) + 1 G m(Trunc(a, i), b) c m(a, b), 
so by 2.2(H), W, c Bound(m(a, b), a), completing the induction step for the 
existence condition. 
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Uniqueness. We need to show: 
[B(v, a) A B(w, a)]-+ (Vi < Len(v))(P(i, v) = p(i, w)). 
Let C(d) be the formula: 
(Vi < ]v])[(i <Len(v) A B(v, a) A B(w, a) A i 6 d)+ p(i, v) = p(i, w)]. 
We prove C(]d]) by 2’:+-LZND on the variable d. 
For d = 0, i = 0 so /?(O, w) = /3(0, v) by definition. Assume C(d). If i <d, the 
result holds by induction hypothesis. Let i = d + 1. Then i < Len(v) = Ial + 1 so 
d < (al, hence 
#Xi, u) = P(d + 1, u) 
= Lmin[h(Trunc(u, d + l), b, P(d, v)), k(Z’runc(a, d + l), b)] 
= Lmin[h(Trunc(u, d + l), b, /3(d, w)), k(Trunc(u, d + l), b)] by I.H. 
= /3(d + 1, w) = /?(i, w). 
By $‘+-LZND, the implication follows, so u = w by 2.2(G). 
This completes the proof that f is well defined. We need to establish the 
recursion equations for 5 
The equation 
f(O, b) = g(b) 
follows immediately from the definition of B(w, 0). Next, we have: 
(~w,)[~(%, k] ) A P(] Ita] 1, ~1) =f( ]?a], b)l, 
(%)[B(%, a> A P(kl, ~2) =f(% b)l. 
Let u = Lmin[h(u, b, p(I &] 1, w,)), k(u, b)] and w3 = wi *u. Then it is easy to 
prove that u = 0 v B(w3, a) so that w, = w2. Thus: either a = 0 or 
f(a> b) = P(l4 ~2) = /VIaI, ~3) 
= Lmin[h(a, b, P(I Lb] I> w,)), k(a, b)] 
= Lmin[h(u, b, f( I$], b)), k(u, b)]. 0 
2.7. Corollary. Zf f(x) is a polynomial-time computable function then f is 
Et+-definable in IS:. 
Proof. A theorem of Cobham ([8] and [2, Section 1.11) characterizes the 
polynomial-time computable functions as those which are definable by composi- 
tion and bounded recursion on notation from a small set of initial functions. The 
initial functions are _Xt+-definable in IS:, and the _Xi+-definable functions are 
easily seen to be closed under composition. Closure under bounded recursion on 
notation follows from Theorem 2.6. q 
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3. The system PV 
The system PV is a logic-free equational calculus, which bears the same 
relation to the polynomial-time computable functions as Skolem’s primitive 
recursive arithmetic bears to the primitive recursive functions. The first formula- 
tion of PV is given in Cook [ll], where PV stands for ‘polynomially verifiable’. 
The idea is that a proof in PV of an equation t = u provides a template for 
verifying each instance of the equation in time polynomial in the length of the 
instance. The main theorem states that for each theorem t = u, there is a 
polynomial bound on the length of the shortest extended Frege [16] proofs of the 
propositional formulas asserting the instances of t = u. 
The formulation in [ll] uses dyadic notation in the style of Smullyan [33] as its 
basis; the present formulation uses binary notation. A detailed development of 
PV appears in the M.Sc. thesis of Martin Dowd [17]. We are unable to follow 
Dowd’s formulation for two reasons. First, his version uses dyadic notation; 
second, there is an error in the proof of his Lemma 3 which invalidates a 
substantial part of the earlier derivations (the derived rule numbered 35 in 
Appendix 1 is unsound). However, we wish to acknowledge our considerable 
debt to the work of Dowd in the detailed development below. 
3.1. Definition. The function symbols and terms of PV are defined as follows. 
(1) There are infinitely many numerical variables, and each such variable is a 
term. 
(2) The constant 0 is a term. 
(3) If f is an n-place function symbol and t, * - - t, terms, then (. . - (ftl) . . . t,) 
is a term. 
(4) so, SI, Parity, [Jj are l-place function symbols. 
(5) T, EEl, # are 2-place function symbols. 
(6) Cond is a 3-place function symbol. 
(7) If t is a term and x, . . * X, (n 2 0) a list of variables including all variables in 
t, then [h,. . . xn.t] is an n-place function symbol. 
(8) If g, h and k are n-place, n + 2-place and n + l-place function symbols 
respectively, then R[g, h, k] is an II + l-place function symbol. 
The term notation (* . . (ftl) . . . t,) in (3) is designed to fit the system PV” of 
Section 6. We shall depart from the formal definition above by employing the 
informal conventions of writing ft, . . . t,, or f (tl . . . t,,) instead of (. . . (ft,) . . . t,), 
by employing infix notation [x T y for ((Y x)y)] and writing ]tx] for ( ]&lx). The 
intended interpretation of the function symbols so, sl, ES, T, # is as follows: 
s(,x = 2x, s,x = 2x + 1, n R y = x . 21y’, x 7 y = ]X + 21y’], x # y = 21X1’1y’. We use 
‘1’ as an abbreviation of ‘~~0’. 
The terms ‘x T y’, ‘x EEi y’ and ‘x # y’ are pronounced ‘x chop y’, ‘x pad y’ and 
‘x smash y’. The primitive functions of PV are most easily understood as 
operating on the binary strings which represent numbers. In these terms, s0 and s1 
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add a single digit to the right of a string, x EEI y is the result of adding 1 yl zeros to 
the end of the binary numeral for X, x 7 y is the result of chopping off lyl digits 
from the numeral for x and the numeral for x # y is ‘1’ followed by (xl * (y( zeros. 
The axioms of PV give either explicit or recursive defining equations for each 
function symbol of PV except s0 and sl, which are considered primitive. 
3.2. Definition. The axioms of PV are as follows. 
(0) Q(O) = 0 
(la) Purity(sOx) = 0 
(lb) Purity(s,x) = 1 
(2a) ]&_x] =x 
(2b) ]&ix] =x 
(3a) Cond(0, y, 2) = y 
(3b) COIZ&X, y, z) = Cond(x, y, z) 
(3c) Cond(s, x, y, 2) = 2 
(44 x H soy = CoMy, -5 s& My)) 
(4b) ~83~1~ =~&HY) 
(5a) x T soy = Cond(y, X, ]t(x 7 y)]) 
(5b) XT.S~Y = ]f(x:y)] 
(6a) x #soy = Cond(y, 1, (x # y) Wx) 
(6b) x#sly=(x#y)Wx 
(7) [h * * * x,.t](x, * - * x,) = t 
(8) R[g, h, k](x, y) = Con@, g(y), CoMt- W, Y), t, k(x, Y))), 
where t g h(x, y, R[g, h, k]( [ix], y)). 
Note that according to (8), the function R[g, h, k] is defined from g, h, and k 
by a form of bounded recursion on notation, with bounding function k. It follows 
from Cobham’s theorem (Buss [2, Section 1.11) that every polynomial-time 
computable function is represented by a function symbol in PV. 
3.3. Definition. The rules of inference of PV are as follows. 
Rl. t=utu=t 
R2. t=u,u=vtt=v 
R3. t,=u,** - t, = u, tftl * * * t, =fzQ * * . u, 
R4. t = u t t[v/x] = u[v/x], x a variable, u any term 
R5. t,[Olx] = t,[Olx] 
t*[wxlx] = vo[tJa] tz[s,xlx] = vo[t,lu] 
t,[s,xlx] = v&,/a] t*[s+/x] = v,[t,la] 
tl = t2 
for any terms tl, t,, vo, v1 and any variable a. 
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The rule R.5 is a form of induction on binary notation. The rule may be 
understood as follows: if the terms t1 and f2 satisfy the premisses of R5 for all X, 
then the functions defined by the two terms satisfy the same recursion equations, 
and hence are the same function. 
We shall adopt ‘If x = 0, then t else U’ as a way of writing ‘Cond(x, t, u)’ in 
what follows. 
In the formal development of PV, the abbreviations ‘T’, ‘DR’ and ‘D’ are used 
for theorems, derived rules and definitions. Most of the theorems proved below 
are derived using induction on notation (R5). In such a case, the proof usually 
breaks down into three steps, corresponding to the base of the induction, and the 
two induction steps for the successor functions sg and s,. In proving Theorem m 
we shall denote these three steps by (m.O), (m.O), (m.1) respectively; the two 
equations constituting step (m.O), for example, will be denoted by (m.Oa) and 
(m.Ob). In a case where the two steps (m.0) and (m.1) can be treated 
simultaneously, this will be written as (m.i). In a statement of a derived rule, the 
notation ‘t, = ul, . . . , t, = u, k u = w’ should be read as an abbreviation for ‘If 
ttl=Ul,. . .) t t,, = u, then F u = w’. 
The formal development of PV is very similar to that of primitive recursive 
arithmetic, but is complicated by the fact that function symbols introduced by 
definition contain a built-in bounding term. To make use of such a symbol in the 
later development, it is usually necessary to show that the bound can be 
eliminated, so that the recursion equations hold unconditionally. If f(x, y) is a 
function symbol introduced by definition as R[g, h, k](x, y), the temporary 
abbreviation ‘t(f)’ will be used for the term ‘h(x, y, R[g, h, k]( L&r], y))’ defined 
in Axiom 8. 
Tl. Cond(x, y, y) = y. 
Proof. By induction on x: 
(1.0). Cond(0, y, y) = y (Ax. 3a, R4); 
(1.0). Cond(sox, y, y) = Con@, y, Y) (Ax. 3b, R4); 
(1.1). Cond(s,x, y, y) = y (Ax. 3c, R4). 
Hence, Tl follows by R.5, setting t, = Cond(x, y, y), t2 =y, u. = a, v1 =y (note 
that y = y follows from Ax. 2a by Rl, R2, and R4). 0 
In the sequel we shall usually not mention uses of Rl, . . . , R4. 
T2. con45 fY, * . . yn, fz1 . . . z,) =f(Cond(x, y,, 21) * * . Cond(x, y,, z,)), f any 
n-place function symbol of PV. 
Proof. Induction on x: 
(2.0). Cond(0, fy1 . . * y,, fz1 . . . ZJ =fy1 . . . y, 
=f (ConW, yl, d . . . Con46 Y,, -4) (Ax. 3a, R3); 
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(2.0a). Cond(s,,x, fyi . . . yn, fzI . . . z,) 
= Cond(x, fyi . . . y,, fq . . . z,) (Ax. 3b); 
(2.Ob). f(Cdnd(s,,x, y,, z,) . . . Cond(w, yn, z,J> 
=.f(CoWx, YI, 21) - - . Con+, y,,, 2,)) (Ax. 3b, R3); 
(2.1). Cond(s,& fyi . . . y,, fzI . . . z,J =fzl . . . z, (Ax. 3c) 
=f(Cond(s,x, y,, 21) . . . Cond(s,x, y,, z,J) (Ax. 3c, R3). 
Hence, T2 follows by R5 with u,, = a, U, -f,q . . . z,. 0 
T3. Cond(x, fayl . . . y,, faz, . . . z,) =fuCond(x, y,, z,) . . * Cond(x, y,,, z,), f any 
(n + 1)-place function symbol, a any variable distinct from x. 
Proof. Same as for T2. 0 
T4. Cond(x, Cond(x, c, d), Cond(x, e, f)) = Cond(x, c, f). 
Proof. Induction on x: 
(4.0). Cond(0, Cond(0, c, d), Cond(0, e, f)) = c = Cond(0, c, f) 
(4.0a). Cond(s,,x, Cond(s,,x, c, d), Cond(s,x, e, f)) 
= Cond(x, Cond(x, c, d), Cond(x, e, f)) (Ax. 3b); 
(4.0b). Cond(s(,x, c, f) = Cond(x, c, f) (Ax. 3b); 
(4.1). Cond(s,x, Cond(s,x, c, d), Cond(s,x, e, f)) =f 
= Cond(s,x, c, f) (Ax. 3~). 
Hence, T4 follows by R5, with v. = u, vi -J q 
(Ax. 3a); 
TS. Cond(x, 0, x) = x. 
Proof. By induction on x: 
(5.0). Cond(0, 0, 0) = 0 (Ax. 3a); 
(5.0). Cond(s,x, 0, s,)x) = Cond(x, 0, s,)x) (Ax. 3b) 
= Cond(x, ~0, s,,x) (Ax. 0) 
= so{ Cond(x, 0, x)} (7’2); 
(5.1). Cond(s,x, 0, six) = six (Ax. 3~). 
Hence, T5 follows by R5 with vg = s,a, vi = slx. El 
T6. Cond(x, u[O/x], u) = u, where u is any term of PV. 
Proof. By induction on the complexity of U. If u =x, then 
Cond(x, u[O/x], u) = Cond(x, 0, x) = u (T5); 
if u is a variable, u Px, or if u = 0, then: 
Cond(x, u[O/x], CL) = Cond(x, u, u) = u (Tl). 
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For the induction step, let u be ft, . . . tn. Then: 
Cond(x, U[OlX], U) 
= Cond(x, ftJO/x] . . . t,[Olx], ft, . . . tn) 
=f(Cond(x, t,[Olx], t1) . . * Cm+, &JO/x], t )) (T2) 
= ftl * . . t, (I.H.) 
= U. 0 
T7. Cmqx, u, y) = Cond(x, u[Olx], y). 
Proof. Cond(x, u, y) = Cmqx, Cmqx, u[Olxl, u), Y) (T6) 
= Cmqx, u[Olx], y) (Tl, T4). 0 
TS. Cond(x, y, U) = Cond(x, y, u[Cond(x, z, a)/~]), for u any term of PV. 
Proof. By induction on the complexity of the term u. For u = a, this follows from 
Tl and T4. Assuming T8 for tl * * * t,; 
Cond(x, y, ft, . . . t,) 
= Cond(x, y, Cond(x, fy * . . y, ft, . . . t,)) W, T4) 
= Cond(x, y, f (Cmqx, y, t& . * Cond(x, y, tn))) ( T2) 
= Cond(x, y, f (Comqx, y, t,[Cond(x, 2, a)/u]) * * * 
Co4% y, tn[CoMx, 2, a)lal))) (I.H.) 
= Cond(x, y, Cond(x, fy . . . y, ft1 . . . tn[Cond(x, 2, u)lu])) (T2) 
= Cond(x, y, ft1 . * * t,[Con@, 2, a)la]) (Tl, T4). 0 
D9. ‘v # 0.2. t = u’ abbreviates ‘Cond(v, U, t) = u’, for any terms V, t, u. 
DRlO. t=utv#O.x.t=u. 
Proof. Assuming t = CL, by Tl; 
Cond(v, u, t) = Cond(v, u, u) = u. 0 
Tll. x f0.1. Cond(x, t, u) = u. 
Proof. Cond(x, u, Cond(x, t, u)) = Cond(x, u, u) P’4) 
=u (Tl). 0 
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Proof. By assumption, Cond(u, U, t) = U. Hence, 
Cond(u, t, U) = Cond(v, t, Cond(rJ, U, t)) 
= Cond(u, t, t) (T4) 
=t (Tl). •I 
DR13. w#O.x.t=u, w#O.z.u=vtw#O.x.t=v. 
Proof. By DR12, w f0.1. u = t, so Cond(w, t, u) = t. Hence: 
Cond(w, 21, t) = Cond(w, 21, Cond(w, t, u)) 
= Cond(w, ?J, u) ( w 
=U (Hypothesis), 
thatis, w#O.=,.t=v. Cl 
DR14. u#O.~.ti=ui, i=l...nku#O.~.ft,. . -t,=fu,. . -u,. 
Proof. Cond(2r, fu1 * * * u,, ft, . + * t,) 
=f(Cond(v, u,, t,) * * . Cond(?J, cl,, t,)) (W 
= fu1. . . u, (Hypothesis). q 
The preceding theorem and derived rules show that all the basic properties of 
identity continue to hold under the hypothesis Y # 0. 
In proving theorems of PV, it is often natural to divide the proof into two 
cases: u = 0 and u # 0. Thus when applying a recursive definition of a function in 
PV, it is frequently necessary to assume that x # 0 in order to apply an inductive 
hypothesis to an expression containing s+, since so0 = 0. This difficulty was 
avoided in the original formulation of PV [ll, 171 by the adoption of dyadic 
notation; however, the definition of interleaved n-tuples is more complicated in 
dyadic notation than in binary. We now prove a derived rule which formalizes 
reasoning by cases. 
DR15 (Conditional proof principle). t[O/x] = u[O/x], v # 0.x. t’ = u’ t t’ = u’ 
where t’ = t[v/x] and u’ = u[v/x]. 
Proof. t’ = Cond(v, t[Olx], t’) (T6 [v/xl) 
= Cond(v, u[O/x], Comqv, t’, u’)) (DR12, Hypotheses) 
= Cond(v, U[OlX], IL’) (T4) 
ZZ u’ (T6 [v/x]>. q 
DR16. t[O/x] = u[O/x], x # 0.x. t = u t- t = u. 
Proof. DR15 with v =x. 0 
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DR17 (Conditional Induction). 
t,[Olx] = t,[Olx] 
x f 0.1. t,[s”xlx] = wo[t,/a] x # 0 f =. t&x/x] = w,,[t,/a] 
t,[slxlxl = w,[t,la] t21~1xIxl = w,[t,la] 
t, = t2. 
Proof. Rename the variable u if necessary, so that it does not occur in tl, tZ. By 
DR12 and assumption, we have: 
tlboxlxl = Con&x, t,[sox/x], w,,[t /u]) 
= Co46 t,[Wx], wo[t,lu]) (T7, Ax. 0) 
= Con@, t,[Olx], w,,)[t,lu] (Hypothesis). 
Similarly: 
rz[s,xlx] = Cond(x, t,[Olx], W,)[t,la]. 
Hence, we can infer t, = t2 by R5, where vO= Cond(x, 
This is the most useful form of the induction rule, 
with DRlO-DR14. 
T18. 07x=0. 
Proof. By induction on x: 
(18.0). OYO=OTS,O (Ax. 0) 
= Cond(0, 0, Lt(O T O)]) (Ax. 5a) 
= 0 (Ax. 3a); 
t,[Olx], wo), Vl = WI. 0 
when used in conjunction 
(18.0a). 0 T sOx = Cond(x, 0, I;(0 T x)]) (Ax. 5a); 
(lS.Ob). 0 = Cond(x, 0, 0) 0’1) 
= Cond(x, 0, [;O]) (Ax. 2a, 0); 
(l&la). 0 T srx = #O T x)J (Ax. 5b); 
(l&lb). 0= 1401 (Ax. 2a, 0). 
Hence, OTx = 0 by R5, where t, =OTX, t2-0, vg= Cond(x, 0, l&z]), 
VI- [$z]. 0 
T19. [+(s;x _; y)] = x T y, i = 0, 1. 
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Proof. By conditional induction on y (DR17): 
(19.0). ]&(s;x T O)] = ]g$x)] (Ax. 5a, 0,3a) 
=x (Ax. 2) 
=x70 (Ax. 5a, 0, 3a); 
(19.0a). y #O .I. ]&(s;x 7 SOY)1 = l~llz(W~Y)ll (Ax. 5a, Tll, 
DRlO-DR14); 
(19.0b). y #O .=I. (x ‘soy) = 1$(x my)] (Ax. 5a, Tll, DRlO-DR14); 
(19.la). ]&xTs,~)] = ]t]$(s;x~y)]] (Ax. 5b); 
(19.lb). XTS~Y = ]+(x~y)] (Ax. 5b). 
Hence T19 follows by DR17, with w(, = w1 = ]&I]. 0 
T20. For i = 0, 1, 
y#O .I. S;XTS(,y=XTy; 
SiXTS,Y =x7y. 
Proof. For the second equation, 
SjXTSly= L$(SiXTy)] (Ax. 5b) 
=x_;y (T19). 
The first assertion follows in the same way, except Tll and DRll-DR14 are 
used. q 
l-21. [4(x Y-y)] = 14x1 T y. 
Proof. By induction on x: 
(21.0). ]i(O ;_ y)] = 1401 (TN 
=0=07y (TN 
= ]iO] Ty; 
(21.i). ]t(six my)] =x my (T19) 
= L&x] my 
Hence, T21 follows by R5. 0 
(Ax. 2). 
T22. x7x=0. 
Proof. By conditional induction on x: 
(22.0). 0 - 0 = 0; 
(22.i). x#~.~.s~~Ts~x=x_;x (T20). 
Hence, T22 follows by DR17. 0 
n3. R[g, h, kl(x, y) 7 k(x, y) = Cond(x, &T(Y) 7 w> Y), 01. 
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Proof. R[g, h, k](x, y) 7 k(x, Y) 
= Cond(x, g(y), Cond(tT- k(x, Y), t, k(x, Y))) 7 k(x, Y) (Ax. 8) 
= Cond(x, g(y) T k(x, y), Cond(t - qx, Y), t> 4, Y)) T k(x, Y)) 
(T3 with fay = y - a and a = k(x, y)) 
= Cond(x, g(y) T k(x, y), Cond(t 7 qx, Y>, t 7 k(& Y), 0)) (T3, T22) 
= con+, g(y) T qx, Y), 0) (Con& x, 0) = 0 by T7, Tl) 
= con+, g(y) - qo, y), 0) (T7). 0 
The successor function S has the form R[g, h, k], where g = [A.l], 
h=[Axz.Cond(Purity(x), sll$x], QZ)], and k=sl. From Ax. 8 we have 
D24 (The successor function). 
sx 9 Comqx, 1, Cond(t(S) T SIX, t(S), SIX)), 
where t(S) = Cond(Parity(x), s1 [ix], soS L&x]). 
T-25. SXTS,X =o. 
Proof. sx T SIX = Comqx, 1 T S,O, 0) U-23) 
= 0 (f-22, Tl). II 
m. sx = Cond(Purity(x), S1[4X]) SOS 14x1). 
Proof. We establish t(S) T s,x = 0 by induction on x: 
(26.0). Cond(Purify(O), sr LtO], sOS [to]) T s,O = s,O _; sr0 = 0; 
(26.0). Cond(Purity(s,x), ~1 L&x], s,S L&,x]) - sIsox 
= s,x T SlS”X (Axs. la, 2a, 3a) 
=x:S”x (T20) 
= Co&(x, x, ]i(x T x)]) (Ax. 5a) 
= Cond(x, x, 0) U-22) 
=o U-7, Tl); 
(26.1). Cond(Purity(s,x), s1 l&,x], ~$3 1$,x]) 7 slslx 
= SOS 1$,x] -r S,SlX (Axs. lb, 3c) 
=SX:S,X (T20, Ax. 2b) 
= 0 (T25). 
Hence, t(S) Tslx = 0 by R5, where no= u1 -0; thus T26 follows by T7 and 
Tl. 0 
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The preceding theorem illustrates the typical method of proof in PV, in which a 
definition by bounded recursion is immediately followed by a proof of an 
inequality which establishes the unconditional recursion scheme. If f is introduced 
by the definition R[g, h, k](x, y), then the equation ‘t(f) T k(x, y) = 0’ will be 
called ‘the bounding inequality for f’. 
T27. x T 1 = [ix]. 
Proof. By Axioms 5b, 0, 5a, 3a. q 
The abbreviations ‘x0’ for ‘so(x) and ‘xl’ for ‘sl(x) are employed below. 
DR28. t[xO/x] = u[xOlx], t[xllx] = L&l/x] k t = u. 
Proof. t = u is proved by induction on x (R5) with t, = t, t2 = u, 21” = u[xO/x], 
211= u[xl/x]. 0 
T29. x = Cond(Parity(x), [+x10, 1$x] 1). 
Proof. Use DR28. Cl 
T30. Parity(Parity(x)) = Purity(x). 
Proof. By Ax. 1, Purity(Purity(xi)) = Purity(i) = i = Purity(xi), for i = 0, 1. 
Hence T30 follows by DR28. q 
D31. sg(x) g Co&(x, 0, 1). 
D32. F&x) g Cond(x, 1, 0). 
We shall write ‘-x’ for ‘g(x)‘. 
D33. (x & y) 2 Cond(x, q(y), 1). 
D34. (x v y) 2 Cond(x, 0, Q(Y)). 
D35. (x + y) g Cond(x, sg(y), 0). 
D36. (xey) s Con+, s&‘(y), %Y)). 
Note that we are employing the convention: 0 = true, 1 = false. 
We define the class of propositional terms as follows: 
(a) 0, I, x, y, 2, . . . are propositional terms; 
(b) if P, Q are propositional terms, so are sg(P), -P, (P & Q), (P v Q), 
(p+Q> and V’eQe>. 
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T37. Cond(sg(n), y, z) = G.&(x, y, z). 
Proof. The argument is by cases. For x = 0, Cond(sg(O), y, z) = Cond(0, y, z). If 
x # 0, then sg(x) = 1, so Cond(sg(x), y, z) = z = Co&(x, y, z), by Tll. Hence, 
T37 follows by DR16. 0 
In the preceding proof, DRlO-DR14 were used without special mention for 
reasoning under the hypothesis x f 0; they will be used tacitly in the subsequent 
proofs. 
T38. Cond(-x, y, z) = Cond(x, z, y). 
Proof. By cases, as in T37. 0 
T39. &g(x)) = sg(x). 
Proof. sg(sg(x)) = Cmuf(sg(x), 0, 1) = Cond(x, 0, 1) (T37) 
=sg(x). 0 
T40. sg(Parity(x)) = Parity(x). 
Proof. For i = 0, 1, sg(Parity(xi)) = sg(i) = Parity(xi). The result follows by 
DR28. 0 
T41. Zf P is a propositional term which is not a variable then P[sg(x)/x] = P. 
Proof. This follows by induction on the complexity of P, from equations such as 
sg(x) & y =x & y, which are easily established from the definitions D33- 
D36. 0 
T42. Cond(x, y, t[sg(x)/x]) = Cond(x, y, t[l/x]). 
Proof. By T8, or by the cases x = 0, x f 0 using DR16. •i 
T43. Zf P and Q are equivalent propositional terms and neither is a variable, then 
P = Q. 
Proof. By induction on the number of variables in P and Q. If P and Q contain 
no variables, the claim follows from the fact that the usual truth table identities 
are provable in PV. 
Assume for n variables. If P and Q contain n + 1 variables including x, then 
p[Olx], p[Ilxl, Q[Wxl and Q[U x are each equal in PV to a propositional term. I 
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Hence, by the induction hypothesis, P[O/x] = Q[Olx] and P[llx] = Q[llx]. Hence 
P = Cond(x, P, P) U-1) 
= Cond(x, P[Olxl, P[sg(x)lx]) (n, T41) 
= Cond(x, P[Olx], P[llx]) (~42) 
= Con@, Q[o/x], Q[l/x]> (I.H.) 
=Q (apply first 3 lines to Q). 0 
T44. If P is a propositional term which is not a variable then sg(P) = P. 
Proof. By D33 and DR16, x & y = sg(x & y). Similarly for each of the proposi- 
tional connectives. •i 
T45. If P is a propositional term which is not a variable, then P T 1 = 0. 
Proof. This follows immediately from such equations as (x & y) T 1 = 0. Cl 
DR46. Let P and Q be arbitrary terms. (P + Q) = 0, P = 0 1 Q = 0. 
Proof. If P = 0, and (P j Q) = 0, then sg(Q) = Cond(P, sg(Q), 0) = 0. Hence, 
by T5, 
Q = Cond(Q, 0, Q) = Cond(sg(Q), 0, Q) (T37) 
= Cond(0, 0, Q) = 0. Cl 
Notice that since Q is not necessarily a propositional term, P may not be truth 
functionally valid even when the premisses hold. DR46 and T43 allow us to use 
general propositional reasoning in PV. That is, if P,, . . . , Pk I- Q is truth 
functionally sound, then [PI + (P2 =3. . . +(P,+Q)***)]=ObyT43,sowemay 
conclude Q from PI, . . . , Pk by repeated use of DR46. 
D47. ‘t # 0’ abbreviates ‘e(t) = 0’. 
D48. ‘P. 2. = u’ ‘Cond(P, t, = u’. 
that these conventions are with D9, the sense by 
T38, D9 meaning ‘v # t = u’ is equivalent the D48 of 
‘Q(v). 3. t it is to check the analogs DRlO-DR14 hold 
D48. In we have 
DR49. P.x.t=u, P=Ott=u. 
Proof. Immediate. 0 
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DR50. P.I.t=u, Q.x.t=utPvQ.zt=u. 
Proof. By assumption, Cond(P, t, u) = u and Cond(Q, t, u) = u, hence 
Cond(P v Q, t, u) = Cond(Cond(P, 0, sg(Q)), t, u) 
= Cond(P, Cond(0, t, u), Cond(sg(Q), t, u)) (DR15 with v = P) 
= Cond(P, t, Cond(Q, t, u)) (T37) 
= Cond(P, t, u) = u. 0 
DR51. sg(t) = 0 1 t = 0. 
Proof. [sg(x) 3x]= 0 by T43, so [sg(t) j t] = 0. Hence t = 0 by the premiss and 
DR46. 0 
DR52. For any function symbol f, f(0, y) = 0, [f(x, y) +f(xi, y)] = 0, i = 
0, 1 kf(x, y) = 0. 
Proof. We prove sg(f(x, y)) = 0 by induction on x. The result follows by DR51. 
(52.0). sg(f(0, y)) = sg(0) = 0. 
(52.0. @(xi, Y)) 
= coWf(xj ~1, [f(4 y) +.ff(G ~11, df& Y))) 
(DR15 with Y -f(x, y), D35) 
= Cond(f(x, y), 0, sg(f(xi, y))) (premiss) 
= Cond(O, 0, sg(f(xi, y)) (T37, I.H.) 
= 0. 
The induction R5 is applied with vi g Cond(a, 0, sg(f(xi, y)). Cl 
To continue the development of PV, and in particular to define such basic 
functions as the equality function, addition and multiplication, it is necessary to 
show as a derived rule that functions may be defined by bounded recursion on 
several variables simultaneously, rather than on just one variable, as in Axiom 8. 
Accomplishing this requires a rather lengthy development leading to the 
introduction of interleaved n-tuple functions and associated projection functions. 
This material is relegated to the appendix. The basic recursion equations satisfied 
by these functions are contained in the following theorems. 
TlOO. (0,. . . ,O) =O. 
TlOl. (xl&, . . . , x,in) = (x1, . . . , x,)i, - * - i,, where i,, . . . , i, E (0, l}, 
T116. n;((x,, . . . , xk, . . . , x,)) =xk. 
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The derived rules of multi-variable induction and multi-variable bounded 
recursion are proved in the appendix as DR118 and DR120. 
In the following section, we require the fact that the characteristic functions of 
the relations x = y, x < y, and x <y are definable in PV. These functions 
Equ(x, y), Less(x, y), Lessequ(x, y) are defined in the appendix by D121, D136 
and D137. 
4. The system IPV 
The system ZPV arises by adding intuitionistic predicate logic to PV, together 
with a form of induction on NP predicates. Because of the availability of function 
symbols in PV, the form of predicates used in the induction scheme is much more 
restricted than in ISi. This restriction will simplify the realizability interpretations 
in Sections 8 and 9. We shall show in this section that ZPV is a conservative 
extension of ZS:. 
The predicate symbols of ZPV are the same as those of ISi, that is, x = y and 
x sy. The terms and function symbols of ZPV are those of PV (Definition 3.1). 
Bounded quantifiers and the classes of formulas & II:, _Xi’, rr”,+ are defined in 
Section 1. 
4.1. Definition. The nonlogical axioms of ZPV are: 
(1) all axioms of PV; 
(2) xGyt,Lessequ(x,y)=O; 
(3) x=s,[$xJ vx=s,l&]; 
(4) Cond(x, a, b) = c ++ (x = 0 A a = c) v (1(x = 0) A b = c); 
(5) any formula of the form: 
[A(O) A ‘J’.x (A(ltxJ)-,A(x))l-,VzA(z), 
where A is of the form (3y =G t) u = V, t, u, u terms of PV. Any such formula is an 
instance of the NP-induction scheme. 
4.2. Theorem. Any theorem of PV is a theorem of ZPV. 
Proof. It is sufficient to establish the rule R5 of PV as a derived rule of ZPV. To 
apply the NP-induction scheme, we need to derive 
vx (t1[ 14x1 /Xl = tz[ L&l lx]+ t1 = t2) 
from the premisses of R5. Assume these premisses, and tl[ l&x] /xl = t2[ l&x] /xl. If 
x = s0 L&X] then defining u0 g vO[ 14x1 lx], 
t, = t,[solfxl lx] = u,[t1[ 1$X1 /xl/a] = U”[k[ 1+x1 lx]la] = t&O 14x1 lx] = t2. 
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Similarly if x = s, L&X] ; so by Axiom 4.1.3, t, = tZ. We can now use the first 
premiss of R5 and the implication just proved to derive t1 = t, by NP- 
induction. Cl 
We now show that the defined logical operations of PV are in effect equivalent 
to the corresponding primitive operations of ZPV. To deal with sharply bounded 
quantifiers, we employ the functions f’ and f” of PV (Appendix, DR204). 
4.3. Theorem. The following are theorems of IPV: 
(1) W(x, Y) = Oe tx =y); 
(2) -x=0*1(x =O); 
(3) x&y=o++(x=oAy=o); 
(4) xvy=0++(x=0vy=0); 
(5) x~y=ot,(x=o-,y=o); 
(6) xay=O++(x=O++y=O); 
(7) f?u, Y) = O++ (3x c lul)f(x, y) = 0; 
(8) f”(ut~)=O4Vx~lul)f(x,y)=O. 
Proof. (1) By T125, Cond(Equ(x, y), x, y) =y. Hence, if Equ(x, y) = 0 then 
x = Cond(Equ(x, y), x, y) = y. The converse follows from Equ(x, x) = 0 (T180). 
(2) If -x = 0 and x = 0 then 0 = Co&(x, 1, 0) = 1. Conversely, if -$x = 0) then 
-x = 0 by 4.1.4. 
(3) If x &y = 0 then by 4.1.4, x = 0 and sg(y) = 0, hence y = 0 by 4.1.4. 
(4,5,6) The theorem x = 0 v 1(x = 0) follows from 4.1.4 and Tl; thus all 
classical 2-valued tautologies constructed from atomic formulas are theorems of 
IPV. The cases (4)-(6) then follow directly from the classical definitions of v, 1 
and e in terms of &, -, and cases 2 and 3 above. 
Axiom 4.1.2 and (l)-(6) h s ows that any quantifier-free formula of ZPV is 
provably equivalent to an equation. This allows us to extend the NP-induction 
scheme to the case where A has the form (3y < t) B, where B is quantifier-free. 
(7) We first establish 
(x s Ial IZf(x, Y) = O)-+f3(u, y) = 0, 
by NP-induction on the variable a. If a = 0 then if x G 101, x = 0 so if f (x, y) = 0 
then f’(u, y) = 0 by DR204. For the induction step, assume (x G ( L&u] I A 
f(x,y)=O)-+f3(lM,Y)=0, x~lul and f(x,y)=O. Then x<l[fu]I or ~=[a[ 
(by the appropriate theorem of PV); in the first case f3(u, y) = 0 by inductive 
assumption, in the second case f ‘(a, y) = 0 by DR204. 
To complete the proof of (7), we prove by NP-induction on a that (3x < 
lal)(f ‘(a, Y) = 1 v f (x, Y) = 0). F or a = 0, f3(0, y) = 1 v f (0, y) = 0 follows by 
DR204. Assume for l$z]. If (3x =Z 1 [&J I) f (x, y) = 0 then (3x < lul)(f3(u, y) = 
1 v f (x, y) = 0) follows immediately. If f’( l&J, y) = 1 then if f ([al, y) = 1 then 
f3(u, y) = 1 by DR204; in the other case (3x < Ial) f (x, y) = 0, completing the 
proof. 
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(8) From (7) it follows that (3x d lal),f(x, y) = 0 v 1(3x d laj)f(x, y) = 0 is a 
theorem of IPV, hence (VX G lal)f(-lc, y) = 0 ttl(3x d Ial) l(f(x, y) = 0). Case 
(8) thus follows from (7) and the PV theorem fv(a, y) = -(-f)3(a, y). 0 
4.4. Theorem. If A is a 2’6 formula of IPV (i.e., all quantifiers are sharply 
bounded) then there is a term fl of PV so that 
IPVtA-tA=O. 
Proof. By induction on the complexity of A, using Axiom 4.1.2 and Theorem 
4.3. 0 
4.5. Theorem. If A is a Xi formula of IPV then IPV t A v 1A. 
Proof. By 4.4, 4.3, and T43 in Section 3. 0 
4.6. Lemma. The .@-PIND and E:-LIND schemes are derivable in IPV, 
provided that the formula A(x) is of the form (3y s t) B, where B is 2:. 
Proof. By 4.4, A is equivalent to a formula of the form (3y <t) tB = 0, so that 
the ,Y$‘-PIND scheme for A(x) is a theorem of IPV. The _Zf-LIND scheme for 
A(x) is proved exactly as in 1.5. 0 
4.7. Theorem. There are functions Sx, 1x1, [ixj, x + y, x . y and x # y definable 
in PV so that all the BASIC axioms of ISi are provable in IPV. 
Proof. The theorems of PV which correspond to the BASIC axioms of IS: are: 
148,144,147,139,141,142,135,192,193,151,194, 195,198,202,155,158,159, 
162, 184, 187, 203. The BASIC axioms follow immediately from these theorems 
by 4.3. 0 
4.8. Theorem. IPV contains a set of eficient coding functions. 
Proof. A sequence so, . . . , Sk can be encoded by replacing each digit in an entry 
in the sequence by a two-digit sequence, then concatenating all the encoded 
entries with a two-digit code as a separator. The resulting coding functions are 
fairly easy to define in PV, and the theorems required by Definition 2.2 may be 
established by using multi-variable induction (DR118). 0 
4.9. Definition. The E&replacement scheme is the family of formulas of the 
form: 
(VX < ltl)(3y G s) A(x, y) f-, (3w G Bound(s*, t))(vx G Itl) 
[A+, P(x> w)) A P(x, w) s 81, 
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where A@, y) is a 2; formula of ZPV and s* =s”[ltl/x], where s”” is the 
monotone upper bound on s obtained from T205 (Appendix). 
This replacement scheme is similar to the one in Section 2.7 of Buss [2]. We 
note that Buss’s scheme should be corrected to have SqBd(s*, t) instead of 
SqBd(s, t), where now s* = s[ltllx]. 
4.10. Theorem. All instances of the Z&replacement scheme are provable in IPV. 
Proof. The right-to-left implication follows by intuitionistic logic. To prove the 
converse, let 
Y g (VX d ltl)(Ely =G s) A@, y), 
Z(u) g (3w s Bound(s*, t))[.Seq(w) A (vx c Itl)(x 6 u+. 
A@, P(x, w)) A P(x, w) 6 s)]. 
We first show that Y+Z(O), that is, 
Y+ (3~ G Bound(s, t))[Seq(w) A A(0, /3(0, w)) A p(O, w) CS]. 
Assuming Y, we have A(0, b) for some b ~s[O/x]. Let w be 0* 6. By 
2.2(A,B, C), Seq(w), Len(w) = 1; by 2.2(F), p(O, w) = b, and by 2.2(H) and 
T205, w < Bound(s*, t) so the proof of Y+ Z(0) is complete. 
Secondly, we prove Y A Z(U) A (u < Itl) +=. Z(k). Assuming the antecedent, 
we have: 
(3% G Bounds(s*, t))(vx 6 It/)(x c u+. A@, /3(x, wI)) A /3(x, wl) =ss). 
If u < It1 then by Y we have A(&, b) for some b ~s[Sulx]. Define w, to be 
w, *b. By 2.2, Seq(w,) and (VX < Itl)(x 6 SU*. A@, /?(x, wJ) A /3(x, WJ SS). By 
4.6, we can apply the appropriate form of Zt-LZND to conclude Y+ Z(lt1). 0 
4.11. Lemma. Every 2:’ formula of IPV is equivalent in IPV to a formula of 
the form (3y s t)(u = v). 
Proof. First we claim that for each formula A of the form (3y, < tI)(3y2 c tz) u = 
v there is a formula of the form (3z ds) U’ = v’ so that 
By the definition of bounded quantifiers (Section l), yi does not occur in 
t,, i = 1, 2. If yz occurs in tl then we may avoid this occurrence by renaming the 
variable in the second quantifier. However, y, may occur in tZ. To eliminate this 
occurrence, we appeal to T205 in the Appendix and 4.3 to find a term s2 whose 
variables are among those of t2 such that t t2 s s2 and ty, c t,+s:! s s2[tl/yI]. 
Then ZPV t-A - (3y, s fl)(3y2 c s,[tl/yl])(y2 =S t2 A u = v). Thus we may assume 
that in the formula A neither y, or y2 occur in tl or t2. 
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Now using the pairing function (x, y ) (D99) and projection functions ZZT, ZZS 
(D115), we let 
B g (3 =s (tl, t2))(II;(z) =s t, A II;(z) c t2 A u’ = v’) 
where u’, U’ are obtained from U, u by the substitution [Z’Z:z, ZZ$z/yl, y2]. That 
ZPV FA ++ B follows from T116 and the theorem (x, s y, A x2 <y2)+ (x,, x2) s 
o $, yd, which f 11 ows by /VP-induction from TlOl. The above claim follows by 
. . 
Now 4.11 is proved by induction on the complexity of the 2:’ formula A. If A 
is atomic, the result follows by axiom 4.1.2. If A is (By s t) B, the result follows 
from the induction hypothesis applied to B and the claim above. If A is B A C 
then by the induction hypothesis it can be written as 
(By S t)(3z =Ss)(u = n A r = w), 
which is equivalent to a formula of required form by 4.4 and the claim above. 
Similarly if A is B v C. Finally, if A is (Vx c Itl) B, then it is equivalent to a 
formula of the required form by the induction hypothesis applied to B, and 4.10 
and 4.4. Cl 
4.12. Theorem. IPV is a conservative extension of IS:. 
Proof. All BASZC axioms of ZS!, are provable in ZPV by 4.7. By 4.11, any Ef+ 
formula of ZPV is equivalent to a formula of the form (By s t) u = v, so the 
,I$+-PZND scheme follows from the NP-induction scheme. Thus all theorems of 
ZS: are theorems of ZPV. 
For the other direction, we need to show that the axioms of ZPV are derivable 
in an extension of IS: by $‘+-definitions. This extension is conservative by 2.1. 
Each basic function symbol of PV is either a function symbol of ZS:, or has a 
simple defining formula in ZS:. Thus 
S”(X) = 2 . x, 
Sl(X) = 2 * x + 1, 
y = Parity(x) t-, x=y +2* L&X], 
w = conqx, y, z) - (x=~AY=w)v(~(x=~)Az=w), 
Pad(x, y) = x . (y # l), 
z=xTy H (3w~x)(~w~~Iy~Ax=Pad(z,y)+w). 
The PV axioms (O)-(6b) are readily derived in ZS; extended by these defining 
axioms. The defining axiom [Ax, . . . x,.t](x,, . . . , x,) = t takes care of axiom 
scheme (7). 
To deal with (8), let us assume that g, h, k are n-place, n + 2-place and 
IZ + l-place function symbols in a theory T which is an extension of ZS: by 2:’ 
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definitions of function symbols. By 2.4, we may assume that T is sufficiently 
strong. Then by 2.6, there is an n + l-place function symbol f in an extension of T 
by Ef+ definitions for which the theorems: 
a = 0 vf(a, b) = Lmin[h(a, 6, f( l&z], b)), k(u, b)] 
are provable. Then the theorem: 
f (a, b) = { 
If a = 0 then g(b) else 
Cond(t~ k(u, b), t, k(u, b)) 
where t g h(u, b, f (l&z], b)) ’ is d erivable by the basic properties of Cond, T and 
Lmin. Thus f satisfies the axiom scheme (8) of PV. 
Hence all axioms of PV are derivable in a suitable extension T of ZS: by 
$+-definitions. The remaining axioms and axiom schemes (2)-(5) of IPV are 
derivable in this same extension T. 0 
5. The typed Lcalculus 
In this section we introduce the basic concepts of the typed A-calculus which 
will be used in later sections. See [23], and [26] for more details. 
5.1. Definition. The class of types is defined as follows. 
(1) 0 is a type. 
(2) (o+ r) is a type if o and r are types. 
The intention is that each natural number has type 0, and each function from 
the set of objects of type u to the set of objects of type r has type (o+ z). 
We use the notation zl+t2+...+rk to mean (r,+(t2-+...+(tk_,+ 
rk) . . .)) (associated to the right). 
5.2. Proposition. For each type z # 0 there is a unique sequence z,, . . . , zk (k 2 
1) of types such that 
Proof. Induction on the definition of type. Uniqueness uses the standard 
argument showing the unique readability of parenthesized formulas. 0 
A function F with the type r given in 5.3 is a function from objects of type r, to 
objects of type z2+. . .+ rk-+ 0. However, it is often useful to think of F as a 
function of k variables X,, . . . , X,, with Xi ranging over objects of type Zi. In 
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this case F(X,, . . . , X,) = F(X,) . . . (X,) is a natural number. The case in which 
ri = 0 (16 i d k) is especially interesting, since from our point of view such are 
the types of the number-theoretic functions of PV and IPV. 
5.4. Definition. If r = O+ O-+ * . . + 0, with at least one ‘+‘, then t is a type 1 
type. 
5.5. Definition. Let 5 be a collection of function symbols (of any types). The 
collection of A-terms generated from 9, denoted A(%), is defined as follows. 
(1) There are infinitely many variables X0, Y? ZO, . . . for each type o, and 
each such variable is a term of type o. 
(2) Every function symbol in 9 of type o is a term of type o. 
(3) If T is a term of type r and X is a variable of type o, then (AX. T) is a 
term of type (a 4 t) (an abstraction). 
(4) If S is a term of type (a + r) and T is a term of type CT, then (ST) is a term 
of type t (an application). 
We use lower-case letters x, y, z, and t, u, 21 for type 0 variables and terms, 
respectively, and upper-case letters X, Y, Z and S, T, U for variables and terms 
of arbitrary types. Lower-case letters f, g, h stand for type 1 constants and 
upper-case letters F, G, H, . . . for constants of arbitrary type. If F has type 
a,+ U*’ . . --+ o, + z and T has type ri, 1 c i G IZ, we will sometimes write 
F(T,, . . . , T,) or F(T) instead of (. . . (FT,) . . . T,). (This is consistent with our 
comments after 5.3.) We abbreviate (kX,.(IzX2.(. . . (AX,. T) . . .)) by 
AX,*** X,.Tor ilx.T. 
5.6. Definition. If S and T are terms of types o and t, and X is a variable of type 
r, then S[T/X] is defined to be the term of type o which results from S by 
substituting T for all free occurrences of X in S. We assume that bound variables 
are changed if necessary to avoid clashes (see [23, p. 71). 
5.7. Definition. A term of the form (hX.S)T is said to be a /3 redex, and the term 
S[T/X] is its contructum. A term of the form (AX. TX) such that X has no free 
occurrence in T is said to be an n redex and the term T is its contractum. A term 
S contracts to a term T if T is obtained from S by replacing a p or q redex in S by 
its contracturn. A term S reduces to a term T if T is obtained from S by a finite 
sequence of contractions and changes of bound variable. 
5.8. Definition. A term T is in normal form if T has no redex. 
5.9. Church-Rosser Theorem. If S reduces to T and S reduces to T’ then there is 
a term T” such that both T and T’ reduce to T”. 
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5.10. Strong Normalization Theorem. Every sequence of contractions of a term T 
terminates with a term in normal form. 
The proofs of the two preceding theorems can be found, for example, in 
[37,2.2], or [23, appendix]. 
These theorems justify the following: 
5.11. Definition. NE’(T) denotes a particular term in normal form such that T 
reduces to NF(T). (The choice of NF(T) . IS unique up to changes in bound 
variables.) 
5.12. Theorem. Let 9 be a collection of function symbols of types 0 and 1. Let t 
be a term of type 0 in A(9) in which all free variables have type 0. Then NF(t) has 
no occurrence of A, and hence all subterms have type 0 or type 1. 
Proof. If not, then NF(t) has a left-most subterm of the form AX.S. This subterm 
cannot coincide with NF(t) (since t has type 0), it cannot occur in the context 
(AX.S)U (since NF(t) is in normal form), and it cannot occur in the context 
AY.(AX.S) (since AX.S is left-most). Hence it occurs in the context U(AX.S). But 
the term U cannot contain A (since AX.S is left-most) and it cannot be of types 0 
or 1 (since AX.S is not of type 0). This contradicts our assumption that all 
function symbols in 9 have type 0 or type 1. 0 
6. The system PV" 
We now extend the system PV to a system PV” by adding variables and 
functions of all (finite) types. We shall prove that the extension is conservative 
(Corollary 6.18). We need only one constant in addition to those in PV, namely 
the recursor 24. This is used to introduce higher-type functions by limited 
recursion on notation, and is the polynomial-time analog of the constant & in 
[37, p. 401. 
6.1. Definition. The function symbols of PV” are as follows. 
(a) For each n 2 0 each n-ary function symbol f of PV is a function symbol of 
PV” of type O+ 0. . -+ 0 (n + 1 zeroes). 
(b) The constant ‘9? is a function symbol of PV” of type 
6.2. Definition. The terms of PV” comprise the set A( 9) (see Definition 5.5), 
where 9 is the set of function symbols given in 6.1. 
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Note that the function symbols of PV are not A-terms in PV”, but are taken as 
primitive function symbols in PI/“. By Definition 3.1.3 all terms of PV are type 0 
terms of PV”. 
In the sequel we use the following: 
6.3. Notation. S(T) refers to a term with a distinguished occurrence of a 
subterm T. Then S{ U} means S{ T} with the indicated occurrence of T replaced 
by U. In general T and U may have free variables which become bound in S{ T} 
and S{ U}. 
6.4. Definition. The formulas of PV” are all equations s = t, where s, t are type 
0 terms of PV”. 
6.5. Definition. The axioms of PV” consist of all axioms for PV (i.e., the 
defining equations for all function symbols for PV), together with the axiom 
(HTLRN) (higher-type limited recursion on notation) and the schemes (a), (p), 
and (rl). 
where 
tg Z(x, sty, z w, l&4)), 
and the variables x, y have type 0, Z has type O+ O+ 0, W has type O+ 0. 
(a) s{AX. T} = s{AY. T[Y/X]}, p rovided Y does not occur free in T. 
(p) s{(AX.T)U} =s{T[CJIX]}. 
(17) d@XTX)l = s(T), P rovided X does not occur free in T. 
6.6. Definition. The rules of PV” are the following. 
Rl” s=ttt=s. 
R2” s=t,t=uks=u. 
R3” s=ttu{S}=U{t}. 
R4” s = tts[T/X] = t[T/X]. 
R5” (Induction on notation) Same as R5 for PV, except terms are now terms 
of PV”. 
Here s, t, u, T are any terms of PV”, and s, t, u have type 0. 
This completes the formal description of PV”. We note that PV” is an 
extension of PV. Further, if t is a A-free type 0 term of PV” whose variables have 
type 0 and whose function symbols are in PV, then t is a term of PV. 
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We note that the constant %! would allow us to dispense with the PV 
function symbols R[g, h, k] if we did not insist that PV” be an extension of PV. 
In fact we could replace R[g, h, k](x, y) by %!(s, T, U, x), where s gg(y), 
T&Ax’z.h(x’,y, z)), and UzA~~.k(x’,y). 
The standard interpretation of terms of PIT’” 1s higher-type functions on the 
natural numbers. We do not use this interpretation here, but the complexity 
theory of such functions is developed in [15]. 
6.7. Proposition. PV” k s { T} = s { NF( T)} and PV’” 1 s = NF(s). 
Proof. Immediate from axiom schemes (a), (/3), (y), and R2”. (NF(T) is 
defined in 5.11.) 0 
The propositional connectives A, v, 1, 3 are introduced in PV” just as in PV, 
and classical truth functional reasoning can be carried out. 
We now introduce a term Con&(x, Y, 2) for each type r, where x, Y, and Z 
are variables of types 0, r, and r. 
6.8. Definition. Let r = t, + . . .+ r, + 0 (n 2 0) and W = (IV,, . . . , W,), where 
w is a variable of type r,, 1 8 i 9 IZ. Then 
Cond,(x, Y, Z) g AIv.Cond(x, Y(W), Z(W)). 
In particular, 
Cond&, y, z) g Cc&(x, y, z). 
Intuitively, Cond,(O, X, Y) = X and x # O+ Con&(x, Y, Z) = Z. However 
these equations cannot be expressed in PV” for t # 0, so instead we prove the 
following two propositions. 
6.9. Lemma. PV” t Condo(x, t{S}, t{ T}) = t{Cond,(x, S, T)}. 
Proof. We use rule R.5” (induction) applied to x. We may assume that x has no 
free occurrence in t(s) and t{ T} by renaming the x indicated in 6.9 with a new 
variable x’, and then applying R4” to change x’ back to x. 
When x = 0, both sides of 6.9 equal t{S} in PV”, by the defining equations 
for Condo (= Cond), rules R3’” and R4”, and IZ applications of the axiom scheme 
(71). The induction steps are handled similarly. 0 
The next result uses the notation introduced in D9 of Section 3 
6.10. Theorem. (a) PV” k t{Cond,(O, S, T)} = t{S}. 
(b) PV”kx #O. I. t{Cond,(x, S, T)} = t{ T}. 
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Proof. (a) comes from 6.9 with n = 0. 
For (b), we have from Tll 
PV t Cond&, z, Cond& y, z)) = 2, 
hence 
PV” t Cond,,(x, t{ T}, Cond,,(x, t{S}, t{ T})) = t{ T}, 
and by 6.9 
PV” t Cmld”(X, t{ z-}, t{ Cond,(x, s, T)}) = t{ T} 
which is (b). 0 
Theorem 6.10 is especially useful in conjunction with the conditional proof 
principle, which generalizes DR16. 
6.11. Theorem (Conditional Proof Principle). Zf PV W I- t[O/x] = u[O/x] and 
PV”tx#O.~. t=u then PV’“tt=u. 
Proof. Same as DR16. 0 
Next we show that (HTLRN) can be generalized to simultaneous recursion in 
PV”. For fixed n s 2 we use vector notation such as T for T, , . . . , T, and U(T) 
for U,(T), . . . , U,(T). Recall from T116 (Appendix) that the tupling functions 
( ) and projection functions II: satisfy 
IIy((x))=x; (lsisn). 
6.12. Theorem (Simultaneous Recursion). For each n 2 2 there are closed terms 
PI, . . . > p,, such that for 1~ i s n 
PV” t p;(y, 2, W, x) = 
if x = 0 then yi else 
Cond((t) ;- (W(X)), ti, W(X)) 
where 
t, g Z;(x, P(Y, z W 144 )) 
and the variables x, yi have type 0, Zj has type O+- O-+ . 1 . * 0 (n + 2 zeroes), x 
has type O-+ 0. 
Proof. For 16 i S n let 
pi g AyZWx.II:(%(s, T, U, x)) 
where 
AY), 
T g Ax’z. (Z(x’, l-I:(z), . . . , II:(z))), 
uhx’.(w(x’)). 
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Then from the axioms (p) and (KERN) and equality reasoning we have in PV” 
g(s, T, U, x> = ( if x = 0 then (y) else 
Cond((t) T (I%)), (t>, (W(x))) 
where 
The theorem now follows easily from Lemma 6.9 applied with t = 0 and 
t&I;. q 
The remainder of this section is devoted to proving that PV” is conservative 
over PV (Corollary 6.18). To do this, we define a transformation t-{t}‘” 
(Definition 6.14) where t is a type 0 term of PV” which is zero-order open (i.e., 
all free variables have type 0), and {t}PV is an equivalent term of PV. If t has no 
occurrence of 3, then {t}PV is NF(t), which is a term of PV by Theorem 5.12. In 
general, subterms t such that % occurs in NF(t) must be replaced by subterms 
with appropriate occurrences of R[g, h, k]. Although this is easily done, there 
seems to be no canonical way to do it. We wish to choose a method which is 
transparent to substitution (Lemma 6.15). 
For example, the term 
S(y, A-x’2.x’ + y, Ax’.x’ + y, x) 
contains three free occurrences of y. We might translate this as 
R[[ily’.y’], [AX’y’z.x’ + y’], [Ax’y’.x’ + y’]](x, y), 
but instead we treat each occurrence separately, and (abbreviating 
we translate it as 
N[ily.YIl, [~‘YZ.X’ + Yzl, [~‘Y.X’ + Y3lh Y, YP Y). 
hY2Y3 by Y) 
6.13. Definition. A term T is zero-order open if all free variables of T have type 
0. A subterm U of a term T is free in T if no variable has an occurrence which is 
free in U and bound in T. 
Note that U is free in T iff there is a term T’ with a single free occurrence of a 
variable Y such that T = T’[U/Y]. 
6.14. Definition. The transformation t - {t}‘” takes a zero-order open type 0 
term t of PV” to an equivalent term {t}PV of PV. The following three cases 
partition the set of such terms t (we sometimes write tPV for {t}‘“, and upv for 
PV 
u1 ,.--, un’“). 
Case 1: AT(t) is a term of PV. Then 
{t}P”g W(t). 
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Case 2: NF(t)=f(t,, . . . , t,,), where f is a PV function 
19.. . , t,, are PV terms. Then 
{t}r”~f({tl}‘“, . . . ) {tn}y. 
Case 3: NF(t) = %(s, T, U, v). Then 
{t}‘“g R[g, h, k](vPv, up”) 
where ui gs, and u2, . . . , u, are the maximal type 0 subterms, listed in order and 
not necessarily distinct, occurring free (see Definition 6.13) in T, U, and g, h, k 
are PV function symbols defined as follows. Let y,, . . . , y,, be distinct new 
variables, and let T’, U’ be terms whose only type 0 subterms occurring free are 
the yi’s such that 
T = Tr[u2/y2, . . . , u,ly,,] and U = U’[u,ly,, . . , , u,/y,,]. 
Then 
g = [AY*YII, h = [Axyz. { T’(x, z)}r”], 
where x and z are new variables. 0 
k = [Axy. {U’(x)}‘“], 
Note that tpv= t, if t is a term of PV. 
It is not hard to check that the normal forms of the arguments of all inductive 
applications of { .} ‘” in Definition 6.14 are shorter than AT(t). Hence the 
definition is well-founded. 
An important property of the transformation { .}pv is its transparency under 
substitution of type 0 terms. 
6.15. Lemma. {t[u/x]}‘“- tPV[uPv/x], f or all terms t, u in the domain of { -}pv, 
and all type 0 variables x. 
Proof. Induction on the length of NF(t[u/x]). First note that by the Church- 
Rosser theorem 5.8, NF(t[ulx]) = NF(t)[NF(u)/x]. Applying the above defini- 
tion to t[u/x], the lemma is thus clear for Case 1, and clear for Case 2 by the 
induction hypothesis. Now suppose Case 3 applies to t[ulx]. Then 
NF(t[u/x]) = %(a, T, 0, fi), where M’(t) = %(s, T, U, v) and s^, F, 0, 0 result 
from s, T, U, u by the substitution [NF(u)lx]. The crucial observation is that the 
number n of variables y,, . . . , y, and the terms T’, U’ are the same whether 
Case 3 is applied to t or t[u/x], and thus g, h, and k are the same. The lemma 
now follows for this case by the induction hypothesis. 0 
6.16. Theorem. PV w l-t = tPV, for each t in the domain of { -}r”. 
Proof. Induction on the definition of { +}‘“. Case 1 follows from 6.7. For Case 3, 
(HTLRN) and the defining equations for R[g, h, k] are required, as well as 
induction on notation. 0 
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6.17. Theorem. If PV” I- t = a, then PV F tf” = up”, where t, = u, is any zero- 
order open substitution instance oft = u. 
6.18. Corollary. PV” is a conservative extension of PV. 0 
Proof of 6.17. Induction on the PV” proof of t = U. If t = u is an axiom of PV, 
then by Lemma 6.15, tfv= ufV is an instance of that axiom and a theorem of PV 
by rule R4. If t = u is an instance of (cY), (p), or (n), then NF(t,) = NF(u,) so 
PV- 
t1 -u1 pv is an instance of x =x. 
The only remaining axiom is (HTLRN). In this case, by Lemma 6.15 it suffices 
to prove in PV 
where 
tg {T(v’“, {%?(s, T, U, cave)}‘“)}‘“. 
By Definition 6.14, the left-hand 
defining equations for R[g, h, k], g, 
PV 
I if v 
pv = 0 then spv else 
side is R[g, h, k](vPv, upv), which by the 
h, and k and Lemma 6.15 provably equals in 
I Cond(t’ : { U(vpv)}pv, t’, { Z_J(v’“)}‘“) 
where 
t’ g { T(vPV, R[g, h, kJ( [+v’“j, u~“))}~~. 
Again by Definition 6.14, 
{%(s, T, U, L$J])}‘” = R[g, h, k]( Ltv]PV, up”). 
Thus t = t’. This completes the case of (HTLRN). 
Now suppose the last line in the PV” proof follows from previous lines by one 
of the five rules Rl w, . . . , R5”. In the case of Rl” and R2”, Theorem 6.17 
follows immediately by the induction hypothesis and the PV rules Rl and R2, 
respectively. In the case of R4”, the induction hypothesis alone suffices, and no 
PV rule is required. In the case of R5” (Induction on Notation), the theorem 
follows from the induction hypothesis, Lemma 6.15 and the PV rules R4 and R5. 
The case of R3” requires more work. 
6.19. Definition. Let S, T be terms of PV’“. We say that (S’, T’) is an instance of 
(S, 2’) iff there is a common substitution of terms of free variables which yields S’ 
from S and T’ from T, and (S’, T’) is a zero-order open instance of (S, T) if in 
addition S’ and T’ are zero-order open (see 6.13). 
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6.20. Definition. Suppose S, T are terms of type o1 -+ oZ-+ . . . * a,, + 0. We 
write SE T iff PV t {S’(qb)}‘“= {T’(a$)}“” f or all zero-order open instances 
(S’, T’) of (S, T), and all + = @,, . . . , Qn such that Cpi s zero-order open of type 
a,, 1CiCn. 
The following lemma suffices to handle rule R3”. 
6.21. Lemma. If S ET then U(S) ?’ U{ T} (see 6.3 for notation). 
Proof. Induction on the relative depth of T in U{ T}. The following three lemmas 
suffice. 
6.22. Lemma. Zf S CL’ T, then (AX. S) KY (AX. T). 
6.23. Lemma. lf S E T, then (SU) “( TU). 
6.24. Lemma. If S ?’ T, then (US) p (UT). 
Proof of 6.22. It suffices to show 
RV t {(AX.S’)(w, ti))‘” = {(AX. T’)(W, @))‘” 
for each zero-order open instance (S’, T’) of (S, T) in which X is not substituted 
for, and for all appropriate zero-order open terms W, $. Since { .}pv operates on 
normal forms, this is equivalent to showing 
RV 1 {S’[V/X](G)>‘” = {T’[~IXI(~)]P”, 
which holds by definition of S E’ T. Cl 
Proof of 6.23. It suffices to show 
PV 1 {(S’U’)(@)}pv= {(T’U’)($)}PV 
for all zero-order open instances (S’, T’) of (S, T) and U’ of U, and all appro- 
priate 4. This follows immediately by definition of S pv T. 0 
The proof of 6.24 is inspired by [37, p. 1121, and requires the introduction of an 
equivalence relation = on zero-order open terms, and properties G, G* (G for 
‘good’) of terms. 
6.25. Definition. Let S, T be zero-order open terms of PV” of type o, + 02+ 
. . .+o,*O. Then S- T iff PV I- {S(#)}““= {T(#)}PV for all @ = c$,, . . . , &, 
such that & is zero-order open of type a,, 1 G i G n. 
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Thus for S, T any terms of PV”, S E’ T iff S’ = T’ for all zero-order open 
instances (S’, T’) of (S, T). 
6.26. Definition. The properties G,(T) are defined by induction on the type u. 
(1) G,,(t) iff t is zero-order open of type 0. 
(2) If ff=oi+o2** * + a, + 0, then G,(T) iff T is zero-order open of type u 
and T(G) = T(q) for all @ = #Jo, . . . , t$,, and W = I@~, . . . , I),, such that G,(&), 
G,(qi), and @i = I/.J~, 16 i s n. 
We write G(T) if G,(T) for some o. 
6.27. Definition. For any term T of PV”, G*(T) iff G( T[#/X]) and T[@/X] -L 
T[lyIX] for all $ = +i, . . . , $,, and rj~ = vi, . . . , T/J,, such that (1) G(&), G(vi), 
4; ;= +!Ji, 1 d i 6 n, and (2) T[@/X] is zero-order open. 
Lemma 6.24 and Theorem 6.17 now follow from the next lemma. 
6.28. Lemma. G*(T) for all terms T of PV”. 
Proof. Induction on the Definition 5.4 of terms T. 
(1) G*(X) clearly holds for all variables X. 
(2) G*(f), f any PV function symbol. It suffices to show G(f), which is, by 
Cases 1 and 2 of Definition 6.14, 
PV k f <@P”, . . . , $P> =f (JQP”, . . . , qrj, 
where PV t- 4:” = qpv, 1s i < n. This follows from PV rule R3. 
(3) G*(g). It suffices to show G(%!), i.e., %(s, T, V, v) = %(s”, ?, 0, 6), 
assuming all terms in question satisfy G, and s = s^, T = F, V = 0, and v = c. 
Referring to Case 3 of Definition 6.14, it suffices (since v = 5) to show that 
PV t R[g, h, k](x, uTv, . . . , un’“) = R[& h, k](x, Lipv, . . . , iiLv) 
where the right-hand side is { %!(s”, f, 0, x)}‘” (note that in general 12 # m). The 
above equation is proved in PV by induction on notation on x, using the defining 
equations for R[ ] and the PV identities g(upv) =g(ti’“), h(x, upv, z) = h 
( n, tip’, z), and k(x, lip”) = &(x, up’/). The identity for g is immediate from s -L s^. 
The identity for h follows (using 6.15) from { T(x, z)}~~= { f(x, t)}““, which 
holds since T = ?. Similarly the identity for k holds in PV because V = i?. 
(4) G*(TV), assuming G*(T) and G*(V). Referring to the definition of G*, 
let T’ = T[#/X], T”= T[@/X], V’ = V[#/X], and u” = c/[$~lX]. We must show 
G(T’V’) and T’V’= T”U”. Since T’= T”, G(V’) and V’= u” and G(T”), we 
have T’(V’, q) = T”(V’, q) = T”(V”, q), so T’V’ -L T”V”. Since also G(T’), we 
have (if ?I = y) T’(V’, q) = T’(V’, p), so G(T’V’). 
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(5) G*(AX.T), assuming G*(T). Let T’= T[qb/Y] and T”= T[w,!J/Y] where X 
is not among the components of Y. We must show G(AX. T’) and (AX. T’) = 
(AX. T”). Since T’[U/X] -‘I T”[ZJ/X], and { .}pv applies to normal forms, we have 
(AX. T’)( U, #) = (AX. T”)( U, qb), so (AX. T’) = (AX. T”). Now suppose U = V and 
q=y. Since T’[U/X] = T’[V/X] and G(T’[V/X]), we have T’[U/X](q)= 
T’[VIX](q) = T’[VlXl(cl), so (AX. T’)(U, 9) = (AX. T’)(V, p), so G(ilX. T’). 
q 
7. The system IPV” 
The system ZPV” is a quantified version of PV”, employing intuitionistic 
predicate logic. It is a conservative extension of both PV” (Theorem 10.1) and 
ZPV (Theorem 7.7). ZPV” plays a central role in the next two sections on 
realizability. 
The terms of ZPV” are the same as the terms of PV”. The predicate symbols 
are = and s, and the atomic formulas are all formulas of the form t = u or t c u, 
where t, u are any type 0 terms. The formulas are formed from atomic formulas 
using the connectives A, v, +, and the quantifiers VX, 3X, where X is a variable 
of any type. Bounded quantifiers (3x s t)A and (VJZ < t)A are defined as in 
Section 1, where x is a type 0 variable and t is a type 0 term of PV” not 
containing a free occurrence of x. The logical axioms and rules and identity 
axioms are the same as for IS: and ZPV, understood to apply to the many-sorted 
predicate calculus. 
The nonlogical axioms for ZPV” consist of all theorems of PV”, all nonlogical 
axioms of ZPV, and the NP induction scheme of ZPV is generalized to the PZND” 
axiom scheme 
(A[Olx] A Vx (A[L+x]lx]+A))+VxA, 
where A has the form 
with t zero-order open (see 6.13). 
Notice that in the formula A of the PZND” scheme the terms u and TV may have 
free higher-type variables, but free variables of t must have type 0. The reason for 
the latter restriction is that we will require that each bounding term t is bounded 
by a monotone term (Proposition 7.5). On the other hand, to prove the results on 
realizability the terms u and ZJ must have free occurrences of higher-type 
variables. 
Notice that we have placed all theorems of PV” as axioms of ZPV”, rather 
than just the axioms of PV” (just the axioms of PV are needed as axioms for 
ZPV). The difficulty lies with the powerful PV” rule R3”. The analogous rule R3 
of PV is a derived rule in ZPV because of the identity axioms, but R3” does not 
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follow from the identity axioms because s and t may have free variables which are 
bound in u(s) and u{ t}. We cannot translate the rule as an axiom scheme, say 
s = t+ u(s) = u{t}, because this is not sound. We could incorporate the rule R3” 
as a rule of ZPV”, but then the deduction theorem would not hold in ZPV”. To 
preserve the deduction theorem, we could add the more general rule 
A+s=tbA+u{s}=u{t}, 
subject to the restriction that every free variable of s or t which becomes bound in 
U(S) or u{t} has no free occurrence in A. Thus rule is sound, but (because of 
(HTLRN)) it would considerably complicate our proof that ZPV” is a conserva- 
tive extension of IPV. 
7.1. Notation (compare 6.3). A(S) refers to a formula with a distinguished 
occurrence of a term S. Then A{ T} means A {S} with the indicated occurrence of 
S replaced by T. In general S and T may have free variables which become bound 
in A(S) and A(T). 
Next we prove the analog of Theorem 6.10. 
7.2. Theorem. (a) IPV” kx = O+ (A{Cond,(x, S, T)} -A(S)), 
(b) IPV”tx#O+(A{Cond,(x, S, T)}*A{T}), 
provided the indicated occurrences of x on the right are free (not bound by 
quantifiers or h-terms in A{ }). 
Proof. Induction on the logical structure of A{ }. The base case, in which A{ } 
is atomic, follows from 6.10 and the axiom x s y ++ Lessequ(x, y) = 0. 0 
7.3. Theorem. If A is a 2; formula of IPV”, then there is a term fl of PV” so 
that 
IPV”kAetA=O. 
Proof. The same as the proof of 4.4. q 
7.4. Theorem. If A is a 2; formula of IPV” then IPV” kA v 1A. 
Proof. By 7.3, 4.3, and T43. 0 
7.5. Proposition. For each type 0 zero-order open term s and all type 0 variables 
x, y there is a term t of PV whose free variables are among those in s such that 
(a) IPV” ks s t, and 
(b) ZPV”txSy+tSt[ylx]. 
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Proof. By Theorem 6.16, IPV” t-s = s’“. The result now follows from T205 
(Appendix), the ZPV axiom 4.1.2 and 4.3 0 
Recall that (3y d t) stands for (3y, =G l,) . * * (3y, s t,) 
7.6. Theorem. Each instance of the PIND” axiom scheme is a theorem of IPV” 
when A has the more general form 
(3ySr)u=v 
with each t, zero-order open. 
Proof. Similar to the corresponding proof for IPV, which occurs in the proof of 
Lemma 4.11. Proposition 7.5 is used in place of T205. 0 
7.7. Theorem. IPV” is a conservative extension of IPV. 
Proof. This is the one place in the paper in which a cut-elimination argument is 
used. In outline, we argue as follows. If A is a formula in ZPV and IPV” t A, then 
using cut elimination we can find a proof of A in IPV” which does not involve 
higher-type quantifiers. Next we argue that every zero-order open substitution 
instance of a line in this proof is a theorem of IPV”, and hence each line can be 
transformed to a theorem of IPV using the operation { }pv defined in Section 6 
in the proof that PV” is conservative over PV. 
To apply cut elimination, the systems IPV and ZPV” must be reformulated in 
terms of Gentzen’s sequent system LJ (see [2], [4] and [36]). In LJ, each node in 
a proof tree is a sequent of the form A,, . . . , A,, + B, where possibly n = 0 or B 
is missing. The logical rules are those described in Chapter 1 of [36]. (Of course it 
is understood that formulas meet the syntax requirements for IPV or IPV”.) The 
logical axioms are all those of the form A-A, where (consistent with [4] but 
contrary to [36]) we require that A be atomic. The set of axioms must be closed 
under substitution in order for cut elimination to work, so we take as a nonlogical 
axiom in the new formulation any sequent of the form + A, where A is any 
substitution instance of a nonlogical axiom in the old formulation. It is important 
that no axiom involves higher-type quantifiers, so we take as identity axioms 
every instance of any sequent x = y + (A t, A[ylx]), where A is atomic. 
Since LJ is equivalent to the logical system given in Section 1 (see for example 
[30, Appendix A]), it is not hard to see that the resulting sequent systems for IPV 
and ZPV” are equivalent to the original systems, in the sense that -+ A is a 
theorem of the sequent system iff A is a theorem of the original system. 
For the rest of this section we assume that ZPV and ZPV” have their sequent 
formulations. 
A higher-type quantifier is one of the form VX or 3X, where X is a variable not 
of type 0. 
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7.8. Definition. An instance of the cut rule 
T-A A,A+B 
T-B 
is called high if the cut formula A has higher-type quantifiers. 
7.9. Lemma If T+A has a proof in IPV W which has no high cut, then every 
substitution instance of T-+A has such a proof. 
Proof. Similar to the proof Lemma 1.3.5 in [36], using the fact that the axioms 
are closed under substitution instances. 0 
7.10. Lemma. If r-+ A is a sequent of IPV and a theorem of IPV w, then I’+ A 
has a proof in IPV w which does not involve higher-type quantifiers. 
Proof. Since T-A has no higher-type quantifier, it suffices to find a proof of 
T+A which has no high cut. Since no axiom has higher-type quantifiers, using 
Lemma 7.9 all high cuts can be eliminated as in the proof of the cut-elimination 
theorem in Chapter 1 of [36]. In a nut shell, the high cuts (or high ‘mixes’) are 
pushed toward the leaves of the proof tree until each hits a rule which generates 
the cut formula either by a weakening or by intr,~tlu~~ing a higher-type quantifier. 
In either case, the high cut can be eliminatctl. I i 
We say that a formula or sequent OI It’V”’ i:, zero-order open if all free 
variables have type 0 (see Definition 0. I.\). A Lrro-order open instance of a 
formula or sequent is a substitution instance th:tt is zero-order open. 
We now extend the transformation { }I”’ (see 6.14) to { }IPV. 
7.11. Definition. The transformation A- {A}Ipv takes a zero-order open for- 
mula A of ZPV” with no higher-type quantifiers to an equivalent formula {A}“” 
of ZPV, and is defined inductively as follows: 
{t = u}Ip” $ tP” = up”, 
{tsu} 
IPvgtPV SUP", 
{A c B}*PV~AAIPV c B”“, where c is A, v, or +, 
Vx A) tp” g vx A’P”, 
PA) 
IP” 2 ax A’P”. 
We extend { }Ipv to sequents by the obvious conventions {A,, . . . , A,} 
gAiPV, . . . , AL’“, and {r+A}‘pvg I”PV+AIPV. Note that the transformation 
{ }“” fixes objects in ZPV. Note also that by induction on the above definition, 
using Lemma 6.15, { }“” is transparent to substitution. That is, for every 
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where S is a sequent or formula of IPV”. 
Theorem 7.7 now follows immediately from Lemma 7.10 and the following: 
7.12. Lemma. If a proof P of ZPV” does not involve higher-type quantifiers, 
then ZPV t {S’}“” for every zero-order open instance S’ of any sequent S in P. 
Proof. Induction on the length of the longest path from S to a leaf (axiom) in P. 
For the base case S is an axiom. Then either S’ is an axiom of ZPV, so the result 
is obvious, or S’ is *A where A is a theorem of PV”, so the result follows from 
Theorem 6.17, or S is a PIND” axiom, so by transparency of substitution {S’}“” 
is an IPV induction axiom. 
For the induction step, if S is the consequence in P of applying a rule of LJ, 
then the induction hypothesis applies to the upper sequent(s) in the rule, and the 
result in every case follows from a simple argument. (In case the LJ rule is a 
quantifier inference, we use the assumption that the quantifiers are type 0.) 0 
8. Realizability 
In this section we present a form of Kreisel’s modified realizability for the 
system IPV O. As applications, we show that decidable formulas represent 
polynomial-time predicates, prove a version of Buss’s main theorem for ISi 
relating existence proofs and polynomial-time functions, and prove two of Buss’s 
conjectures concerning ZS:. 
Our version of realizability is a translation of ZPV” into itself, associating with 
each formula A of IPV” a formula X@A (read X realizes A) of ZPV”, where X 
is a sequence of zero or more variables of types determined by the logical 
structure of A. Intuitively, X@A says that the functions represented by the 
variables X help to explain why A is true. Our definition follows that presented in 
[37]. The main difference is the conjunct A+ B in clause (iv) below, which 
assures that provably realizable formulas are provable, and allows us to prove 
Theorem 8.4 and Buss’s conjectures. In standard realizability, a suitable version 
of the axiom of choice is provably realizable but not provable [37]. 
We use the notation X for X1, . . . , X,, and Y for Yr, . . . , Y,, n, k 2 0, and 
Y(X) for Y,(X), . . . , Y,(X), etc. Also A stands for the empty sequence of 
variables, and Y(A) 2 Y. 
8.1. Definition. X@A is defined by induction on the logical structure of A. We 
assume that no variable in the list X occurs free in A. T@A g (X@A)[T/X]; 
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that is, X @A with the simultaneous substitution of T for X, (1~ i G n). 
(i) A@A 2 A, if A is atomic. 
(ii) X, Y@(A A B) gX@A A Y@B. 
(iii) z,X,Y~(AvB)~(~=OhX~A)v(zfOr\Y~~). 
(iv) Y@(A-+B)~VX(X@A-+Y(X)@B) A (A-+B). 
(v) X@VYA &Y (X(Y)@A). 
(vi) Z, X@)3YA zX@A[Z/Y]. 
8.2. Proposition. A @ 1A = VY (l(Y @A)) A 1A. 
Proof. This is immediate from (i), (iv), and the definition 1A = A- 0 = 1. 0 
8.3. Proposition. (a) Each free variable of X@A is either free in A or in the list 
X. 
(b) Zf Y is not in the fist X, then X@A[T/Y] = (X@A)[T/Y]. 
Proof. Induction on the logical structure of A. 0 
8.4. Theorem. For every formula A of IPV” 
ZPV”t3X(X@A)-,A. 
Proof. Induction on the logical structure of A. Each case follows easily from the 
corresponding clause of Definition 8.1. For clause (iv) we do not need the 
induction hypothesis. q 
8.5. Corollary. ZPV w 1 (A @ 1A) *iA. 
Proof. This is an easy consequence of 8.2 and 8.4. 0 
The above corollary shows that realizability sheds no light on negated formulas. 
(This is in contrast to the Dialectica interpretation in Section 9.) 
8.6. Soundness Theorem. If ZPV o t A then IPV w k T @A for some sequence T of 
terms whose free variables are among the free variables of A. 
Before giving the proof, consider as an illustration Fermat’s ‘Little Theorem’, 
which states that if 0 <a <n and n is prime, then a”-’ mod n = 1. Since 
a n-l mod n is a polynomial-time computable function of a and n, the conclusion is 
an atomic formula of ZPV, so our form of realizability gives no information. 
(However the Dialectica interpretation does give interesting information; see the 
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end of Section 9). On the other hand, suppose we let the formula B be the 
following form of the contrapositive: 
8.7. Vu Vn [(0 < a A a < n A a”-’ modn#1)+3d(dInAd#lAd#n)] 
where d 1 n is the polynomial-time predicate ‘d divides n’. Then if B is provable in 
ZPV”‘, by the Soundness theorem there is a term D such that t D @ B. That is, 
the formula 
8.8. VaVn[(O<a Aa<n Au”-‘modn#l) 
-+ (D(a, n) 1 n A D(a, 12) # 1 A D(a, n) Zn)] 
would be a theorem of ZPV”. For ‘most’ composite numbers n a random number 
a such that 0 <a < n will satisfy the antecedent. Hence such a realizing function 
D might well provide a practical method for factoring large numbers. In any case 
the existence of such a polynomial-time function D would represent a surprising 
and major result in complexity theory. We conjecture that B is not a theorem of 
ZPV *. 
Proof of 8.6. Induction on the ZPV” proof of A. We first consider the logical 
axioms and rules, as presented in Section 1. The argument is straightforward in 
all cases (for example, PZND” axioms and (HTLRN) are not needed), but in just 
one case, Axiom Scheme 2, the higher type conditional (6.8) is needed. We give 
three example axioms and two example rules, starting with the most interesting 
case. 
Axiom Scheme 2. W@(A v A)-+A = 
V~XY[((~=OAX@A)~(~#OAY@A))+W(~,X, Y)@A]A((AvA)-+A) 
where X = (Xi, . . . , X,), Y = (Y,, . . . , Y,) and W = (W,, . . . , IV,). Let 
T = AzXY Cond,(z, Xi, x) (1 G i s n), 
where rj is the type of Xi (and hence of Y). Then ZPV” t T @ ((A v A) + A) by 
repeated application of axiom scheme (p) and Theorem 7.2. (Recall that 
equations such as Cond,(O, X, Y) = X cannot be expressed in ZPV w when r # 0, 
so Theorem 7.2 is needed.) 
Axiom Scheme 4. Z, V, W @ B -+ (A v B) = 
VX [X@ B- (Z(X) = 0 A V(X) @A) v (Z(X) # 0 A W(X)@ B)] A (B-t (A v B)). 
ThusZPV”tR,S, T@B*(A vB), where REAX.1, Sshx.U, and T=?X.X, 
where U is any sequence of closed terms such that U@A is syntactically correct. 
Axiom Scheme 7. Z@VYA-+A[T/Y] = 
VX(VY(X(Y)@A)+Z(X)@A[T/Y]) AVYA+A[T/Y]. 
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Thus ZPV”tS@~YA+A[T/Y], where S, = AX.X,(T), 1 S i S n. To carry out 
this ZPV” proof, we use the fact (by (8.3b)) that (X(Y)@A) 
[T/Y] =X(T)@A[T/Y]. 
Rule 11. If ZPV”l-S@(A+B) and ZPV”tT@((B-+C) then ZPV”b 
IX. T(S(X)) @(A + C). 
Rule 16. If ZPV”kS@(B-+A) and Y does not occur free in A, then 
ZPV”k~YX.S(X)@((3YB-A). 
For the equality axioms, we can apply 8.3(b) to show 
Axiom Scheme 16. ZPV”k3LW.W, AW.W@)x =y+(A*A[ylx]). 
We next consider the nonlogical axioms of ZPV”. The theorems of PV” are all 
atomic formulas, and hence 8.6 is trivial for them. Considering nonlogical axioms 
of ZPV, the empty sequence realizes 4.1.2, Purity(x) realizes 4.1.3, and x realizes 
4.1.4. 
It remains to prove 8.6 for the case of PZND” axioms. We use the notation 
B(x, y) for the equation u = u of PV”, where x, y are type 0 variables, and 
B(s, t) denotes u = ‘u with the simultaneous substitution of S, t for x, y. Then a 
PZND” axiom has the form 
z~((~y~t”)B(O,y)A~~J)~~~(3y~t)B(x,y) 
where 
J g ((3y =G t’) B( L&l > Y)-+ (3Y s 4 f+, Y)>, 
t” = t[O/x] and t’ = t[ ($J] lx], 
and t is zero-order open with no free occurrence of y. Our task is to find a term Y 
of PV” such that ZPV” t Y@ I. We have 
Y@Z = VyY [(y St” A qo, y) A vx (Y(x)@J))+ 
v.x (y(y, Y, X) c t A B(& y(y, Y, X)))] A Z 
and 
Y(X)@ / = vy [y St’ A B( [$I, y)+ y(X, y) =% t A B(X, Y(X, )‘))I A J. 
Intuitively, the function Lf(y, Y, x) supplies values for the existential quantifier 
in 32 B(x, z), given a value y satisfying B(0, y) and given the type 1 function Y 
which takes values (w, y’) satisfying B( [iwj, y’) to a value y” satisfying B(w, y”). 
When the hypotheses of .5/‘@Z are satisfied we would like 
8.9. Y(y, Y, 0) =y, 
8.10. qy, Y, x) = Y(x, Y(Y, Y, bl)), x f 0, 
and 
8.11 Y(y, Y, x) =s t. 
Proceeding formally, we let 
Y 2 AyYx.%(y, ti’z. Y(x’, z), Ax’.2. t[x’lx], x). 
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With this definition of Y we have by (HTLRN): 
where u 2 Y(x, Y(y, Y, ]$])). 
We would like to prove Y@Z in ZPV”’ by induction on x. In order to apply a 
suitable PZND” axiom, we must transform Y@Z to be of the form 3y s t (U = 
v). First we drop the conjunct Z from Y@Z, since Z is already an axiom of ZPV”, 
and we strengthen the assertion y@Z by dropping the conjunct J from Y(X) @.Z. 
The result has the form 
8.13 VyY [(C A Vxy D)--+ V,K E], 
where 
c g y G t” A B(0, y) 
D gy =s t’ A B( [&xl, y)-+ Y(x, y) =s t A B(x, Y(x, y)) 
E 2 y(y, Y, x) S t A B(x, y(y, Y, x)). 
Note that C, D, and E are quantifier-free. 
Let 
where u st[ &‘]/x] and D’ 2 D[x’y’/xy]. Then A is a suitable formula for a 
PZND” axiom by 7.3 and 7.6. We use this fact to argue below that ZPV”kA. 
From this, it is easy to see that ZPV” k9’@Z. First note that using Theorem 4.3, 
the truth-functional connectives in A can be re-interpreted as the usual 
connectives A, v, 1, + in ZPV”. Next, the bounds on the existential quantifiers 
in A can be dropped (they only strengthen the assertion) and standard 
intuitionistic reasoning then yields 8.13, and hence ZPV” t Y’@Z. 
It remains to prove A by PZND” induction. For the base case, note that 8.9 is a 
theorem of ZPV”‘, so that t A[O/x] with x’ = 0 and y ’ = 0. For the induction step, 
assume A[ [&xl lx] and let x’, y’ satisfy the existential quantifiers. Since classical 
truth-functional reasoning can be carried out in PV”, we argue that either (x’, y’) 
satisfy C A D’ or not. If not, then the same values x’, y’ satisfy the existential 
quantifiers in A (note that x does not occur free in u, C, or D’). Hence 
A[ ltxj/x]-A in this case. 
Now suppose x’, y’ satisfy C A D’, so E[ [ix] lx] holds. Reassign X’ +X and 
y’+-.5P(y, Y, 14x1). Then by E[ l+x]/x], y’ G t’, so y’< u, so the existential 
bounds in A are satisfied. If C A D’ is now false, then A follows and we are done. 
Now assume C A D’ holds for these new values of x’, y’. Then E[ 14x1 lx] is 
equivalent to the antecedent of D’, so the latter holds, so the consequent holds; 
that is, 
8.14 Y(% y”(y) Y, lfx]>)=t A Z+, Y(& yp(y, Y, &])). 
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Thus it suffices to show that 8.10 holds under the assumption 8.14. This follows 
from 8.12 and the simple fact 
zPv~X~y+XT(2~y)=o. cl 
One application of the Soundness Theorem 8.6 is to show that every formula 
which is decidable in ZPV” provably represents a polynomial-time predicate. 
8.15. Proposition. Zf ZPV” t-A(x) v iA( where A(x) has only the type 0 
variable x occurring free, then there is a PV function symbol f such that 
ZPV”tf(x)=Ot,A(x). 
The same holds with ZPV a replaced (twice) by ZPV. 
Proof. T, U@vx (A(x) v lA(x)) = 
tlx [(T(x) = 0 A U@A(x)) v (T(x) f 0 A A@lA(x))] 
where T is closed and has type O-+0. Hence {T(x)}~” is a term of PV, and by 
6.16 and 3.2.7, kf (x) = T(x), where f = [hx. { T(x)}~“]. The result for ZPV” now 
follows by 8.6 and 8.4. The results for ZPV follows because ZPV” is conservative 
over ZPV (7.7.) 0 
Since every NP predicate can be represented by a Cf formula, it follows from 
8.15 that not all such formulas are decidable in ZPV unless P = NP. For example, 
suppose satisfy(x, y) is a PV term which is 0 iff y codes a truth assignment which 
satisfies the propositional formula coded by x (under suitable encodings). If 
(3y <x) satisfy(x, y) = 0 is decidable in ZPV, then P = NP. 
As a second application of the Soundness Theorem we show that some 
existentially quantified variables can be replaced by PV” terms. 
8.16. Theorem. Let VX 3YA(X, Y) be a closed theorem of ZPV”. Then there is a 
closed term S of ZPV” such that 
ZPV”k~XA(X, S(X)). 
Proof. Note that 
2, W@vX3YA(X, Y)=tcy (W(X)@A(X, Z(X))). 
Thus by Theorem 8.6 there are closed terms S, T such that 
ZPV”kkfX (T(X)@A(X, S(X)). 
Hence by Theorem 8.4 
ZPV”kvXA(X, S(X)). 0 
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8.17. Corollary. Let kfx 3y A(x, y) be a closed theorem of IPV” such that the 
variables x, y have type 0. Then there is a PV function symbol f such that 
ZPV” t tlxA(x, f(x)). 
The same is true with IPV” replaced (twice) by IPV. 
Proof. By Theorem 8.16 and 6.20 
ZPV” t vxA(x, {S(X)}~“) 
for some type 1 term S. We then argue as in the proof of 8.15. 0 
Buss’s main result (Theorem 2) in [4] is closely related to the above corollary. 
In fact, 8.17 together with 10.6 (stating that our formulation of ZS: is equivalent 
to Buss’s) and 4.12 imply Buss’s Theorem 2 for the case of ZS:. Buss’s Theorem 2 
applies more generally to any system in his hierarchy ZS;, i 2 1, but his conclusion 
is weaker since it asserts truth instead of provability. 
The next result proves Buss’s Conjecture 1 [4, $71 for the case of the system 
ZS:. (For the rest of this section we use the notation A(x, y) to display all free 
variables in A.) 
8.18. Corollary. Zf ZS: t 3y A(x, y), then there is a 2:’ formula B(x, y) such that 
ZS: proves the following formulas: 
(1) vx VY (B(x, y)-+A(x, Y)), 
(2) vx vy vz (B(x, y) A B(x, z)-+y = z), 
(3) xx 3Y fqx, Y). 
Proof. By 4.12 and 8.17, ZPV k vx 3y A(x, f(x)) for some PV function symbol f. 
By 2.7 there is a LY?+ formula B(x, y) of ZS: which defines f. Thus ZPV t y = 
f(x) H B(x, y), and it follows that (l), (2), (3) are theorems of ZPV, and hence of 
zs:. 0 
The next result proves Conjecture 2 of Buss [4]. Here we let Z, be the binary 
numeral for IZ E N. Thus Z,, g 0, Z 2n+l gs,(Z,), and for n ZO, Z,, ~sso(Z,). If 
n=ni,. . . , nk, then Z, g Z,,, . . . , Z,,. Here also Gijdel numbers must be 
efficient, in the sense that the length of the Giidel number of a proof must be 
bounded by a polynomial in the length (number of symbols) in the proof. 
8.19. Corollary. Zf ZS: t 3y A(x, y), then there are polynomial-time functions f 
and g such that for all n E Nk, g(n) is the Giidel number of an ZS$ proof of 
A(Z,> Zrcn,). 
Proof. The ZS: proof of A(Z,, ZrC”,) consists of (a) a proof of 8.18.1, followed by 
(b) a proof of B(Z,, I,,,,), followed by (c) an instantiation of 8.18.1 and modus 
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ponens. Since (a) is a constant and (c) has a constant number of lines which are 
easily computed in polynomial time, it suffices to show that the proof of 
B(Z,,, Zrcn,) can be computed in time bounded by a polynomial in the length of n. 
Referring to the proof of 2.7, this is shown by induction on the representation off 
guaranteed by Cobham’s theorem. Intuitively, the ZS: proof of B(Z,, Zfcn,) mimics 
the evaluation of f(n). Since the latter is polynomial time, the former can be 
generated in polynomial time. 0 
Conjecture 3 in Buss [4] asserts that the above argument can be formalized in 
ZS:. Since no infeasible concepts are involved in the argument, this amounts to an 
exercise in formalizing a proof, similar to the proof of Giidel’s second 
incompleteness theorem (see Buss [2] for S: and Cook [ll] for PV). 
9. The Dialectica interpretation 
We define a second translation from ZPV” into itself which follows the 
functional interpretation of Heyting arithmetic in Giidel [20]. The translation 
differs from that of the previous section in the treatment of implication. The more 
radical translation of implications in Giidel’s interpretation allows elimination of 
logical operators. 
The translation associates with each formula A of ZPV” a formula 3x Vy tA = 0, 
where x and y are finite sequences of variables of finite type and tA is a term of 
PV”. The types of x and y depend only on the logical structure of A; the free 
variables of A are included in the free variables of tA. In the definition below, the 
following notational conventions are used. 
1. If s = 0 and t = 0 are equations of PV”, we write: 
(s = 0 & t = 0) for (s & t = 0); 
(s=Ovt=O) for (svt=O); 
(s = 0 3 t = 0) for (s 2 t = 0); 
s#O for -s=o. 
2. X, y, U, v are finite sequences of distinct variables of finite type, while z is a 
numerical variable. 
3. U is a sequence of variables whose number and types are determined by the 
fact that each of them can be applied to x as an argument sequence and that the 
sequence U(x) so obtained agrees with the sequence u with respect to the number 
and type of its members. If u is the empty sequence then CJ is empty; if x is empty 
then U = u. 
4. One-element sequences are identified with their only elements. 
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9.1. Definition. If A is a formula of ZPV”, the DiaZectica translation of A, AD, is 
defined by induction on the logical complexity of A. 
(i) If A is an equation u = 21 then AD is Equ(u, v) = 0. 
(ii) If A is an inequality u c ZJ then AD is Lessequ(u, v) = 0. 
For the remaining cases, assume that 
ADk+c,=O, BDgWfvt,=O. 
(iii) (A A B)D g 3xu Vyv [tA = 0 & tB = 01. 
(iv) (A v B)D g 3 zxu vyv [(z = 0 & t* = 0) v (2 # 0 & tB = O)]. 
(v) (3wA)D g 3wx Vy tA(x, y) = 0. 
(vi) (VW A)D g 3X Vwy tA(X(w), y) = 0. 
(vii) (A -+ B)D g 3UY vxv [tA(x, Y(xv)) = 0 3 tjg(U(x), v) = 01. 
The definition of 1A as (A+ (0 = 1)) leads to the equivalence: 
(viii) (TA)~ g 3 Y VX tA(x, Y(X)) # 0. 
In the rules above, tA(s, t) stands for t,Js, t/x, y]. In applying rules (ii) to (vi), 
we assume that the bound variables of AD and BD are disjoint, and that the 
variables introduced in (iv), (vi) and (vii) are chosen to be mutually distinct and 
different from the variables in the formulas concerned. 
9.2. Definition. We denote by MP( Markov’s Principle) the scheme n3x A + 
3x A, where A is an atomic formula. 
We will use MP both in the context of ZPV and ZPV”. For ZPV”, the variables 
in the sequence x are of arbitrary finite type. 
We note that in general, instances of MP are not theorems of ZPV”, nor of any 
of the usual formal theories of artihmetic employing intuitionistic logic. For 
example, let M be a machine which computes a function whose domain is not 
recursive, and let AM@, y) assert that y codes a halting computation of M with 
input x. Then Vx (73y A&, y) + 3y A,@, y)) cannot be realized (in the sense 
of Section 8) by any total recursive function. 
However, it follows from Theorem 10.4 in the next section that if A is an 
atomic formula of ZPV” and ZPV I-Clx, A, then ZPV I- 3xA. Similarly for 
ZPV “. 
9.3. Theorem (Soundness of Dialectica interpretation). Zf A(z) is a formula of 
ZPV”, whose free variables are contained in z, such that ZPV w + MP tA(z) then 
there is a sequence S of closed terms of PV” so that 
PV” t b(S(z), y, 2) = 0, 
where AD g 3x Vy fA(x, y, z) = 0. 
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Proof. Induction on the proof of A. If A is a logical axiom, the proof is usually 
straightforward. The most difficult logical axiom to verify is the scheme: 
A- (A A A) (see S ec ion 1). The translation of this scheme takes the form: t’ 
=,x,y VXYl y2 [t/l@, Y(XYl YJ) = 0 .=. &Vi(X), Y,) = 0 & f/4(X2(x), Y2) = 01. 
To find appropriate sequences S,, .!$,, T of PV” terms, set S,(X) = h(x) 2x, and 
for l<i<kwherey=y,, . . . ,y,+, 
7xXYlY2) 2 Cond(t,(x, Y2), (Ydi, (YZM. 
By 6.10, 
PV”k t/,(x, ~2) = 0 = t/,(x, T(~YIY~)) = b(x> YJ, 
f’v” t b,(x, ~2) =+ 0 = &,(x, WYIY~)) = t,(x, ~2). 
By T43, 
PI/ 0J 1 t/%(x, y2) = 0 v t/l@, y2) f 0, 
so by classical truth-functional reasoning, 
PV w 1 f/,(x, T(xy~ ~2)) = 0 .I. t,4(x, yi) = 0 & t/j(x, y2) = 0. 
The decidability of atomic formulas is essential to the soundness proof for this 
axiom scheme. For this reason, higher-type equality statements are not included 
in the basis of PV” or ZPV”. Although higher-type equality can be treated as a 
decidable notion by giving an intensional interpretation to higher-type identities 
(Tait [35]), the decision procedure is not elementary recursive by Statman [34]. 
The soundness proofs for the remaining logical axiom schemes are omitted. 
The logical rules are also not difficult to verify. As an illustration, we verify the 
interpretation of Rule 11. Assume that there are sequences of terms Q, R, S, T, 
so that: 
PV” k tA(x, R(xv)) = 0 2 tB(Q(x), v) = 0, 
PV”tt,(u, T(w))= O=,t,(S(u), t)= 0. 
We wish to find sequences N, P of terms so that: 
PV” k tA(x, P(a)) = 0 =) t,(N(x), z) = 0. 
Substituting Q(x) for u and T(Q(x)z) for v, we obtain: 
PV” t tA(x, R(xT(Q(x)z))) = 0 = b(Q(x), T(Q(x)z)) = 0, 
PV” 1 b(Q(x), T(Q(x)z)) = 0 = kWQ(x)), z) = 0. 
Thus a solution is found by setting 
N g hr.S(Q(x)), Pg Axz.R(xT(Q(x)z)). 
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In the case of the nonlogical axioms of ZPV”, the equations s = t and 
Equ(s, t) = 0 are inter-deducible in PV” by the theorems Equ(x, x) =0 and 
Cond(Equ(x, y), x, y) =y. Thus 9.3 holds whenever A is a theorem of PI/“. The 
translation of Axiom 4.1.2 of ZPV takes the form (B H B)D; it is straightforward 
to show that 9.3 holds for Axioms 4.1.3 and 4.1.4 of IPV. It remains to prove 9.3 
for the case of PZND” axioms. 
An instance of the NP induction scheme of IPV” has the form: 
(A [O/x] A ifx (A[ 1+x] lx] + A)) + ‘ix A 
where A has the form (3y < t) u = ‘u, with t zero-order open. We shall write s as 
an abbreviation of the term (Lessequ(y, t)&Equ(u, u)); we write s(p, q) for 
s[p, q/x, y]. With this convention, the translation of the induction axiom is: 
3?+%% vz [{s(O, Yd = 0 & 4 ww>l , %‘l(Z)) = 0 
=4%(Z), M%;(Z), %(Z>)> = 0)) = 4x, @s(q) = 01, 
where 2 abbreviates the vector y,,Y,x. Thus we need to define terms 7”, Sr, T,, so 
that when substituted for ?$, X1, ?!/1 in the matrix of the translation, the result is 
a theorem of PV”. 
We define three terms, FJ, y1 and an auxiliary term % by simultaneous 
recursion, using Theorem 6.12: 
33(x) g 
1 
If x = 0 then y, else 
Cond((F, G, H) T (t’,x, l)O, F, t’), 
If x = 0 then 0 else 
‘(x)%nd((F, G, H) T (t’,x, l)O, G,x), 
Q(x) 2 { 
If x = 0 then ~(0, y,J else 
Cond((F, G, H) T (t’,x, l)O, H, l), 
where F, G, H are defined as: 
If %( L&x]) = 0 then 
if s(x, Y2(x&( [ix]))) = 0 
Fg then Y2(xKT( Lix])) else y3( [ix]) 
I else %(lhl), 
G g Cond(%( [ix]), x, Y,( 14x])), 
H g Cond(%( [;xj), s(x, Y,(F3( [4x]))), 1). 
The term t’ stands for a term which can be proved to obey the properties t c t’, 
y”St’, xsy 2 t’(x) s t’(y) in PV”. Such a term can be proved to exist by T20.5 
(Appendix). In the definitions above we have suppressed the free parameters y,, 
and YZ in the definitions of F3, Sp, and %, to simplify notation. 
Finally we define yr(x) 2 F3( [ix]). 
We first establish that the bounding condition may be dropped by proving the 
equation (F, G, H) T (t’, x, 1) = 0. Here and in what follows we use the 
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predicate symbols of IPV and classical propositional calculus, as we are entitled 
to do by T43, 4.3. It is easy to prove that G <x and H s 1 by induction on x. 
To prove F s t’, for x >O, we first prove K?(x) s t’, which holds by the 
definition of y3. Now for x > 0, if %( l&x]) = 0 and s(x, Y2(xF3( 14x]))) = 0 then 
Y2(x53( [4x])) < t, so F s t; in other cases, F = Y3( 14x]) G t’( 13x1) G t’(x). It 
follows that (F, G, H) s (t’, x,1) so (F,G,H)~(t’,x,1)0=0. 
It is now straightforward to prove the following properties of the defined 
functions. 
(A) Q(x) = 0 3 %( 14x1) = 0, 
(B) a(x) = 0 v Q(x) = 1, 
(C) %(14x]) = 0 3 Y&) =x, 
(D) Q(x) = 11 T3(x) = y3( [4x]). 
The appropriate instance of 9.3 now follows from the implications; 
(E) %(x) = 0 2 s(x, ~-T(X)) = 0, 
(F) “u(x) = 1 =I ~(0, yO) = 1 v 
[s( l&%(x)] Y 511(x)) = 0 * d~l(X), y2(%4(x)~,@))) = 11. 
We prove (E) by induction on x. For x = 0, yj(x) = y. hence s(x, &3(x)) = 
%(x) = 0. For x > 0, assume that (E) holds for l&j. If Q(x) = 0 then a( l&j) = 
0 by (A) hence s(x, Y2(xy3( L&x]))) = Q(x) = 0, so s(x, &3(x)) = 0, completing the 
proof of (E). To prove (F), we again induce on x. For x = 0, if “u(x) = 1 then 
~(0, yO) = 1 by definition. For x > 0, assume a(x) = 1 and ~(0, yo) = 0. Two cases 
arise. First, if %( [ix]) = 0 then by (E), s( [ix], &( [ix])) = 0, that is, 
s( l?x], 31(x)) = 0. BY (CL Y;(x) = x, so s( lt.~,(x)J, Tl(x)) = 0. On the other 
hand, s(yl(x), Y2(y,(x)5,(x))) = s(x, Y,(x&( [ix]))) = %(x) = 1. Secondly, if 
%( ]jx]) = 1 then by inductive assumption, s( ]3y1( [ix])], F1( [ix])) = 0 and 
s(y,( [4x]), Y,( 14x1 yl( 1$x]))) = 1. By definition, yl(x) = Y;( [ix]) and by (D), 
F1(x) = yl( 1+x]). Th us s( ]&y,(x)], T,(x)) = 0 and s(y,(x), Y,(~,(x)~~,(x))) = 1. 
This completes the verification of the NP-induction scheme. 
In the case of Markov’s Principle, MP, an instance of the scheme has the form 
n3xA -+ 3xA, where A is an atomic formula of IPV”. Then (-3x, A)D has 
the form 3x - -t = 0, while (~xA)~ is 3x t = 0, so 9.3 holds for MP, by T43. 0 
The above results on systems containing Markov’s Principle are closely 
connected with some results of Sazonov. In [32], Sazonov defines the theory HPT 
which consists of all true universal sentences of ZPV, together with intuitionistic 
predicate logic. The class of Hurrop formulas is defined to be the smallest class 5?? 
of formulas satisfying: 
(1) all atomic formulas are in X, 
(2) A,BEX+(AAB)EX, 
(3) AEX+~~XEX, 
(4) BEX=,(A+B)EX 
Sazonov defines a theory T to be constructive if whenever A is a Harrop 
formula, B an arbitrary formula and T l-A(x) + 3y B(x, y) then there is a term t 
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of T so that 
T IA(x)+ B(x, t(x)). 
T is defined to be 3-constructive if the same condition holds with the antecedent 
A(x) omitted. Sazonov states as one of his main theorems [32] that HPT + MP is 
El-constructive, and that HPT + MP is constructive if and only if P = NP. 
To illustrate Theorem 9.3 we return to Fermat’s theorem (see after 8.6). We 
formulate this as the formula A: 
9.4 VaVn[Vd(1#d~d#n~~d~n)-,(O~ar\a<n~a”~’modn=1)] 
The Dialectica translation AD is essentially A with Vd removed and the remaining 
occurences of d replaced by the term D(u, n), where D has type O-+0-+0. Thus 
if ZPV IA, then by 9.3 a polynomial-time function D(u, n) can be found which 
satisfies AD. This function supplies the same information as the term D in D @B 
(see 8.8). Thus for Fermat’s theorem, the Dialectica translation is interesting for 
both the statement itself and its contrapositive, while the realizability of Section 8 
is interesting only for the contrapositive. 
In fact, the Dialectica interpretation shows: 
9.5. Proposition. Let A and B be as in 9.4 and 8.7 (Fermut’s theorem and its 
contrapositive). Then IPV t-A iff IPV t B. 
Proof. By standard intuitionistic reasoning we have ZPV t B+A. Conversely, if 
ZPV IA, then by 9.3, PV” t AD(D) for some closed term D of ZPV”. It is easy to 
see that 
ZPV” FAD(D)- B 
and hence ZPV” k B. By 7.7, ZPV t B. 0 
10. Applications of functional interpretations 
In this section we present some further applications of the functional 
interpretations of the preceding sections. These applications include: conservative 
extension results, analogues of the main results of Section 8 for systems based on 
classical logic, equivalence of ZS: and ISiB, and independence results relating to 
open questions in complexity theory. 
10.1. Theorem. ZPV” + MP is a conservative extension of PV”. ZPV is a 
conservative extension of PV. 
Proof. The Dialectica translation of an equation u = v of PV”’ is Equ(u, v) = 0, 
from which u = u follows by DR126 (Appendix), so the first part of the theorem 
follows by 9.3. The second part follows from this and 6.18 (see Fig. 1). 0 
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We shall denote by CPV the system obtained from IPV by adding all instances 
of the law of excluded middle A v 1A. CPV” is obtained from ZPV” in the same 
way. CPV is a conservative extension of S:, by Theorem 4.12. (CPV is equivalent 
to S:(PV) in [2].) 
10.2. Definition. Let A be a formula of IPV or of IPV”. The negative translation 
of A, A”, is defined by induction on the complexity of A as follows. 
(1) If A is atomic, A” g A. 
(2) (A A Z?)- (A- A B”). 
(3) (A + B)- 2 (A-+ Z?,,). 
(4) 0fxA) 
1T g vX A”, 
(5) (A v ZI)- g -(AT7 v B7-). 
(6) WA) l7 g ll=Jx A”. 
10.3. Lemma. If CPV t A then + MP A”. If EA IPV” 
MP k 
Proof. By on length of the proof of A. the axioms and 
rules of CPV and CPV”, this is well and MP is 
pp. 85-891). nonlogical axioms than induction of CPV 
and CPV” 
=v is 
in to the 3y (Lessequ(y, t) Equ(u, v) = so that 
-A by the negative translation of NP is 
derivable in ZPV + El 
10.4. Theorem. For each Ei formula A, if CPV k 3x A then ZPV t 3xA, and if 
CPV” k 3xA then ZPV” t 3xA. 
Proof. If A is a 20” formula of CPV, then by 4.4 there is a term t so 
ZPV tA - t = 0. Hence if CPV t 3xA then CPV t 3x (t = 0) so by 10.3, ZPV + 
MP t (3x (t = 0))“. By induction on the number of variables in the list X, we see 
that MP k(3x(t = 0))” - 3x(t = 0). Hence ZPV + MP t 3x(t = 0). By Theorem 
9.3, there are type 0 zero-order open terms s of PV” so that PV” k t[s/x] = 0. By 
6.16, PV” t t[sPV/x] = 0, so by 6.18, PV t t[sPV/x] = 0. Thus ZPV k 3x (t = 0), so 
ZPV t 3xA. 
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The argument for WV” and IPV”’ is the same, except 7.3 is used in place of 
4.4, the terms s may not be of type 0, and no appeal is needed to results in Section 
6. 0 
10.5. Corollary (compare Buss [2]). CPV is a conservative xtension of PV. Also 
CPV” is a conservative xtension of PV”‘. 
Proof. 10.4 and 10.1. 0 
The above corollary can easily be strengthened to say that if B has the form 
VX 3y A, where A is atomic, and CPV k B, then B is a consequence via 
intuitionistic predicate calculus of the theorems of PV (the NP induction axioms 
are unnecessary). Hence there is a robustness to the notion of which V3 formulas 
can be proved using ‘polynomial-time reasoning’. 
10.6. Corollary. The systems ISi and ISlB are equivalent. 
Proof. We have aIready shown in Theorem 1.10 that the H.Ef-P/ND scheme is 
derivable m IS:. Thus it suffices to show that the remaining axioms of ISiB are 
derivable in ISi. Let (A --*B) be a theorem of S:, where both A and B are HZ: 
formulas. By Lemma 1.9, we may assume that A and B are both C:*. Now if 
Si k A + B then CPV k A + B, and by 4.11,4.3, A and B are provably equivalent 
in IPV to formulas of the form (3x s t)(~ = 0) and (ay 4 t)(u = 0). Thus 
cPv~(x~tAu = O)-+ (3y G t)(v = 0) 
so by classical ogic, 
CPVt3y[(x~trt4=o)-,(yctAv=0)]. 
By 10.4, IPV proves the same formula, hence IPV I- A --, B. By 4.12, ISit- A--, 
B. Cl 
10.7. Theorem. Let A be a .Yf formula such that CPV k V_r 3y A(%, y). Then 
there is an n-place function symbol f of PV so that IPV k A(x, f(x)). 
Proof. If Cf V I-VX 3yA(x, y) then CFV I- 3yA’(x, y). where A’@, y) is 
POS(A(x, y)), as defined in Section 1. By 4.11, A’@, y) is equivalent in If V to a 
formula of th 1 form: (32 s t)(u = v). Hence by 10.4, IPV EVx 3y A’(x, y), so 
IPV I- Vx 3y A(x, _v) by 1.1. The conclusion of the theorem follows by 8.17. D 
Theorem 10.7 is a reformulation of the main result of [2] for the case of the 
system S: (the main theorem of [2] also contains similar results for systems S; 
which correspond to classes of predicates higher in the Meyer-Stockmeyer 
polynomial hierarchy)_ 
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As a final application of the functional interpretations, we prove an independ- 
ence result relating to the complexity of proofs irl classical propositional !ogic. 
This result follows as a corollary to the results of Cook [ 1 l] on the simulation of 
arithmetical theorems. 
The following definitions are adapted from (161. 
10.8. Definitions. (1) If E is a finite alphabet, Z* is the set of all finite strings 
over Z; the length 1x1 of a string x in Z* is the number of occurrences of symbols 
in x. 
(2) For .Z,, Zz finite alphabets, .Z is the set of functions f : .TZT- 4TCy 
computable by a deterministic Turing machine in time bounded by a polynomial 
in the length of the input. 
(3) If L c Z*, a proof system for L is a function f : Z:+ L, so that f is in 2, 
and the range off is L. 
(4) Iff,:X~+L andf,:Z’: -+ L are proof systems for L, then fi p-simulates f, 
provided there is a function g:Z: -+ 2; such that g is in 6p, and f,(g(x)) “f,(x) 
for all x. 
(5) A proof system f for L is polynomiafly bounded if there is a po$omial p 
so that for any x E L, there is a y such that f(y) = x, and Iyl sp(jx}). 
The very general definitions just given allow the restatement of prob$ms in 
complexity theory in proof-theoretic terms. 
t 
10.9. Theorem. (1) if a proof system ft for L p-simulates a polynomially bounded 
proof system for L, then fi is aLFo polynomially bounded. 
(2) There Is a polynomially bounded proof system for the classical tautologies 
TAUT if and only if NP = co-NP. 
Proof. See (161. 0 
10.10. Definitions. (1) A formula of propositional logic is constructed from the 
connective set {n, v, 1, *, H} and variables P, Q. R, P,, . . . by the usual 
formation rules. 
(2) For formulas A,, . . . , A,, B we write A,, . . . , A, k B if B is a logical 
consequence of A,, . . . , A,, (i.e., every truth assignment satisfying A,, _ . . , A, 
satisfies B). 
(3) IfD,,..., Dk are formulas and P,, _ . . , Pk distinct propositional variables 
then o= (D,, . . . , D,)l(P,, . . . , Pk) is a substitution and oA is the formula 
AID,, . . . , &lP,, . . - t 41. 
(4) A Frege rule is a rule of the form: from aA,, _ . . , oA, infer oB, where 
A,, -. -7 A,, I= B and o is any substitution. If n = 0, the rule is an axiom scheme. 
(5) If 9 is a set of Frege rules, a derivation of B from A,, . . . , A,, in 4 is a 
finite sequence 6 of formulas, each of which is either one of A,, . . . , A,, or is 
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derived by a rule in 9 from earlier formulas in 6 and whose last formula is B. We 
write A,, . . . , A,, I-$ B if these conditions hold. If n = 0 (that is, the derivation 
contains no hypotheses), 6 is said to be a proof of B, and we write k$ B. If there 
isaderivationofBfromA, ,..., A,in9wfewriteA ,,..., A,l-.TB. 
(6) A Frege system is a finite set of Frege rules which is inferentially complete, 
thatis,ifA, ,..., A,kBthenA, ,..., A,l-ziB. 
(7) If 9 is a Frege system, a derivation in 9 with extension of B from 
A,, - . . , A, is a finite sequence of formulas whose last formula is B and such that 
each formula in the proof is either (1) one of A,, . . . , A,, or (2) derived from 
earlier formulas in the sequence by one of the rules of 9, or (3) a formula of the 
form Pk HA, where A is any formula, and Pk is a variable which does not occur 
in A, AI,. . . , A,, B or any earlier formula in the sequence. In case (3), we say 
that the step is introduced by the extension rule. The resulting proof system we 
denote by e9. 
(8) If 9 is a Frege system, a derivation in 9 with substitution of B from 
A,,..., A, is a finite sequence of formulas whose last formula is B and such that 
each formula in the proof is either (1) one of A,, . . . , A,, or (2) derived from 
earlier formulas in the sequence by one of the rules of 9 or (3) a formula of the 
form FJA, where A is an earlier formula in the sequence, and o is any 
substitution. In case (3), the formula A must satisfy the condition that none of the 
hypotheses .A I, . . _ , A, were used in the derivation of A; we say that oA is 
derived from A by the rule of substitution. We write the corresponding proof 
system as sP. 
The proof systems defined in 10.10 do not fit the general form of 10.8(3). To 
accomplish this, we must formulate the concepts of formula and derivations so 
that formulas and derivations are strings over finite alphabets (so that 
variables are written as P foltowed by a string in (0, l}*); the function f 
corresponding to a conventional proof system is then definable as: f(x) = B if x is 
a proof of B in the system, f(x) = (P-* P) otherwise. 
10.11. TheorerPr. { 1) Any two Frege systems p-simulate each other. 
(2) Any two extended Frege systems p-simulate each other. 
(3) Any two Frege systems with substitution p-simulate each other. 
(4) Any Frege system with substitution p-simulates an extended Frege system. 
Proof. For (I), (2), (4). see [16]. For (3) see Reclchow [31]. Cl 
In view of Theorem 10.11, we shall suppose that a fixed Frege system F has 
been chosen; the corresponding systems with extension and substitution will be 
denoted by EF and SF. By formalizing the definitions of EF and SF as functions, 
we can find function symbols EF(x) and SF(x) of PV which express these 
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functions (given a convention on the encoding of strings as binary numerals). We 
can also find a function symbol TRUE(x. y) so that the equation TRUE(x, y) = 0 
expresses ‘x is a formula which is true under truth assignment y’. 
The sense in which EF can simulate PI/ is given in the next theorem. 
10.12. Theorem. If t = u is an equation of PV, then there is a polynomially 
growing family of formulas It = uln so that: 
(1) It = ~1, is a tautology iff t = u Ls true when rDs!ricted to numerals of length n 
or less; 
(2) if t-r” t = u then there is a polynomial p(n j so that It = ul,, has an EF proof 
of length at most p(n), for all n. 
Proof. See Dowd [ 181. Cl 
Extended Frege systems can p-simulate any proof system whose soundness is 
provable in PV, as the next theorem shows. 
10.13. Theorem. If PV t- TRUE(P(x), y) - 0, then there is a function symbol G 
of PV so that PV I- EF(G(x)) = P(x). 
Proof. This is the main theorem of Cook [ll]. See also Dowd ]18]. Cl 
Theorem 10.13 has the following surprising consequence. 
10.14. Corollary. EF p-simulates SF. 
Bred! !t Is possible to prove in PV that TRUE(SF(x). y) = 0 by induction on the 
pair (x, y), so the corollary follows immediately. This result was first proved in 
Dowd [19]_ A direct proof appears in [25]. 0 
Theorems ?O.l I and 10.14 taken together show that if it could be proved that 
EF is not polynomially bounded, then the same result would follow for all 
standard propositional proof systems. This indicates that proving such a result for 
EF will be very difficult. This impression is reinforced by the result below, which 
shows that in a precisely defined sense there is no feasibly constructive proof that 
EF is not polynomially bounded. 
It is not immediately obvious how to express this assertion in IPV, since only 
polynomial-time furctions are definable in IPV. However, it is not difficult to see 
that the function xl” is definable in PV, and we can use this fact to express the 
assertion. 
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10.15. Definition. Let F be a one-place function symbol of IPV. Then we 
fL)rmulate ‘F is not a polynomially bounded proof system for the tautologies’ by: 
where TA UT(y) 2 VW TRUE( y, w) = 0. 
To confirm that this is a reasonable formulation of the assertion, we can show 
that various weaL proof systems can be proved to be not polynomially boundea in 
if V. Thus let ITT(x) be a function symbol of IPV so that TT(x) = y if and only if 
x is an encoding of a truth table proof for a tautology y, or x is not an encoding of 
a truth tab!e proof, and y = ‘-P v +‘-I, where ‘-A” is the encoding of a formula A. 
If we encode a truth-table proof for an n-variable formula as n l’s followed by 0 
followed by 2” digits representing the truth-values of the formula under all 
assignments of truth-values to the variables, followed by an encoding for the 
formula, then the length of the encoding exceeds 2” + 2n + 1. To show that 
lPB(TT) is provable in IPV, let P,,, be the formula: (P,, v +,) A (P, v 
lP,) A * * - A (P,,, v lP,). The encoding ‘-P,’ of P,,, has length O(m logm), so 
there is a constant c so that l’Pm.‘l <cm’. Now for a constant d, we can find a 
constant f so that: 
IPV t-x 3 f + d 1.~1~ < 2’“‘. 
There is a PV function symbol C such that G(n) = rP,,,,-’ and 
IPV I- lG(x)l~ c lxl*, IPV I- TA UT(G(x)) 
and 
IPV I- TT(t) = G(x+2!“‘-? lzl. 
Now taking d = 2c, let f be as above, assume x 3 f, and let y = G(x #x). Then 
we ran prove y 3 x in IPV, as well as 
I y]‘“’ S c(lx #X12)‘“’ < (2c 1x14)‘“’ < 2’1”1x’ < 2’+‘. 
Thus if Ir] S \yl’“‘, then lzl C2iXftX’, so 77(z) fy. 
It appears that similar proofs can be given in IPV for other weak proof systems 
such as analytic tableaux and regular resolution. The proof for the system of 
unrestricted resolution is more interesting. Haken (211 proved that for some E > 0 
if P, is the tautology in disjunctive normal form of total length @(n3) which 
asserts that n + 1 pigeons cannot fit singly into n holes, then any resolution proof 
of P, has length at least 2”. Thus to prove lPB(RES) we can take y to be PC,l,~ 
for some constant c. This choice of y is a feasible function of x. Although it is not 
clear that the counting arguments in Haken’s proof can be formalized in IPV, a 
feasibly constructive version using a greedy algorithm appears in [lo]. By 
contrast, for the system EF, we have: 
10.16. Theorem. The sentence lPB(EF) is unprovable in IPV”. 
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Proof. If +B(EF) were provable in IPV”“, then by 8.15 there would be a PV 
function symbol F so that IPV’” t TA UT( F(x)) A x S F(x) and 
JPV’” I- 121 s jF(x)l’“‘* EF(z) f F(x). 
Thus IPV”‘k TRUE(F(x), w) = 0, hence by 10.1, PV k TRUE(F(x), w) = 0. By 
10.13. there is a function symbol G of PV so that PV b EF(G(x)) = F(x). Since G 
is a polynomial-time computable function and x < F(x), we can find a k so that 
jG(k) 4 IF(k)l’“‘. 
Substituting k for x and G(k) for z in the earlier implication, we derive a 
contradiction in IPV’“. 0 
11. Postscript 
After the preliminary version [9] of this paper appeared, some results have 
been generalized or strengthened by others. 
In [2] and [3] B uss introduced systems Si and IS; for i = 1, 2, _ . . in which the 
provably recursive functions are those polynomial-time reducible to the i - 1 level 
of the polynomial hierarchy. In the present paper we have considered only the 
case i = 1. but our treatment has been generalized by Harnik [22) to all levels of 
l kc. h&q-rh.u .I._ I.._._ V.-f’ 
Buss [S] proved a stronger-version of TL rreor~m 10.16, but it is still open 
whether CPV t lPB(EF). 
The complexity theory of higher-type functions was developed in [15], [i2] -and 
[131. 
Appendix 
This appendix, which continues the formal development of PV in Section 3, is 
devoted to a series of theorems and definitions leading to the definition of a 
multi-variable recursor, the derived rule of multi-variable induction, and the 
development of the definitions and properties of the basic arithmetic functions. 
The proofs are somewhat more compressed than in the main text. 
As an initial step, we generalize R5 to allow recursion on several digits at once. 
D53. For m fixed, f(m) is the term sI - - -s,O with value 2” - 1. f(m) serves as a 
standard numeral of (binary) length m. 
D54. Equf((x, m) 2 [(x Y Z(m))& (f(m) T x)]. Equf(x, m) = 0 if and only if 1x1 
(the length of x in binary notation) is m. 
TSS. I(m)-I-x#O.axi~l(m)=O. 
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Proof. The theorem is established by induction on m. For m = 0, ‘~55 is 
equivalent o 
Co;ld(O T x, 0, Xi 7 0) = 0, 
which follows from T18 and Axiom 3a. Now assume that T55 holds for m. For 
m + 1, T55 is: C’or:d(f(m)l Y x, 0, xi Y f(m)l) = 0. We proceed by induction on 
J: 
(55.0). Ccmd(f(m)l Y L1, 0, i 7 f(rd2)l) 
= Cond(f(m) 1,&O) (T18. T20) 
=o (Tl); 
(55.j). Assuming x # 0 if j = 0: 
Cond(l(m)l :Xj, 0, xji T f(m)l) 
= Cond(f(m) 7 x, 0, xj Y f(m)) (no) 
= 0 (I.H.). (See the comment after TX?.) Cl 
LX%. 
If x = 0 then 0 else 
L”‘(x)L(ifl(L ),f(nz - l)=Othenr(L )elsef(m - l), 
f(L,)-Comf(f;m- ~)TL,,,(]$XJ),O, L_m(]+x])l). 
L,(X) is 2’“’ m’K1”* - 1; thus L,(X) in binary notation is a string of l’s of length 
1x1 mod m. 
T57. t(L,,,) T f(m - 1) = 0. 
Proof. I(&) T f(m - 1 j 
= Cond(f(m - 1) : t,( [lx]). 0 T f(m - 1). L,,( [$])l 7 i(m - 1)) 0.2) 
= 0 (T18, T55). Cl 
This is the bounding inequality for D56. 
TSt?. x # 0 .D. (Equl(x, k) + Equf(xi, k + 1)) = 0. 
Proof. Assuming x f 0: 
(Equf(x, k) I$ Equl(xi, k + 1)) 
= [((x -: f(k)) & (f(k) T x)) =$ ((xi I Z(k + 1)) & (f(k + 1) - xi))] 
= [((x 7 I(k))& (f(k) ~x))+((x- f(k))&(f(k) -x))] (J-20) 
=o (T43). Cl 
T59. [EquI(L,(x), 0) v * . . v Equ!(L,(x), m - l)] = 0. 
Proof. Abbreviate the L.H.S. as P. Then P[O/x] = 0 is immediate, and (P 3 
P [xi/x]) = 0 follows from T58, T43 and DR46. Hence, T59 follows by DR52. D 
T60. [Equl(x, m) + -EquZ(x, n)] = 0, m # n. 
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Prook We may suppose m < tr, otherwise we can contrapose the implication by 
T43. Now Equl(x, 0) = sg(x), so the implication for m = 0 reduces to S&X) 3 
-Equl(x, n), which is 0 for n > 0, by DR14. The general case follows by 
induction on tn. 0 
DIR61 (Bounded multi-digit recursion). For m > 0 and g, h, k n-place, n + 2- 
place and n -I- l-place frtnctiotts, therz Is art n + l-place function R,[g, h, k] so 
that: 
(If x = 0 then g(y) 
Rmfg, h, kjk Y) = 
else 
if t(R,,,) Y- k(x, y) = 0 then t(R,,,) 
( else k(x, y). 
f(R,,,) = h(x, y, R,& h, k](x T I(m), y)). 
Proof. We define functions 6,. - v G,,,_l by: G,(x, y) g Rig, it,, kj(x, y j where 
h,(x, y, a) 4 If Equf(L,,(x), j) = 0 then h(x, y, a) else a. We can now show that 
for any i, 0 s i < m, Equl(L,,(x), i) .I. G,(x, y) = Gi(x T I(q), y) where i - 
q=j(modm), Oaq < tn. In particular, since (assuming x # 0), 
[Eqd(L,,(x), j) 3 EquI(L,(x - 1) j - 1 (mod m))] = 0, 
J%NL(x)9 i) .x. Gj(X T 1, Y) = G,((x -: 1) T I(m - l), Y) 
= G,(x T I (tn), y). 
Now define: 
R,,[g, h, k;(x, y) g If Equl(L,,,(x), 0) then 4%(x, y) 
e!se 
if Equl(L,,,(x), 1) then GG, y) 
else 
if Equl(L,,(x), m - 2) then G,,l_z(x, y) 
else G,,,_,(x, yj. 
By TW 
EqW%(xj? ij .=. R,,[g, h, k](x, y) = G,(x, y)- 
Hence, assuming x f 0: 
Eqd(L,&), j) .=. R,,,[g, h, k](x, y) = G,(x, y) 
= h(x, y, Gj( [ix], y)) 
= h(x, y, Gj(x y I(m), y)) 
= h(x, y, R,[g, h, k](x 7 I(m), y)). 
By T59 and DR50, R,,[g, h, k] satisfies the recursion equations for multi-digit 
recursion. !Ll 
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DR62. Let R,[g, h, k) be defined as in DR61. If 
(x T I(m), y)) - k(x, y) = 0 ad h(O, y, g(y)) = g(y) then 
Rnfg, k k](x, y) = h(x, y, R,,[s, h, kl(x T I(m), y)). 
Prod* R,[g, h, k](x, y) 
= Cand(x, g(y), h(x, y, &[g, k kj(.r 7 I(m), y))) 
17.5 
WK. Y, Rn[g, h, k) 
= Condtx, W-4 y, g(y)), htx, ye Rn[g, h. k](x -I‘ I(m), y))) 
= h(x, y, R,[gr h, kltx - WI), y)i (T6, Tl). 3 
DG3. Bit,,,(x) g Parity(x T l(m)). Bit,,,(x) is the coefficient of 2” in x’s binary 
representation. 
D64. Taii(x, s) ~sg”“(Bit,,(x))&zgd’(Bit,(x))& - - - &sg”m-‘(Bit,,.,_l(x)), for fixed 
s=dm-,d,“_2.-.d~,E{0, l;“, where sg” gsg and sg’ PST. Tail(x, s) = 0 iff the 
last m bits of x’s binary notation (padded with leading O’s if necessary) comprise 
S. 
T6i. Let sI, . . . , Szrn be the members of (0, 1)“. Then 
[ Tail(x, s,) v Tail(x, sJ v ’ - - v Tail(x, s,,“)] = 0. 
Proof. By T40, the left-hand side is equivalent to the complete DNF tautology 
whose m atoms are Bitj(x), Osj < m. The r~zsult follows by T43. 0 
T&L Tai,‘(x, s) .ZJ. (x _; I(m))s = x, for each s E (0, 1)“. 
Proof. By m nested applications of DR28. Cl 
DR67 (Proof by m-digit induction). For m > 0, if t[O/x ,] ic l.qo/x ] and 
t!xs/x] = u&/a] 
u[xs/x] = u,[ula] I for all s E (0, l}” 
then t = u. 
Proof. For 0 S j Cm we want to define ti = t[x 7 1(9)/x] and ui = U(X 7 1(9)/x], 
where 9 is the least integer ~0 such that either Ix T I(q)] = j(modm) or 
Ix 7 I(q)] = 0. Thus 
ti g if Equf(L,,,(x), j) then t 
else 
. 
else 
if Equl(L,(x), m - 1) then t[x T l(m - j - 1)/x] 
i 
else 
if Equl(L,(x), 0) then t[x -r l(m - j)/x] 
else 
else t[x 7 l(m - I i iv ! 
and similarly for Uj. 
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We now establish ti = u, by induction on x. For the base case, we have by the 
hypotheses for DR67 
fj[O/X] = t[O/X] - U[O/X] = UjfO/X]m 
In general, for each 1, O~l<m, if 1 Sj - 1 (modm) then 
Equ&kAx)* I) -13. f,[xi/x]=fi, i=O* 1. (1) 
On the other hand. if sr, . . . , Sk, k = 2”, are the members of (0, I }“I, and 
I = j - 1 (mod m), then 
EquU+l(x), 0 -3. r,[xi/x] = 7;i* i = 0, 1, (2) 
where 
qi 2 if Tuil(xi, s,) then Us,[ti/U] 
else 
else U~,[fj/ff]* 
Equation (2) is established as follows. Let P 2 Equi(L,(x), I) and Qv 2 Tail 
(xi, s,,), 1 d u S k = 2”‘. Then (P $r Q,,) .x. t,[xilx] = $, by the hypotheses to 
DR67, using T66. Hence by DR50, (P & Q, v . - . v P & &) .I>. r,[xi/x] = qj, 
hence by T43 and T65 we have P.x. r,(xi/x] = a;,, which is (2). 
The analogs of (1) and (2) for Ui also hold. Hence we can build a conditional 
term t$if based on the cases Equl(L,(x), 0). . . . , Equl(L,(x), m - l), and 
prove, using DR50, T59, and DR49, that tj[si/x] = ~i[fj/U] and uJsi/x] = 
yi[uj/U], i ~0, 1. Hence I/ = Uj by R5. 
Nowforj=O,l,..., m-l, 
EqUl(L,(X)* j) -2. I = tj = Uj = U. 
Thus r = u by DR50, T59, and DR49. R 
D68. x 0 y 2 Cond(y, so(x). s,(x)). 
D69 (Concatenation). 
x *’ = I 
If y = 0 then x else 
if r(*) 7 (xl My) = 0 then t(*) else (xl My), 
t(*) = (x * [fy]) 0 Purify(y). 
770. y#O.3,.x*y=(x* 14y])OPurify(y). 
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Proof. We prove the bounding inequality r(*) T (xl Hy) = 0 by induction on y: 
(70.0). (x * 0) 0 PC-&y(O) - (x 1 RIO) = (x0 Y- x 1) = 0; 
(70.i). (x * L$yiJ) 0 Purity(yi) T (xl Byi) = (x *y) 0 i 7 (xl l3y)O 
= (x *y) T (xl By) (T2O) 
= 0 (T23). cl 
Note that the equality of T70 fails for y = 0, since for x f 0, x 0 0 = x0 #x * 0. 
In expressions involving binary operations, parentheses will be omitted with the 
understanding that they are to be restored by association to the left, so that 
x 0 y 0 z (for example) stands for (x 0 y) 0 z. 
D71. 2’r’+‘Y’ = 1 EEIX my. 
l72. xEEly1az=xEElymz1. 
Proof. By induction on z: 
(72.0). xEEly1 EEfO=xEfyl (Ax. 4a) 
= (xEBy)O (Ax. 4b) 
=xElyEol (Ax. 4b); 
(72.i). Assuming z # 0 if i = 0: 
xWylf33zi=(xBylfflz)O 
= (xl3yEBzl)O (I.H.) 
=(xHyBz)OO 
= (x By q zi)O 
=xHyYzi!. Cl 
In the preceding proof, the induction step took the form of deriving T72 with zi 
substituted for z by a chain of equalities in which one step was derived by using 
T72 itself. This mode of inference is justified by DR17, where t, =xEElyl Hz, 
r2 =x El y EEI z1, Wi = ~0. It will be employed repeatedly below; a similar justifica- 
tion using R5 or DR17 is possible in each such case. 
T73. xEBymz=xEElzHy. 
Proof. By induction on z: 
(73.0). xFByEEO=xHy =xBOEEly; 
(73.i). Assuming z # 0 if i = 0: 
xWyfflzi=(xEElyEElt)O 
=(xBzWy)O (LH.) 
=xWzEElyl 
=xBzlEay (T?2) 
=xHziERy. U 
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T74* 2l”l’l.Yl = +pl+lrl~ 
Proof. By l-73. Cl 
x-75. x#o.~.xE3y#o. 
Proof. By induction on y: 
(75.0). Cond(x, 0, Sg(x 88 0)) = Co&(x, 0, Q(x)) 
= Cond(x, 0, 0) (TY 
=o; 
(75.i). Assuming y # 0 if i = 0: 
Cond(x, 0, sg(x El yi)) = Cond(x, 0, @((A- El y )O)) 
= Comqx, 0, sg(x a y)) (Ax. 3b). 0 
l76. Z’x’+‘y’ # 0. 
Proof. By T75, DR49, lfflx#O, hence lKIxHy#O. Cl 
l77. (xOy)5.1=x. 
Proof. By T27, T2, Tl. 0 
I78. B:‘cl(x@y, @yk_,@-- ~OyJ=Pariry(y,), lsk. 
Proof. B&(x 0 yk 0 - - - 0 yc,) 
= Purify(x 0 y/( 0 - - * 0 y,, 7- f(f)) (D63) 
= Parify(x Oyk 0 - - - 0 y,) U-77) 
=Purify[Cond(Parify(y,),xOy,O~~ ~OO,xOy,O- ..@I)] 0.29) 
= Cond(Purity(y,), 0, 1) (‘12, Ax. 1) 
= MPorWy,)) (D31) 
= Parify(y,) (T40). q 
T79. Bifm((x 7 l)Oi)=Bit,(x),m>O,i=O, 1. 
Proof. Sit,((x 7 1) 0 i) = Purify[((x T 1) 0 i) T f(m)] 
= Parity[(x 7 1)i : I(m)] (D68, Ax. 3) 
= Purity[(x 7 1) 7 f(m - l)] U-20) 
= Purify( [$x1 T f(m - l)] u-27) 
= Purify(x 7 f(m)) (I-21, Ax. 5b) 
= &r,(x). 0 
D80. For k > 0, we use DR61 to define 
(Ifx =OthenO 
Puffk(x) g 
I 
else 
if t( Puff,) T 21x’+1-r’ = 0 then t( Pug’) 
else 21rl+)xi, 
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P@“(X) is the result cf ‘puffing up’ the binary representation of x (padded with 
leading O’s if necessary) by interpolating a zero after each block of k digits. For 
example, if x = 1111011 then P&(x) = 10110100110. 
For i = 0, 1, and t a term, Vi.. abbreviates t followed by k i’s. For example, 
l(k + 1) is l*. 
T81. fufk(x) = Puffk(x T I(k)) 0 Bitk -,(x) 0 - - - 0 Bit,,(x) 0 0. 
Proof. We prove t(fufPk) T 2 ir’t’x’ = 0 by k-digit induction on x (DR67): 
(81.0). Pu&(O T I(k)) 0 B&_,(O) 0 - - - 0 B&,(O) 0 0 Y- 2’0’+“” 
=oT-l=O; 
(81.~). For s E (0, l}“, 
Puffk(xs T I(k)) 0 Bit,_ ,(xs) 0 - * . @ B&(xs) @ 0 -; 21xsi+lxsl 
= PL&(x) 0 sj 0 - - * @Sk 0 0 T (2’XT’+‘x’)0k (‘I%, D71, Ax. 4) 
= Puff,(x) 0 S, T 2’““‘” (T76, T74, T20) 
= (P&(x) OS,) -; (2 I~l+lxl Ok 1 
= (fufl,Jx) T 2’X’+‘x’) _; I(k - 1) (T76, ‘I-20, Ax. 5) 
= 0 (D80, I-22). cl 
Ip82. Fork> 1, 
Ifx=OthenO 
Shifrk(x) g 
else 
if ~(Shiftk) T (x *I(k)) = 0 then t(Shiftk) 
else x * I(k), 
t(Shiffk) = [$hi&(x 7 I(k))J 0 Biro(x) 0 B&-,(x) 0 - - - 0 Bit,(x) 00. 
Shifik(x) is obtained by shifting k places to the left all the digits in x which are 
coefficients of 2”, 2k, 22k, . . . , leaving 0 in the right-most place. 
TdJ3. shift,(x) 7-XS = 0, for s E (0, l}k. 
Proof. For x = 0, 
for x # 0, 
%iftk(x) T X.9 = Shift,(x) T (X * I(k)) (no) 
= 0 (T23). cl 
T84. Shiftk(x) = ,$hift,(x T f(k))] @ Biro(x) @ Bit,_,(X) @ - * * @ Bir,(xj @@. 
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Proof. We prove t(Sih[fik) : (x *I(k)) = O by k-digit induction on x: 
(84.0). t(Shi_&)[O/x] T (O*f(k)) = 0 y Z(k) = 0; 
(84.~). For s E (0, l}k and xs #O: 
[jShi&(xs T I(k))) 0 Bit,,(xs) 0 B&_,(xs) 0 - ’ * 0 Bir,(xs) 0 0 T (xs * l(k)) 
=(~fshiftk(x)Jos,os,o---os,_,oO)T(XS*I(k)) (778) 
= l$/lifiJX)J 0 S& - xs = [$hifr,(x)] 0 0 7 xs 
= Shifrk(x) Y- xs = 0 (T83). 
Hence, T84 follows by DR62. Cl 
D85. For k >O, 2k’r’= 1 ZlxEfI. - -EEx (pad on k x’s). 
I-N. (xT(yT1))~1=CoNf(y,x~1,x-ry). 
Proof. By induction on y : 
(86.0). (x T (0 T 1)) _; 1 =- x T 1 = CondiO, x T 1, x T 0); 
(86.i). Assuming y f0 if i = 0: 
(xT(ykl))~l=(x_;y),I=x7.yi. G 
DR87. te=Ol-(t_;x)~-(u:x)=O. 
Proof. By induction on x: 
(87.0). (~_;O)T(UTO)=~TM=O; 
(87.i). Assuming x f0 if i = 0: 
(fTXi)T(UTXi) 
= [(I _; x) _; l] _; [(U _; x) - l] 
=~(t_;x)T.((U’;x)T.l)]~l (ml, T27) 
=C~nd(u-:x,(~_;x)~l,(r-;_x),(u~x)] (T86) 
=Cond(u~x,((r~x)+4-:x))~l, (k-x)-r&-X)) 
=o (I.H.). 0 
TM. y#o.zL((x~1)oi1-y)=x1-y,i=o, 1. 
Proof. Assuming y # 0: 
((X-:1)0i?-y)=((X5.1)0i_;(y,1))T1 (T86) 
=((X~l)@iT(yTl)l) 
= (x 7 1) -r (y 7 1) U-20) 
= (x -: (y 7 1)) 7 1 U-21) 
=x, Y (T86). 0 
T89. y#O.l>.(Shift,(x)-ryOk)T(x-ry)=O. 
Proof. y # 0 .I3. xs T yOk = x T y (T20). Thus T89 follows from T83 and (with 
x = yOk) DR87. 
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D90. Fork>l, 
If y = 0 then Pu&_ ,(x) else 
Merleavek(x, y ) g if r(Inferleave, ) 7 Puff, _ , (x) * 2”“’ = 0 
then t(lnrerleuuc?,) else Puffy_ i(X) * 2k’y’, 
I(ZMerleauek) = [Shiftk(Inrerleuvek(x, [{y J)) 7 l] 0 Purity(y). 
The function Intedeuve,(x, y) can be described informally as follows. If the digits 
of Interfeuvex.(x, y) (padded with leading zeros if necessary) are broken into 
blocks of k digits, then the digits of y are formed by concatenating the last digits 
of the blocks, while the digits of x are formed by concatenating the remaining 
digits. The recursion equations formalize the process: first ‘puff up’ x by forming 
Puffk__,(x), then shift the digits of y to the left into the zeros which were 
interpolated in Puff,_,(x). 
T91. y zo.2. !(ln!c?r!cavc,) T ,“izJ’Sk._,(X) *2k”’ = 0. 
Proof. Assuming y f 0: 
([Shiftk(Inferleuvek(.r, l$yi J)) 7 l] 0 Purify(yi)} 7- Puffk_,(x) * Zkly” 
= ([Shiffk(I~ferfeuvek(x, y)) 7 I] 0 i} 7 (Pufik_,(x)* 2’lY’)Ok (773) 
= Shi;fik(Inferleavek(x, y)) 7 (Puffk_,(x) * 2klY’)C’ (TW 
= (Shiftk(Inferlcauek(x, y)) 7 (P&-,(x) * 2k’y’)Ok] 7 
[hzferfeuvek(x, y) T (P&k_ I(x) * 2k”‘)] V3) 
= 0 (T89). D 
mz. FOr k >o, Shifi,+,(Puff,(~)) = Puff,(X). 
Proof. By k-digit induction on x: 
(92.0). Shiftk+,(PU&(O)) = Shift,+,(O) = Pufk(O); 
(92.~). For s E (0, l}k: 
Puffk(~~)=~uffk(x)~s,~‘--~s,~O (TM). 
Hence, 
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[Shifr,(Inrerleavel,(x, IjO])) 7 l] 0 Purify(O) = f,fltifr,(P~ff, _ ,(x)) 7 1] 0 0 
= [fJufll._,(x) 7 1) 00 v-92) 
= PL#-k-,(x) (T81) 
= I,zIerleave, (x, 0). 
The theorem follows by DR16, since T91 provides the bounding inequality for 
D9O. 0 
lY4. Furk>l, i,jE(O, l}, 
(Inferfeave,(x, yi) T 11 Oj = lnrerfeavek(x. yj). 
Roof. (Inferleave,(x, yi) 7 1] Oj 
= [((Shift,(Inrefleaue,(x, y)) : 1) Oi) T l] Oj 
= fShifr~(lnrer~euvel,(x, y)) 7 1 j 0 j 
= Inferleaue,(x, yj) (T-93). 0 
T%. Bir~(Shiff~(x)) = B&(x), 0 < f < k. 
Proof. Si4(.9lifi~ (x)) 
(T93) 
= Sit,{ @VZ@~(X ‘: I(k))] 0 54,(x) 0 S&_,(x) 0 - - * 0 Bif,(x)O 0) (TM) 
= Purify(Bir,(x)) 0-W 
= Bit,(x) (D63, T30). 0 
T96. Bir,,( Ifzrerfeuuek(xx, y )) = Bit,,( y ), 
5if,(lnferfeavek(x, y)j = 5il,_l(x), i.l< l( k. 
Proof. By induction on y : 
(96.0). InterfeuveJx, 0) = Pu#,,_&) (D9O) 
=P~~~_i(x,Ijk-l))05ir,._z(x)O-.-05ir,(x)O0 
hence by l78, 
5ifo(fnrerfeuvek(x, C)) = 0 = Bit,,(O). 
5i~,(lnferfeuvek(x, 0)) = Bit,_,(x); 
(96. j) . Inrerfeuvek (x, yj) 
= [Shi~~(Znre~feuve,(, y)) T l] 0 Purity(yj) 
hence 
5it,(lnrerfeuvek(x, yj)) = j = Bit,,( yj), 
(T81), 
(TS). 
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and 
Bit,(Znterleave,(x, yj)) 
= Bit,{[Shi&(Znterleave,(x, y)) T l] Oj} (T93) 
= Bit,{Shift,(ZnCerleave,(x, y))} U-79) 
= Bit,{Znterleuve,(x, y)} (T95) 
= Bit,_,(x) (I.H.). 0 
~97. Shiftk(Znterleave,(xs, y)) = ZnterleuveJx, y)sO, s E (0, l}k-L, k > 1. 
Proof. By induction on y; 
(97.0). Shiftk(Znterleuvek(xs, 0)) = S&(P@~_,(xs)) (D90) 
= PUff&~(X.s) (~92) 
= PU&~(X)SO (T81) 
= Znterleuve,(x, 0)sO (D90); 
(97.i). Shift,(Znterleuvek(xs, yi)) 
= Shiftk{Shiftk(Znter2euve,(xs, y)) T 1 0 i} (T93) 
= Miftk{Znterleuvek(x, y)sO - 10 i} (I.H.) 
= Shiftk{Zflterleuve,(x, y)si} 
= {Shift~(Znferleuve,(x, y)) 7 l} 0 i 0 s1 0 . . * 0 Sk_,0 (T84) 
= Znterleuve,(x, yi)SO (T93). 0 
T98. Znterfeuvek(xi, . . - ik-l, yik) = Znterfeuve,(x, y)i, * - * ik. 
Proof. Znterleuvek(xil * * * ik_,, yik) 
= [Shiftk(Znterleuvek(xil . . . ik--l, y)) 7 l] 0 ik (T93) 
= [Znterleuve,(x, y)il . . . ik_lO T l] 0 ik (T97) 
= Znferleuve,(x, y)il * . . ik. 0 
Theorem 98 is the basic equation for Interleave,; with its help, we can reach 
our first goal, the definition of the interleaved n-tuple functions. 
D99. (x$x. 
(XI, . . . , xk) ~Znterleuvek((xl, . . . , xk-,), xk), k > 1. 
TlOO. (0 ,..., O)=O. 
Proof. By induction on k. For k = 1, it is true by definition; for k > 1, 
(0,. . . , 0, 0) = ZnCerleuvek( (0, . . . , 0), 0) 
= Znterleuve,(O, 0) (I.H.) 
= pug/C--I(O) (D90) 
= 0. Cl 
TlOl. (x,i,, . . . , x,&) = (x,, . . . , xk)i, * * . ik. 
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Proof. By induction on k. For k > 1: 
( . x111, . . . , xkik) =Znterleave,((x,il, . . .,~~-~i~_~),x~i~) (D99) 
= Inferleave,((x,, . . . , x,_,)i, . f . ik--l, x&) (I.H.) 
= (xi, . . . , xk)il . . . ik (T98,D99). 0 
This completes the proof of the basic equalities for the n-tuple functions. We 
now proceed to the definition of the corresponding projection operators. We 
begin by defining the auxiliary functions IIT and fl: by m-digit recursion. 
D102. For m > 1: 
If x = 0 then 0 else 
n’(x) ’ (if t(i7;) T x = 0 then t(flT) else x, 
t(nT) = nT(x 7 Z(m)) 0 Bit,_,(x) 0 - . . 0 Bit,(x); 
If x = 0 then 0 else 
n’(x) ’ (if t(flg) _; x = 0 then t(ng) else x, 
t(fl;) = ng(x - Z(m)) 0 Bit,,(x). 
T103. n:(x) = II?(x T Z(m)) @ Bit,_,(x) 0 . - . 0 Bit,(x). 
Proof. We prove t(nF) T x = 0 by m-digit induction (DR67): 
(103.0). [flT(O 7 Z(m)) 0 Bit,_l(0) 0 * . - 0 Bit,(O)] = 0 7 0 = 0; 
(103.~). For s E (0, l}m: 
[nT(xs 7 Z(m)) 0 Bit,_,(xs) 0 . . 1 0 Z?it,(x.s)] T xs 
=[~~(x)os,o~~~os,-~]~xs 
=n;(x)TXT.l (T20) 
= 0 (T23). 0 
T104. II:(x) = rr;;l(x T Z(m)) 0 Bit”(x). 
Proof. Similar to T103. 0 
T105. IIz((x T 1) 0 i) = ZI’J(x). 
Proof. This follows from T103 by T88. Cl 
T106. Itg((x T 1) 0 i) = (IZg(x) 7 1) 0 i. 
Proof. By T104 and T88. 0 
T107. ZIT(Shiftm(x)) = ZIT(x). 
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Proof. By m-digit induction: 
(107.0). ZI~(Shiftm(0)) = n;(O); 
(107.i, . 1 * i,). Z7~(Shiftm(xil . . . i,)) 
= ZI~{(Shift,(x) T 1) 0 i, 0 i, 0 * * .O &_I 0 0) (T84) 
= nT{(Shi&(x) T 1) 0 i,} 0 il 0. . * 0 i,_, (T103) 
= Z7~{ShifCm(x)} 0 il 0 . . * 0 i,_l (T105) 
= n:(x) 0 il 0. . .O i,-, (I.H.) 
= ZZT(xi, . . * i, T Z(m)) 0 il 0. f .O i,_, 
= ZIT(xil * . . i,) (T103). 0 
T108. Z7;(sh&(x)) = ZI$(x) 0 0. 
Proof. By m-digit induction: 
(108.0). ZZ;(Shi&(O)) = ZI;(O) = n:(O) 0 0; 
(lOS.i, . . . i,). ZI~(Shi&(xi, - . . i,)) 
= ZI~{(Shift,(x) T 1) 0 i, 0 il 0. - * 0 i,_, 0 0} (T84) 
= ZZ~{(Shi&(x) T 1) 0 i,} 0 0 (T104) 
= (ZI’;{Shi&(x)} T 1) 0 i, 0 0 (T 106) 
= ((ZZg(x) 0 0) T 1) 0 i, 0 0 (I.H.) 
= ZZz(x) 0 i, 0 0 = Z7z(xil . . . i, 7 Z(m)) 0 i, 0 0 
= ZI’;;(xi, . * * i,) 0 0. (T104). 0 
TlW. II;(x T I(m)) = II?(x) T Z(m - 1). 
Proof. IIy(x T Z(m)) 
= [IIT(x T Z(m)) 0 &Cm-,(x) 0 * . . 0 Bit,(x)] -7 Z(m - 1) 
= n?(x) T Z(m - 1) (T103). 0 
TllO. I7;(x _; Z(m)) = ZI;(x) T 1. 
Proof. IIG(x Y Z(m)) = [Z?g(x T Z(m)) 0 B&(x)] 7 1 
= n;(x) T 1 (T104). 0 
Till. II~(Pufs, _, (x)) = x. 
Proof. By (m - 1)-digit induction: 
(111.0). ZZ~(ZJUfs,_,(O)) = n;(o) = 0; 
(lll.i, . * * i,_,). ZI~(Pufsm-I(xil . . . i,-l)) 
= ZI~[Pc4fm_1(x) 0 il 0 . . + 0 i,_, 0 0] (T81) 
= ZI~(Pufs,_,(x)) 0 il 0 * . .O i,_l (T103) 
=xi, . . . i,_l (I.H.) •I 
T112. Z7:(Pufs,_l(x)) = 0. 
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Proof. By induction on x: 
(112.0). ZZ~(Pz4fs,_1(o)) = ZG(O) = 0; 
(112.ii . . . im-J. IZ~(Pufsm-l(xiI . . * i,_I)) 
= ZZ~[Pufs,-,(x) 0 i, 0 * . .O i,_, 0 0] (T81) 
= ZZ~(PL4fsm_1(x)) 0 0 (T104) 
=ooo (I.H.) 
= 0. 0 
T113. ZZ~[ZmrZeave,(x, y)] = x. 
Proof. By induction on y : 
(113.0). Lf~[Znterleave,(x, 0)] = IZ~[PU~~~_~(X)] (D9O) 
(113.i). ZZ~[ZWerZeave,(x, yi)]=x 
(Till); 
= n~[{Shiftm(Znterleavem(x, y)) 7 l} 0 i] (T93) 
= ~~[Shift,(Znterfeuve,(x, y))] (T105) 
= Z7~[ZnterEeuve, (x, y )] (T107) 
=X (I.H.). q 
T114. ZZ~[Znterleuve,(x, y)] = y. 
Proof. By induction on y : 
(114.0). Z7~(Znterleuve,(x, 0)) = IZ~(Pufsm_,(x)) 
=o (T112); 
(114.i). Z7$!(Znterleuve,(x, yi)) 
= ~~[{Shift,(Znterleuve,(x, y) 7 l} 0 i] (T93) 
= {~~[Sh~~~ftm(Znterleuve,(x, y))] T I} 0 i (T106) 
= Z7z[Znterleuve,(x, y)] 0 i (T108) 
=yi (I.H.). 0 
Theorems 113 and 114 are the basic equalities for ZIT and IIl;;; with these two 
equalities we can define the 
interleaved m-tuples. 
Dll5. II;(x) 2 x, 
Iqx) g Iy’(LIT(x)) 
Urn,(x) g II:(x). 
T116. nr((X1, . . . , x,)) =Xk, 
Proof. By induction on m: 
ZIi((x)) = n:(x) =x; 
general projection operators which operate on 
for O<k<m, 
l<ksm. 
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for k<m, 
mr((x,, . . . f x,)) = ZI~[Znterleave,((x,, . . . , xmpl), x,)] 0399) 
= ~~‘-‘rr21[Z~terreave,((x,, . . . , x,-1), x,)] (D115) 
= rr;r-‘((Xi, . . . ) X,_l)) (T113) 
=Xk (I.H.); 
~~((x,, . . . , x,)) = Z7~(Znterlea21e,((x1, . . . , x,_1 >, x,)) 
=.X m (T114). 0 
T117. For s E (0, l}” and 1 G k S n, Ill”,(x.s) = ZZ$c)s,. 
Proof. By induction on n: 
n:(xs,) = XSI = zIqx)s,; 
assuming T117 for n - 1, and for k < n, 
rm,(xs) = ZI;-lZZ;(xs) (D115) 
= II;-‘[fl”,(x)s, . * * s,-11 (T103) 
= II;-‘(n;(x))& (I.H.) 
= Iq(X)S& 
II”, = &(xs) = q$)S, (T104) 
= n:(x)&. cl 
This completes the basic theorems needed concerning the n-tuple and 
projection functions. It is now straightforward to prove the derived rules of 
multi-variable induction and multi-variable recursion. 
DR118 (Multivariable induction). From 
t[O/x, * * * O/x,] = u[O/x, * . . O/x,], 
t[x,s,lx1 . . * x,s,/x,] = vs[tlal 
u[x,s,Ix* * . -x,s,Ix,] = v,[ula] I ifs E (0, l}“, S=S,“‘S n7 
infer t = u. 
Proof. Let w be a variable not occurring in t or U. Define: 
t’ = t[l7~(w)lxl . . * zqw)lx,l, 
u’ = u[n;(w)/x, * . . zz~(w)l&J 
Then: 
t’[O/w] = t[LqO)lx, . . . Iqqlx,] 
= t[O/x1 . . . O/x,] (TlOO, T116) 
= U[OlXl * - - OIXJ = u’[Olw]; 
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for s E (0, l}“, 
t’[ws/w] = t[n:(ws)lxl * * . rm,(w.s)lx,] 
= t[Lqw)s,/x, * . . n;(w)s,/x,] (T117) 
= v:[t’/a], 
where vi = v,[ZZ~(w)/x, 1 + . II:(w)q/xn], and similarly, ~‘[wslw] = vl[u’la]. 
Hence, by multi-digit recursion on the variable w (DR67), t’ = CL’, Hence, 
t = t[rrl((x,, . . . , &z)>/XI . . . rm,((x,, . . . 7 &)>/&I (T116) 
= t’[(x,, . . . ) xfi)Iw] = u’[(x,, . . . , &>IW] 
= u[rr;((x,, . . . ) x,))/xl . . . Lq(x,, , . . , x,))lx,] = u. 0 
T119. (x,, . . .,x,)Tz(n)=([~x,J ... [+x,]). 
Proof. By multi-variable induction on x1 . . . x,: 
(119.0). (0, . . . , 0) T I(n) = 0 7 Z(n) 
= 0 
= (0,. . . ) 0) (TlOO) 
= ( ];o] . . . L$o] ) ; 
(119s). (xp,, . . . ) x,s,) 7 Z(n) = (Xl, . . , x,)s 7 Z(n) (TlOl) 
= (x1, . . . , &> 
= ( 13x*.5,] * - * [+x,s,J). 0 
DR120 (Bounded multivariable recursion). Zf g, h and k are n-place, (m + n + 
I)-place and (m + n)-place functions respectively, there is an (m + n)-place 
function R”[g, h, k] which satisfies: 
(If (x1,. . f , x,) = 0 then g(y) 
R"[g, h, k](x, y) = 
i 
e1se . 
ift-:k(x,y)=Othent 
I else W, Y), 
t = h(x, y, R”[g, h, k]( l&l . . * k~ 9 Y)). 
Proof. Define: 
h’(w, y, a) = h(IIY(w), . . . , E(w), Y, a), 
k’(w, y) = k(IV(w), . . . , KXw>, Y>- 
Let R,[g, h ‘, k’] be defined by bounded multi-digit recursion (DR61). Then we 
have: 
K&z, h’, k’l(w, Y> = 
( 
If w = 0 then g(y) 
else 
if t’ T k’(w, y) = 0 then t’ 
else k’(w, y), 
t’ = h’(w, y, R,[g, h’, k’](w 7 I(m), y)). 
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Now define: 
R”[g, h, k](x, y) %?&I, h’, k’]((x,, . . . , Gz), Y). 
Substituting in the previous equality, we obtain: 
{ 
If (Xl, . . . ) x,) = 0 then g(y) else 
R”[g,h,k](x,y)= ift’[(Xi ,..., ~~>/W]Tk’((xr ,..., x,),y)=O 
then t’[(xr, . . . , G>/w] else k’((x,, . . . ,x,), y). 
Now we compute: 
t’[(x,, . . . f Gn)I~l 
= h’((x,, . . . , x,),y, R&z, h’, k'l(h, . . . 7 xm> TI(~)> Y)) 
= h(x,, . . . , x,, Y, &z[g, h’, k’l(( 1$x11 > . . . 2 lt~,J ), Y>> U’llfi TlW 
= h(x,, . . . , x,, y, R”[g, h, ~l(~t-d, . . . > hnl, ~11, 
and 
k’((x,, . . . 9 -L)> Y) 
= k(n?((x,, . . . , x,)> * * * axb1, I. , xm)>, Y) 
= qx,, . . . 7 J&n, Y> wm 
so R”[g, h, k] satisfies the required recursion equation. 0 
The remainder of the Appendix is devoted to introducing basic arithmetical 
functions and proving their fundamental properties, using the tools of multi- 
variable recursion and induction. The equality functional with which we begin is a 
good example of a function which is easy to define by double induction, while no 
direct definition by single-variable induction is apparent. 
Dl21 (Equality). 
Equ(x, y) g 
1 
If (x, y ) = 0 then 0 else 
if t(Equ) T 1 = 0 then t(Equ) else 1, 
t(Equ) = [Equ( 1+x]) 14x]) 82 (Pa&y(x) e Parity(y))]. 
The bounding inequality for D121 is immediate from T45. 
T122. Equ(x, x) = 0. 
Proof. By induction on x: 
(122.0). Equ(0, 0) = 0; 
(122.i). Equ(xi, xi) = [Equ(x, x) & (iei)] (I.H.) 
= 0. 0 
Tl.23. Equ(x, y) = Equ(y, x). 
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Proof. By induction on x and y : 
(123.0). Equ(0, 0) = 0; 
(123.ij). Equ(xi, yj) = Equ(x, y) & (Purity(xi)~Purity(yj)) 
= Equ( y, x) & (Parity ( yj) e Parity (xi)) 
= Equ(yj, xi). cl 
TX&L [(Equ(x, Y> & Wdy, 2)) =&4x, 211 = 0. 
Proof. By induction on x, y and z, using T43. Cl 
Tl25. Equ(x, y) .x. x = y. 
(I.H., T43) 
Proof. By induction on x and y : 
(125.0). Cond(Equ(0, O), 0, 0) = Cond(0, 0, 0) = 0; 
(125.ij). For i fj, 
Cond(Equ(xi, yj), xi, yj) = Cond(1, xi, yj) = yj; 
for i =j, 
Cond(Equ(xi, yj), xi, yj) = Cond(Equ(x, y),xi, yi) 
= [CoWEqu(x, Y), x, Y)]i 
= yi (I.H.). 0 
DRl26. Equ(t, u) = 0 t t = u. 
Proof. By T125. 0 
DR127. t = u t Equ(t, u) = 0. 
Proof. By T122. 0 
TX%. [Equ(x, Y) + Equ(f(x, z), f(y, z)] = 0. 
Proof. [Edx, y) 3 Equ(f(x, z), f(y, z)] 
= [Equ(x, Y) +Equ(f(Cofid(Equ(x, Y), Y, x), Z), f(Y, Z)] (Tw T125) 
= [Equ(x, Y) * Equ(f(y, z), f(Y, 211 (D35 7 V 
=o. 0 
The theorems and derived rules T122 to T128 show that the equality function 
Equ has all the classical properties of the identity relation. This together with T43 
and DR49 makes possible the employment of classical truth-functional reasoning 
with propositional formulas built from equalities in proving theorems of PV. In 
the remaining proofs, such reasoning will be employed without special mention. 
DR129. From P[O/x, * * * O/x,] = 0 and [P 3 P[X,S,/Xl . . * x,s,/x,]] = 0, vs E 
(0, l}” infer P = 0. 
Proof. This is proved in the same way as DR52, using DR118 in place of 
single-variable induction. Cl 
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D130. cy TY, 0). This is the characteristic function of the relation 
1x16 IY If 
T131. [((x r y) & (y C z)) + (x C z)] = 0. 
Proof. By induction on x, y and z, using T20. 0 
Tl32. x#O.=~(S(x_l)~x)=0. 
Proof. By induction on x. Assuming xi # 0: 
S(xi T 1) T xi = Sx T xi 
= Cond(Parity(x), sl( L&x]) T xi, s,(S( [;x])) 7 xi) (T26, T3) 
= Cond(zJarity(x), 14x1 T x, S( [ix]) T x) U-20) 
= 0 (I.H., DR15). 0 
D133. 
If x = 0 then 0 else 
‘x”(if,S(l[-&x]I):x=OthenS(~~ixjl)elsex. 
T134. x#O.LS(I[;X]I)TX=O. 
Proof. By induction on x: 
(134.i). Assume xi # 0. Then: 
s(lltxiJI)Txi=s(lxl)Txi 
= Cond(Purity(lxl), Si(lXl 7 1) -xi, X”S(lXl T 1) TXi) U-26, T3) 
= Cond(Pfzrity(~x~), (1x1 T 1) TX, S(lxl T 1) TX). (T20) 
By T23, 1x1 r~ x, so by T131, T132, if 1x1 # 0 then S(lxl T 1) L 1x1 LX; also, 
(1x1 T 1) -x = (1x1 TX) T 1 = 0 7 1 = 0. Hence, S(l lixi] I) Txi = 0 by DR15. 0 
T135. 1x1 = Cond(x, 0, S(l[;x] I)). 
Proof. By D133, T134. 0 
D136. 
Less@, y) g 
I 
If x = y = 0 then 1 else 
Cond(t(Less) T 1, t(less), l), 
t(less) 3 [Equ( [4x], l+yJ) & -(Purity(x) 3 Parity(y)) . v. Less( 1+,x], [+yJ)]. 
The bounding inequality for D136 is immediate by T45. 
D137. Lessequ(x, y) g [Less(x, y) v Equ(x, y)]. 
T138. [Less(x, y) & Less(y, z) .+. Less(x, z)] = 0. 
Proof. By induction on x, y and z. 0 
T139. [Lessequ(x, y) & Lessequ(y, z) .+. Lessequ(x, z)] = 0. 
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Proof. By T124, T138. 0 
T140. Less(x, x) = 1. 
Proof. By induction on x. q 
T141. [Lessequ(x, y) & Lessequ(y, x) .+. Equ(x, y)] = 0. 
Proof. Assume Lessequ(x, y) = Lessequ(y, x) = 0. If Less@, y) = Less(y, x) = 0 
then Less(x, x) = 0 by T138, contradicting T140. Hence, Equ(x, y) = 0. q 
T142. [Lessequ(x, y) v Lessequ(y, x)] = 0. 
Proof. Induction on x, y. 0 
T143. x # 0 .+. Less(0, x) = 0. 
Proof. By induction on x. Assume x #O. If 14x1 = 0 then x = 1, so Less(0, x) = 
0; if 1+x] # 0 then Less(0, [4x]) = 0 (I.H.) so Less(0, x) = 0. 0 
T144. Lessequ(0, x) = 0. 
Proof. By T143, DR16. q 
T145. Lessequ(Sx, y) = Less(x, y). 
Proof. By induction on x and y. 0 
TM. Less(x, Sy) = Lessequ(x, y). 
Proof. By induction on x and y. Cl 
T147. [Lessequ(x, y) .+. Equ(x, y) v Lessequ(Sx, y)] = 0. 
Proof. By D137, T145. 0 
T148. Equ(x, Sx) = 1. 
Proof. If Equ(x, Sx) = 0 then Lessequ(Sx, x) = 0, hence Less(x, x) = 0 by T145; 
this contradicts T140. 0 
T149. Less(Sx, Sy) = Less(x, y). 
Proof. By T145, T146. Cl 
T150. Lessequ(x, 0) = Equ(x, 0). 
Proof. By T144, T141. El 
T151. [Lessequ(x, y) + Lessequ(lxI, lyl)] = 0. 
Proof. By induction on x and y. The case x = y = 0 is easy. For the induction 
step consider xi, yj. If xi = 0 then Lessequ(lxiJ, lykl) =0 by T144. Thus, we 
can assume xi #O, yj # 0, Lessequ(xi, yj). Then Lessequ(x, y) = 0, so 
Lessequ(lxJ, Iyl) = 0 by I.H. Thus Lessequ(S((x(), S(lyl) = 0 by T149, so 
Lessequ(IxiI, Iyjl) = 0. 0 
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Tl52. yf0.1. (xOEHy) =xHyO. 
Proof. By induction on y. 
D153 (Addition). 
x+yg 
Ifx=y=OthenOelse 
if t(+)~(lEE~ffly)=O then t(+) else lHxHy, 
(If Pa&y(x) = 0 then (l&j + [$y]) 0 Purity(y) 
t(+) = 
else 
if Purity(y) = 0 then (L&X] + [$y])l 
T154. t(+)_;(lHxEEly)=O. 
Proof. By induction on x and y. The case x = y = 0 is easy. 
(154.00). The expression simplifies to: (X + y ) 0 0 T (1 H x EEI ~0). If x = 0 and 
y = 0, this is 0 7 1 = 0; if x f 0 and y = 0, this is: 
(X+0)0OT(1mX)O=(X+0)T(1mX) 
= 0 (I.H.). 
So, we can assume y # 0. Hence: 
(X+y)OOT(1HXO~yo)=(X+y)OOT(1BXOmy)0 
=(X+y)T(1E3XOH3y) 
=(x+y)~(lWxHy)O (T152) 
=o (~23); 
(154.01). Similarly; 
(154.10). Similarly; 
(154.11). We need to prove: 
S(x+y)oT(1Hxlmyl)=o, 
that is, S(x + y) T (1 Hx ET3y)O =0. We have 
s,(X+y)T(1HXmy)O=(X+y)T(1mXHy) 
= 0 (T23), 
i.e., sl(x + y) c (1 EElx Hy)O, hence 
S(x+y)Lr&+y) (~25) 
c (1 HxMy)O, 
sos(x+y);_(1mxmy)o=o. 0 
T154 is the bounding inequality for addition, so the recursion equations for + 
hold in the unconditional form. In what follows, proofs will simply be omitted if 
they are straightforward inductions. 
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T155. x + 0 =x. 0 
T156. Sx = x + 1. 
Proof. By T155, T26. 0 
T157. x+y=y+x. q 
T158. x + Sy = S(x + y). 0 
T159. (x+y)+z=x+(y+z). 
Proof. By induction on X, y and z, using T157, T158. Cl 
T160. [Equ(x + z, y + z) a Equ(x, y)] = 0. 
Proof. By induction on X, y and z, using Equ(Sx, Sy) = Equ(x, y), which follows 
from T149. El 
T161. Less@ + 2, y + 2) = Less(x, y). 
Proof. By induction on X, y and z, using T146, T145 and T149. 0 
T162. Lessequ(x + z, y + z) = Le,ssequ(x, y). 
Proof. By T160, T161. 0 
T163. y#O.r>.x~(yBz)=(X~y):z. 0 
TM. (Xcx)=O. 0 
T165. x #O.I. Equ(x, 0) = 1. El 
TM. sg(x) = Equ(x, 0). q 
In view of T166, (X c y) = Equ(x T y, 0); hence we can use (X c y) as an atomic 
formula interchangeable with X T y = 0 when reasoning in propositional logic. 
T167. [x~y.+.x~z~y~z]=O. 
Proof. By induction z: 
(167.i). Assume that x C y and that T167 holds for z. If y T zi = 0 then y E zi, 
hence x c zi (T131), so that x T zi = 0, hence (x T zi) _; (y 7 zi) = 0. If y T zi # 0 
then: 
(x _; zi) Y (y -; zi) = (x T z) T ]i(y 7 z)] 1 
= (x T z) Y- (y T 2) = 0 (I.H.). Cl 
T168. [X C y .*a S;(X) C Si(y)] = 0. 
Proof. Assume x E y. If y = 0 then x = 0 (T166), so si(x) = s”(O). If y # 0, then 
sincex:y=O, Si(X)TSi(y)=XTy=O, SOSi(X)ESi(y). Cl 
T169. [Equ(xO, 0) + Equ(x, 0)] = 0. 
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Proof. By T128. 0 
T170. [Equ(x W y, 0) + Equ(x, 0)] = 0. 0 
T171. Equ (x # y, 0) = 1. 
Proof. By induction on y, using T170. q 
T172. xEEy1 =xOQy. 0 
T173. sg(Sx) = 1. Cl 
T174. sg(]x]) = sg(x).U 
T175. (xcy) =Lessequ(lxJ, Iyl). 
Proof. By induction on x and y. For y = 0, 
(x c 0) = sg(x -; 0) = sg(x) = sg(]x]) (T174) 
= &PC4 0) (T166) 
= Lessequ(lxl, 0); 
similarly if x = 0. 
(175.ij). Assuming yi # 0, xi # 0: 
(Xi c yj) = sg(xi c yj) (T39) 
=sg(xTy)=XLy 
= ~e~~w4l~l, Ivl) (I.H.) 
= ~~~~eq4W4)~ S(lvl)) (T145, T146) 
= Lessequ(lxil, Iyjl). 0 
T176. y#O.=~x_;(ylE3z)=x~(yWz)l. 
Proof. By T163. Cl 
T177. x#O.~.(x+y)-:(xEEy)=O. 
Proof. By induction on x and y. The case y = 0 is trivial. 
(177.00). (x0 +yO) T (xOMy0) = (x +y)0 T (x WyOO) (T152) 
=(x +y)0-: (xHy)OO 
=(x+y)T(Xwy)O U-75) 
=o (I.H.); 
(177.01). Similarly; 
(177.10). (xl +yO) T (xl q yO) = (x +y)1- (xl EEy)O 
=(x+y)7(xlHy) (T75) 
=((X+y)T(XHy))Tl (T176) 
=o (I.H.); 
(177.11). (xl +y1) T (xl q yl) = S(x +y)0 T (xl EEy)O 
=S(x+y):(xlRy) (T75) 
=S(x+y)T(Xmy)l (T176); 
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by T25, S(x + y) C (x + y)l, so by T167, 
S(X+~)~ (xmy)i~(x+y)i~(xmy)i 
=(x++(xmy) 
= 0 (I.H.) q 
T178. Equ(Sx, 0) = 1. 
Proof. By T166, T173. Cl 
T179. [Equ(x +y, 0) .j. Equ(y, 0)] = 0. 
Proof. By induction on x and y, using T178. Cl 
T180. xfo.~ (xmyI= [xl+ (~1. 
Proof. By induction on y, using T75 and T158. Cl 
D181 (Multiplication). 
x . y 2 
1 
If y = 0 then 0 else 
Cond(t(*) T (xl #y), t(a), xl #y), 
t(s) = Cond(Purity(y), (x * L$y])O, (x . ]iy])O +x). 
T182. [Equ(x . y, 0) .+. (Equ(x, 0) v Equ(y, 0))] = 0. 
Proof. By induction on y. The bounding inequality for DE31 may be assumed in 
the induction steps since (xl # y) # 0 by T171. Hence, assuming T178 for x and y 
and that y # 0: 
(182.0). If (x . y0) = 0 then (x . y)O = 0 so x . y = 0, hence x = 0 by I.H.; 
(182.1). If (x . yl) = 0 then (x . y)O + x = 0, so x = 0 by T179. q 
T183. x . y = Cond(Parity(y), (x . ]ty])O, (x . [+y])O +x). 
Proof. We prove t(a) T (xl # y) = 0 by induction on y : 
(183.0). (x . 0)O 7 (xl # 0) = 0 T 1 = 0; 
(183.0). Assuming y # 0: 
(x. ~~~o~)o~(~i~~o)=(~~~)o~[(xi~~)mxi] (Ax. 6a) 
= (~~y)o~[(xi#y)omx] (T172) 
= [(x . y)O T (xl # y)O] -:x (T163, T171) 
=[(x-y)T(Xl#y)]TX (T171, T20) 
= 0 (I.H.); 
(183.1). Assuming y #O: 
[(x. l~~iJ)o+x]~(~i#yi)=[(~.y)o+~]~[(~i#y)mxi] (Ax. 6b) 
=[(~.y)o+x]~[(xi#y)omx] (T172). 
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T184. x.1=x. 0 
T185. So(X) = x + x = x .2. 0 
T186. x-(y+l)=(x*y)+x. 0 
T187. x-(y+z)=(x*y)+(x.z). 0 
T188. x0. y = (x * y)O. 0 
T189. xl . y = (x . y)O + y. 0 
T190. 0 . x = 0. 0 
T191. x.y=y.x. 
Proof. By induction on y, using TM, T189, T190. Cl 
T192. [Le.s.sequ(l, x) .+. Equ(l2 .x1, S(lxl))] = 0. 
Proof. For x = 0, Lessequ(1, x) = Le.ssequ(l, 0) = 1; for x # 0, 
12 . XI = Ix * 21 (T191) 
= MN (Tl85) 
= w4) (T(135). 0 
T193. IS(2 1 x)1 = S(lxj). 
Proof. By T185, T26, T135. Cl 
T194. Ix #y] = S(]x] . Iyl). 
Proof. By induction on y, using T75, T180, T158. q 
T195. 1 #1=2. q 
T196. O#x=l. 0 
T197. xi#O.~.xi#y=(x#y)Hy. 
Proof. By induction on y: 
(197.0). xi#0=1=(x#0)830; 
(197.j). xi #yj = (xi #y) EElxi 
= ((x #y) My) EElxi (I.H.) 
=((x#y)Bxi)Wy 0-73) 
=((x#y)mx)@yj (T152, T172) 
= (x # yj) q yj. 0 
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T198. x#y=y#x. 
Proof. By induction on y, using T197. 0 
T199. (xB3y).z=(x+z)Hy. 
Proof. By induction on y, using T188. Cl 
noo. x#O.~.(xEEy)#2=(X#Z)~(y#z). 
Proof. By induction on y : 
(200.0). (x83O)#z=((x#z) 
=(x#z).(O#z) (T196); 
(200.i). (xEE!yi)#z=(nEEly)O#z 
=[(xBly)#z]Hz (T197) 
=[(x#z).(y#z)]Mz (I.H.) 
=[(y#z)*(x#z)]Mz (T191) 
= [(y # z) Hz] . (x # z) (T199) 
=(x#z)*(yi#z). 0 
T201. [Equ(lxl, Iyl) 3Equ(x #z, Y #z)l = 0. 
Proof. Induction on x, y : 
(2Ol.ij). If [xii = lyjl then 1x1 = Iyl, hence 
xi#z=(x#z)EElz (T197, xi # 0) 
= (y #z) q 2 (I.H.) 
=yj#z (T197, yj # 0). 0 
T202. [&u(lxl, bl + lvl)+Jw(~ #Y, (u #Y> * (v #Y))l = 0. 
Proof. Assuming 1x1 = (uI+ 1~1, u#O, then IxJ= luEf!lvl by T180, so x#y = 
(U 83 v) #y = (U # v) . (v #y) by T201, T200, T196, T184, T191. Cl 
T203. [Equ(x, [$x] + [ix]) v Equ(x, s L$xJ + [;xJ))] = 0. cl 
DR204. Let f (x, y) be an n + l-place function symbol of PV. Then there are 
n + l-place function symbols f3 and f v of PV so that the following are theorems of 
PV: 
(1) f’(O,Y)=%(f(OJY))7 
(2) f’(a,~>=f~(l4al,~)vf(lal,y), 
(3) f”(0, Y) = G(f (09 Y))? 
(4) f”(a,~) =f”(ldal,~) &f(laLy). 
Proof. The function f’ can be defined by: 
If a = 0 then sg(f (0, y)) else 
f’(a’y)‘{if t(f’)Tl=O then t(f3) else 1, 
t(f’)-f’(l~aJ,~)vf(lal,~) 
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The bounding inequality is immediate, by T45. The function fv is defined 
similarly. 0 
Finally, we prove that any function of PV is provably dominated by a 
monotone function. 
X205. Let f be an n-place function symbol of PV. Then there is an n-place 
function symbol f M of PV for which the following theorems are provable: 
(1) Lessequ(f(x,, . . . , x,),f”(xl,. . . ,-d> =& 
(2) [(Les=qu(x,, y,) 8~ . . . & Le=q&, Y,)) * 
Lessequ(f”(x,, . . . , 4f”(yl, . . . , ~a))] = 0. 
Proof. By induction on the complexity of the definition of the function symbol f 
(Definition 3.1). It is straightforward to show that any function is provably 
dominated by a term built from 0, sO, si, Pad and #. Since all of these functions 
are monotone, so is the function f” defined by the term. q 
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